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During the 1970's, the Coast Guard opened several
overseas offi<^es to oarry out the increasing Commer^^ial
Vessel Safety activities occurring chiefly in Europe and the
Far East. These offi'->es were closed in April of 1932, to
reduce operating expenses in response to political pressure
and administrative initiatives to cut the federal budget.
Overseas Commerf-'ial Vessel Safety activities are currently
performed by U.S. based personnel travelling oci temporary
additional duty orders.
This thesis begins with a review of the Coast Guard's
Commercial Vessel Safety program. Procedures involving cost
effectiveness analysis are reviev/ed and applied in an
analysis of whether or not the overseas offices should be
reopened. The analysis is intended to provide information to
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I. INTRODUCTION
This chapter begins with a brief summary of the purpose
of this analysis and the methodology employed. The second
section looks at the program history, objectives and various
concerns that have emerged ove^ the past decade with
special emphasis on those dealing with overseas inspection.
The third part of this chapte:" discusses the other major
parties the Coast Guard interacts with in carrying out its
Commerr-ial Vessel Safety responsibilities and concentrates on
some key interests of these parties.
A. PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY
It is the purpose of this thesis to provide information
and analysis which may be useful to Commercial Vessel Safety
(CVS) program planners and managers regarding the inspection
of U.S. flag vessels in foreign countries. The Coast Guard
has historically been engaged in the enforcement of laws and
regulations pertaining to maritime safety. Jurisdictional
authority over U.S. flag merchant vessels is generally not
constrained by the geographical area in which a vessel
operates. Several overseas inspection offices were opened
during the past decade in response to increasing overseas
activities on the part of the U.S. fleet. Substantial
participation in the offshore petroleum industry and

increased competition from foreign shipyards have greatly
influenced this trend.
Closure of the CVS facilities located in Europe and the
Far East in April of 1982 affected the method of conducting
operations in those areas. The closures wer^e essentially
carried out as a means to expeditiously reduce operating
expenses during a period of political pressure and
administrative initiatives to cut Lhe federal budget. We
have been unable to find a formal analysis condu'^ted at the
time of the 'Closures concerning changes in the comparative
cost and ef f ef^ti veness of inspections.
Two basic alternatives are compared in this analysis,
ether possible alternatives are identified. The first
alternative involves the continuation of present operations
wherein all overseas activities are carried out by U.S. based
personnel, travelling under temporary additional duty orders
(TAD). The second alternative involves reopening the same
facilities which were closed in 1982. Due to workload and
the number Df foreign based personnel, a major participation
of U.S. based personnel remains necessary under this
alternative. Under each alternative, a constant level of
program personnel is assumed. A rather unique aspect of this
analysis is that both alternatives have been in operation in
the recent past. For this reason, actual cost and
effectiveness data have been collected and comoared. This

empirical orientation provides for a compelling evaluation of
on-going programs.
Several factors related to effectiveness are identified.
These factors include: vessel inspection quality, the
availability of personnel travelling overseas, inspection
consistency and cohesiveness, logistics and morale.
Conceptually, the closures have raised the possibility of
several problems in these areas. Of the factors identified,
vessel inspection quality is considered to be more directly
related to the attain m. ent of safety of life and property
goals. The effectiveness model is therefore focused on the
collection of quantifiable data that is considered relevant
to the measurement of inspection quality. Data samples were
obtained from inspection records on file at Marine Inspection
Office, New York and Marine Safety Office, Honolulu. Unequal
amounts of both '^ost and effectiveness are anticipated for
each of the alternatives. The criterion applied therefore
involves minimization of the ratio of cost to effectiveness
measures .
Costs that are incurred by the Coast Guard and
attributable to overseas CVS activities are considered
relevant to this analysis. These costs are classified under
five categories: (1) overseas office operating costs, (2)
incremental personnel moving costs, (3) incremental living
allowances, (4) lost time to travel costs and (5) billing lag




the present operating mode. Costs are
incurred in all five categories under the second alternative.
Data concerning overseas office operating ^osts were
obtained from internal Coast Guard accounting reports.
Figures include expenses incurred in the rental, utilities,
supply and maintenance of overseas facilities. Estimates of
incremental moving expenses for an overseas billet are
computed as the difference between the average OU ICON US
recurring cost per billet and the average INCCNUS recurring
cost. These figures were obtained from 1932 Standard
Personnel Cost data. Incremental living expenses in-^lude a
living (COLA) and housing (HOLA) allowance paid to overseas
personnel in excess of the amount paid to personnel stationed
within the Continental U.S. Average per person figures used
in estimating these expenses are basea on actual fiscal year
1982 cost data compiled by the planning and evaluation staff
under the Office of Personnel at Coast Guard headquarters.
Lost time to travel costs are computed in a formula in which
the sum of travel manhours, converted to man years, is
multiplied by an annual standard personnel cost for a
particular rank. Data concerning TAD manhours attributed to
travel are contained in the travel claims submitted by
inspectors. Standard personnel costs are listed annually in
Commandant Notice 7100. Billing lag time costs are computed
in a formula used to estimate the cost of money that is
10

imputed as a result of normal administrative delays m
billing customers for overseas services. A delay is defined
as the number of days between the date of departure on
overseas duty and the date a vessel's owner or operator
pays the bill for reimbursement of travel and subsistence
expenses
.
The remaining sections of this chapter provide general
information concerning the Coasu Guard Commericiai Vessel
Safety program. A discussion of the literature concerning
cost effectiveness analysis procedures is contained mthe
following chapter. Readers knowleagesble in these areas may
proceed to chapter three where the formal analysis undertaken
in this thesis is initiated. In addition to the formal
analysis of quantified cost and effectiveness factors, a
discussion concerning the significance of other nonquant i
f
ied
factors is included. A conclusion to continue present
operations is made, in chapter seven basea on the evaluation
of cost-effectiveness ratios for each alternative thai: are
arranged in a quarterly format. Several recommendations are
offered, based on information gained through the analysis and
the assessment of the other performance factors.
1 1

B. DESCRIPTION OF COAST GUARD COMMERCIAL VESSEL SAFETY
PROGRAM
''
* Program H i s t o >"
y
a. General Program
The Commercial Vessel Safety program, hereafter
called CVS, is the major component of the Coast Guard marine
safety mission which is the largest of the Service's
regulatory functions. The CVS program drew its first breath
in the early iSOO's as a result of a series of boiler-
explosions with subsequent loss of life. This led to the
enactment of the first CVS law proviamg for periodic
inspection of the hull and boilers of , earn vessels.
The early CVS or inspection laws were administered
under the Treasury Department, then the Department of
Commerce and subsequently transferred with the Bureau of
Marine Inspection and Navigation to the U.S. Coast Guard. A
1962 U.S. Coast Guard Roles and Mission Study recommended
that a single Federal Agency be designated as the prime agent
for maritime safety in the United States. This
recommendation was approved ana the Coast Guard has performed
inthatcapacity since.
The coverage and intensity of the CVS program has
increased drastically over the years as a result of major
ship disasters, public concern for maritime safety and
environmental protection, and maritime safety matters being
included in international agreements. Congress responded to
12

this concern by enacting numerous statutes to ensure the
safety of U.S. vessels, their crews and passengers. This
legislation, coupled with international agreements which were
ratified into law, greatly enhances the size and complexity
of the CVS program. Incorporating safety matters into
international agreement carries the adaed benefit for U.S.
Commerce in that U.S. Flag Carriers are not disadvantaged by
foreign competition adhering to lower safety standards. The
CVS program is responsible for assuring the safety of life,
property and the environment in and on waters subject to U.S.
jurisdiction. The operating budget for carrying out the CVS
functions as noted by the Coast Guard's Roles and Niissions
Study of 1932 totalled $79.2 million in fiscal year 1982 or
5 .7% cf the Coast Guard budget.
Most of the CVS laws mandate that an activity be
performed but m most cases leave the level of performance to
the Coast Guard to establish. The specific level of
performance is contained in the annual Coast Guard's
Operating Plan. The development and enforcement of safety
standards form the benchmark for the level of Coast Guard
performance. The Coast Guard's Marine Inspection Offices
(MIO's), Marine Safety Offices (MSO's) and their designated
subunits are the operating units which enforce the laws and
regulations. In 1980, there were 43 Marine Safety Offices, 6
13

y-.arine Inspection Off' ices and 3 overseas marine inspect icn
activities.
b. Overseas Prcf.ram
T!ie approval of a vessel's plans and initial
inspections are the primary tools used by the Coast Guard for
enforcing s.ufety standards. Not performing plan review and
initial inspection would place the burden of exposing any
1 n h. e r e n t unacceptable safety compromise due to design,
improper m. aterial ccnsLruction or equipment installation on
the periodic i n - s e r v i c e inspection or on failure in
operation. Such a system most likely would result m
catastrophe or at least involve substantial remedial costs.
This concept is of vital importance m the context of
Commercial Vessel Safety and should be p u r s ij e d whether the
construction of U.S. vessels is undertaken at home or abroad.
Rear Admiral Clyde T. Lusk, current Chief, Office of i^"" enchant
Marine Safety, indicated his views during a personal
interview in July of this year, by stating: "U.S. Flag
Vessels under construction m foreign shipyards should
receive the S3m:e attention given to those vessels built m
the United States."
Beginning in the 1970's the Coast Guard began
permanently assigning personnel in certain overseas locations
to carrry out Commercial Vessel Safety activities. Offices
were established in Guam, Kobe, Japan, Singapore and
Rotterdam, Netherlands. These offices cover new construction
ia

ccnversicns and periodic inspections m Europe, Africa, the
Middle East and the Far East. The overseas program generally
consisted of marine safety perscnnsl attached to the U.S.
Err, bassies in the particular areas with the exception of some
brief temporary additional duty (TAD) inspectors responding
to an ir.cirease in overseas workload.
In April, 1932, as a result of significant budgetary
restraints, the overseas offices in the Netherlands, Japan,
Singapore and Guam were closed.
"Closure of t hi e s e offices were effected during FY
1982 m order to realize personnel and dollar savings. The
intent m closing these overseas offices was not for the
purpose of giving up our overseas inspection program, but
rather to rnarkedlv change the way we do i"," (Commercial
Vessel Safety Operating Plan, FY 85-9^1, U . S . C . G . )
Public Law 96-375 also played a significant role 1 n
the decision to close the foreign offices. Public Law 06-376
granted the Coast G u a r^ d statutory a u t h r ] t y to require owners
to reimburse the Coast Guard for travel and sub 3 1 3 1 e n c
expenses incurred for overseas inspections and examinations.
The workload and ar ea of responsibility of the closed
offices were transferred as follows:
N!SO Honolulu Inspection activities m the Far East,
Pacific Basin, Indian Ocean as far as
the Arabian Sea.
MIO Seattle Inspection activities in Western Canada.
15

MSC San Diego Inspection activities in V/estern N'oxico
above 20 degrees North latitude.
MIC New Orleans Inspection activities m South and Central
America, west em Coast of Mexico below 20
de'^.rees Korth latitude.
MIC :iew York Inspection activities m Europe, Red Sea
>^ed i terranean Sea, Arabian Sea
Gulf, and all of Africa.
Persian
MSC Boston Inspection activities in Eastern Can a d a
.





There still rertiains a heavy deiTiand for CVS services m
the foreign arena. Several factors account for this demand.
The continuing search for increased sources of petroleum and
the discovery of the Ilorth Sea fields has produced a sizeable
U.S. maritime presence based overseas. These vessels are not
returning to the U.S. for required safety iriSpections.
Another factor involves the keen coinpet 1 1 1 ve structure of the
foreign shipy.^rds m relationship to U.S. shipyards for
similar construction and/or repairs.
2 . Program Cb ject i ve
Marine Safety is one mission of the Coast Guard. The
intent of this mission has been to benefit society as a
whole, even though there are some benefits which accrue
specif icially to the owners, operators and crews of the
vessels. The mission has historically been funded in the
16

r.d ether facilities en ^sged
form cf general tax revenues. CVS is a program within that
mission and vessel inspection is a function of that program.
The objective of the Commercial Vessel Safety program
as outlined by the Coast. Guard in testimony i n 1931 before
the Subcommittee on Coast Guard and !'!av i gat ion
,
U.S. House of
Representatives, is stated as: "the prevention of deaths,
personal injuries, and property loss associated with vessels
" commercial or scientific
activity in the marine env ironm.en l . "
The objective is pursued, as notea m one 19S2 Coast
Guard's Roles and Mission Study, through the administration
cf the following functions:
a) Review and approve new vessel construction plans to
ensure that the vessel is of seaworthy design and m keeping
with Federal construction standards;
b) Periodically inspect vessels to ensure that they are
being maintained and repaired properly, carry proper
lifesaving equipment and in general remain seaworthy;
c) License and certificate the personnel that operate
U.S. vessels to ensure that they are competent, trained, and
physically qualified to serve at sea;
d) Investigate marine casualties to establish the cause
of the casualty, recommend remedial procedures to limit their
reoccurence, and, if necessary recom. mend punitive action
against personnel m violation of U.S. maritime law; and,
17

e) Admeasure and document U.S. vessels to facilitate
their use in international trade and provide evidence of
ownership for identification and financial relationships.
3» Problems and Concerns with the Program
Several studies were undertaken m the late 1970's as
a result of:
a) Several major marine casualties resulting m loss
of life and property and environmental damage in or near U.S.
waters
,
b) Greater concern voiced by the public for
ecological and cost consideration,
c) Greater Congressional interest in the ef-
fectiveness of Coast Guard resources allocation.
A study which drew a significant reaction from the
Coast Guard and the maritime industry was the General
Accounting Office Report titled "How Effective is the Coast
Guard in Carrying Cut Its Commercial Vessel Safety
Responsibilities?" dated May 25, 197 9. The study indicated
that the Coast Guard should make improvements in the
following areas of the CVS program:
1. Expand in-house training, establish standards for
qualifying inspectors, establish an inspection job
classification, and extend the inspectors' tour of duty.
2. Reexamine the possibility of transferring some




3. Provide comprehensive direction for boardings and
examinations, improve follow-up on tankship safety
deficiencies, expedite the development of the Marine Safety
Information System, adopt an aggressive penalty policy, and
emphasize the boarding and examination of uninspected U.S.
Commercial vessels.
^, Require a demonstration of competency for issuance
or renewal of marine industry personnel licences, establish
medical standards for determining the physical fitness of
maritime personnel, seek jurisdiction ever state pilots and
abolish the shipping commiiss loner functions.
5. Study the staffing needed to carry out activities
in the Coast Guard's commercial and international safety
activities.
The Coast Guard rejected several broad indictments
but was in substantial agreement with the study's basic
tenets. The idea of delegation of services continues to be
an issue concerning inspection functions of the CVS program.
"The most prominent question which emerged during the
Subcommittee's Oversight hearing was whether or not some of
the functions now being performed by the Coast Guard can be
undertaken with equal competence and at less cost to the
Federal Government by classification societies such as the
American Bureau of Shipping or similar U.S. organizations."
19

(Subcommittee on Coast Guard and W a v i g a t i c n , U.S. House of
Representatives, November 1931)
A particular benefit of a non-governmental agency is
that costs will be borne by the private sectors. Another
strength is r, [i a t inspections now performed by non-
governmental entities v;ill not be duplicated by Federal
inspections except on a spot-check basis.
A weakness of involving a non-governmental agency m
the enforcement of laws and regulation is the potential for
conflict of interests. Another weakness is the lack' of
enforcement authority of n o n
-
g o v e r n m e n t a 1 organizations and
the lack of control by the Federal agency which is ultimately
responsible for enforcemient
.
Studies and Congressional hearings sim^ilar to the
ones named, especially during times of strongly perceived
budgetary constraints, ana initiatives to minimaze regulatory
impact will continue to require critical review of
traditional legislatively mandated CVS functions.
C. OTHER PARTY INTERESTS
There are many organizations in both the Federal and
private sectors that have an impact on the U.S. maritime
industry and in particular the Com^mercial Vessel Safety
program. These organizations and the Coast Guard interact
over a wide range of functions. This interaction influences
all sectors of the industry such as the financial
20

institutions which provide capital for ship construction; the
marine insurance industry, classification societies, cargo
bureaus, standard setting organizations which provide a basis
for quality control; zhe maritime training and education
establishment and the great variety of businesses which
build, maintain, supply and operate vessels.
This section will describe briefly several organizations
that have a more pervasive impact.
'^
'
"^^^ Am e r i c a n Bureau of Sh ipping
The American Bureau of Shipping ( A B S ) was created i
n
1.862 by the New York Legislature as a non-profit,
international ship classification society. ABS has a pridiary
function of certifying the soundness and seaworthiness of
mierchant ships and other marine structures. ABS is entirely
supported by the fees charged to shipowners who request
classification services. Just as the Coast Guard sets vessel
safety standards to meet national safety objectives, ABS sets
standards, known as rules for the purpose of placing a vessel
in class, principally for gauging its insurability.
As of June 1983, there were 15,580 vessels totalling
approximately 191,076,014 deadweight tons under
classification by ABS. The society is represented in 94
countries with a work force of 1655 exclusive employees, m
140 exclusive offices worldwide. An exclusive employee is
one who works full time for the organization.
21

A strong driving force has emerged in the past
several years for transferring cr delegating some functions
of the CVS program to A5S. This force led to the passage of
Public Law 97-136 which provides authority for the Coast
Guard to delegate vessel inspection or examination duties to
the American Bureau of Shipping or similar American
Classification Society to the maxim/um extent practicable. It
should be noted that ABS is the only American classification
society currently chartered in the United States. This law
further provides specific authority for the Coast Guard to
utilize ABS or a similar American classification society for
review and approval of vessel hull, machinery, piping and
electrical plans.
Discussion between ABS and the Coast Guard resulted
in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) dated June 9, ''981,
which addressed the basic guidelines for cooperation, plan
review and inspection of vessels under construction which are
to be classed by ABS and certified by the Coast Guard. This
MOU, which IS referred to as MCU I, was relatively limited in
scope but served as a useful tool for further discussions and
agreements resulting in a second MOU (MOU II).
MOU II, dated 2? April 1932, superseded and expanded
upon MOU I by providing for further areas of plan review and
Coast Guard acceptance of inspection tasks associated with
construction of new vessels and major conversions built to
ABS classification rules and certified by the Coast Guard.
22

MOD II alsc provided instruction to the industry on plan
submittal procedures, areas of responsibility b e c .v ..c^ .'^ B S and
the Coast Guard and provisions for Coast Guard oversigh. t and
general administration.
The Coast Guard initially projected a 15.5!*- reduction
1 n new construction vj o r k 1 o a d resulting; from the M U s .
It IS felt that a reducti c u r r e d but not of the m a c^ n 1 1 u d e
initially projected. At present, the actual effectiveness of
the delegation of services to ADS has not been evaluated as
noted in the required Annual Report to Congress concerning
such delegation.
"Since 1 rr. p 1 e T. e n t a t i n of >' o u I (1 August 1 5 '? 1 ) and
MCU II (June 1983), 663 vessels have come under the term of
the agreements. During t n i s period U 2 2 vessels were
completed under' one of the N: C U s . A comparison of Coast
Guard man-hours devoted to vessels coming under plan review
and inspection guidelines of the MCUs and those entirely
under Coast Guard inspection presently does not p r o v i a e
m.eaningful information. Efforts will be made to track man-
hours and the impact of the MCUs on Coast Guard technical
and inspection resources and costs, and compare thera with
the certification program involving vessels not classed
with ABS. (Annual Report to Congress, G-yiP/2^4, U.S. Coast
Guard, June, 19S3)
The report also noted that the Coast Guard is moving
hesitantly concerning the delegation of other services.
"As tc ABS performing vessel inspection and re-
inspection functions other than at new construction, we
considered this to be a very long term option which will
require further negotiations and considerable discussion.
We currently do not support this additional delegation
since the present MOUs have not been fully implemented to
the extent possible, nor have we determined the true
benefits/ costs of the on-going program. (Annual Report to
Congress, G-MP/24, U.S. Coast Guard, June 1933)
23

2 • Other Federal Agenc ies
"Other Federal agencies such as the >^aritirne
Administration (.MARAD) and the Occupational Safety 'and
Health Administration (CSHA) also perform inspections and
review certain safety aspects for vessels. MARAD has the
role of owner/financier/promoter for vessels it
subsidizes, while OSKA oversees the work place environment.
For many maritime issues, Coast Guard regulations directly
affect employee working conditions and thereby preempt
OSHA's standards for these same conditions." (Coast Guard
Roles and Mission Study, 1982)
MARAD requirements to inspect U.S. flag vessels are
related only to compliance with construction constraints
involving the construction differential subsidy and the
inclusion of natis,;. ""• defense design features.
The International Maritime Organization (I MO),
formerly named Inter-Government Maritime Consultati\/e
Organization, was established in 1958 under the auspices of
the United Nations. It has served as a focal point for
international deliberation on marine safety since that time.
IMO has expanded to 121 member countries from the chartered
2 1 members
.
The Coast Guard has been officially delegated to
represent the U.S. interest in IMO since its inception. CVS
program personnel participate at all levels of the
organization .
3 • The Mar it ime Industry
a. Shipping Companies
The U.S. shipping industry is a very complex
industry which consists of many segments, each structured
24

differently. The privately-owned U.S. fleet is divided
according to whether a shipping firm is engaged in
international ocean shipping or m lakes, rivers, coastwise
or mtraccastal domestic shipping. These areas are more
commonly referred to as engagement in foreign or domestic
trade respectively. U.S. ocean shipping is further divided
by mode of operation, namely liners or tramps. Domestic
shipping is classed geographically according to the area of
operations; Great Lakes, rivers, coastwise, or mtracoastal
shipping.
A primary concern for the shipping companies is
the extent to which the burden of CVS regulation can be
passed on to the consum. er. In the Maritime Administration
Study dated December 1979, cost of compliance with Federal
regulations were estimated to be approximately one percent of
total construction and operating cost.
There is a distinct difference in the market
structure facing the foreign and domestic trade sectors. In
the foreign trade, U.S. vessels (documented vessels of the
United States) must compete with foreign and U.S. firms
operating ships registered in foreign countries and mannea by
non-U. S. crews. In the domestic trade, only U.S. vessels are
allowed to participate. CVS regulation, with its main
focus on safety, should not add a crippling cost disadvantage




The V 1 g c r of U.S. c c m rr. e r c i a 1 s ri i p building and
repair yards rests heavily en the strength of the nation's
Merchant Marine and the Government policies he size c f
its public fleet (i.e. Navy, Coast Guard, and U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers).
"Shipbuilding and repair activities are under
extreme and constant pressure from highly competitive
foreign shipyards, which offer to build vessels at
extremely lew prices with assurance of support from their
governments. Eased on this government support, and to
ensure their survival during this time of depression,
v e '^ s e 3 3 yards are quoting prices on construction c f
,
n e v/
ships at 20 to 40 percent below actual costs. This places
ar. awesome burden en U.S. shipbuilders ccTipeting in a
<v r 1 d w i m, a r k e t . " (Critical I s s u Maritime
Transportation, 1981)
This pricing strategy has tenaed to increase the
Coast Guard workload m overseas inspections.
"In 197 9, two major U.S. ship operators signed
letters of intent or contracts with Japanese or Korean
shipyards for construction of 24 large contamer ships at an
average cost of about $33 million each. It is expected
tnat the total cost of tnese vessels if cont'^acted for in
the U.S. yards would have been not $800 million, but two
and one half times-to-three times that amount. During
1979, at least one major U.S. shipyard closed its doors on
shipbuilding, leaving a 225,00C-ton tanker and a number of
other vessels incompleted." (Critical Issues m ;4aritime
Transportation, 1981.)
The particular cases noted above led to the
establishment of Marine Inspection Office, Kobe, Japan, in
the fall of 1979.
It is projected in the CVS operating program for
FY 85-94 that a major shipping bill will pass Congress m the
near future. In addition to providing a fram^ewcrk for the
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rev i t al izat ion of the American Merchant Marine, it is likely




^^- COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will focus en procedures and tools used
in the area of cost effectiveness analysis. Anyone
attempting to conduct a study of this nature should
first have a working knowledge of the theory involved so a
plan of attack can be devised that will produce valid results
that are acceptable to users of the information. "Too
often, the tendency is to plunge directly into gathering data
and estimating benefits and costs with the hope that it will
all fit together at the end. In an undertaking as complex as
CBA, this is not a wise course. Much effort is wasted and
much remains undone when precise plans do not guide the
analysis." (Sasscne, Schaffer, 1978) Since our thesis deals
with the analysis of a government activity, we will often
concentrate on the applications of theory in this area.
1 . Definitions
Several terms are used in the literature to label
analysis of this nature. They include cost benefit analysis,
cost effectiveness analysis, economic analysis, performance
evaluation, policy analysis and systems analysis. There
appears to be wide-spread disagreement among authors and
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theorists regarding the definition of these terms and the
placement of appropriate theoretical boundaries between them.
"Numerous other term3--operat ions analysis, operations
research, systems engineering, cost utility analysis--might
also be used, depending on the context, and, to different
people, they might imply some subtle distinction. But they
all convey the same general meaning. Moreover, there exist
among them no distinctions in principle. Whatever
differences may be found are simply matters of degree,
emphasis, and context. What is important, therefore, are
the characteristics they have in common. These include an
effort to make comparisons systematically in quantitative
terms, using a logical sequence of steps that can be
re-tracted and verified by others." (Quade, 1967)
In his introduction to Cost-Effectiveness Anal y s i s
,
author Edward S. Quade defines and analysis as one involving
a comparison of alternative courses of action in terms of
their cost and their effectiveness in attaining some specific
objective. For the sake of consistency, we will continue to
use the term cost-effectiveness in referring to this area of
analysis .
2. St eps
The basic steps involved in a cost-effectiveness
analysis include: a definition of the problem at hand and the
objective of the analysis, a listing of alternatives, a means
or criteria of choice used in evaluating the alternatives,
the determination of costs and benefits of each alternative
and the evaluation of the alternatives based on the criterion
selected. Each of these will be discussed in the following
sections of this chapter. These basic steps are normally
included in an analysis but the form and content of each may
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1 . Tn.e First Step
The first major step in undertaking a o c s t
-
effectiveness analysis is to define the problem at hand and
state the objective of the analysis. in The Decision
Maker's i-i a n d b o c k , author Alexander H. Cornell states that the
existence of a ben a -fide prcblen] is necessary before a
decision (with or without the aid of analysis) can be made.
"Within a r' y system or subsystem structure, a condition
ir, u 3 1 exist that presents a decision maker with the
opportunity to make a decision. Additionally, t h. e
situation should offer alternative coursres of action to
resolve the decision situation. Again it is appropriate to
repeat an earlier observation: if there is no decision-
making situation there can be no decision, no
alternatives. ...At the other extreme, it' is good to
remember that a decision not to m.ake a decision even where
a decision situation exists is a decision in itself."
(Cornell, 193G)
In many cases, the (decision maker or user of the
information and the analyst or provider of the information
are not the sam.e person. In these situations, the definition
cf the problem involves communication between the decision
maker and the analyst as to what constitutes the problem.
"The decision m. aker's input to the analyst will affect the
analyst's output to the decision maker. The better the
problem is specified, the more useful will be the final
report to the decision maker." (Sasscne, Schaffer, 1978)
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Following the excerpt, authors Peter G. Sassone and William
A. Schaffer then explain that this first step provides
direction for the remainder of the analysis. "It is here
that the decision maker plays a crucial role, communicating
to the analyst precisely what he wishes to be done. It is
the analyst's task to record these desires, and elicit
whatever information is needed to exactly define the problem.
While each project has its own unique features, many aspects
of problem definition are common to most, and
,
although such
a listing can never be complete, it forms a basic checklist
for both the analyst and the decision maker." (Sassone,
Schaffer, 1978)
2 • Applications
Analysis, as stated in the preceding section, can be
applied over a wide range of problem situations. In Analysis
for Public Decisions
, author Edward S. Quade lists four major
applications of analysis pertaining to governmental programs.
"Analyses are needed for such tasks as: (1) fairly routine
evaluations of ongoing or proposed programs or projects with
a view to changing the resource allocation or to improving
operations with the same allocation; (2) comparisons of the
costs and benefits of proposed programs; (3) the
investigation of special issues or problems not associated
with proposed or established programs but which someone
inside or outside the government brings to notice; and (4)
detailed preparation of new programs." (Quade, 1975) This
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inherent diversity in applications reinforces the importance
of a rather precise problem definition pointed out in the
preceeding paragraph. This is not to say that once a problem
has been defined it cannot be altered, refined or updated at
some point during the analysis. The approach taken is often
described as an iterative process.
3 . Assumpt ions
A final point that relates to the problem definition
stage concerns assumptions which are also related to the
entire process. In the following excerpts, author Alexander
H. Cornell describes the use of assumptions in an analysis.
"Assumptions are not only embodied in the formulation
phase, they are necessary throughout the entire analytic
study. ... Assumptions are used to limit the scope of a
problem or opportunity, and to limit the scope of
objectives and alternatives. Care must be exercised in
this last application, for unduly restrictive assumptions
will rule out some potentially significant objectives or
alternatives. ...The best guide is to try to limit
assum, ptions to those areas in which it simply is not
possible to obtain facts. This last problem is greatly
affected by resources and the time to gather information."
(Cornell, 1980)
Cornell also points out that assumptions are
inevitable, that they should be reasonable and that they be
explicitly identified within the analysis.
C. LISTING OF ALTERNATIVES
Once the problem has been specified and defined, various
alternatives or possible solutions are sought and identified.
The number and diversity of alternatives are often influenced
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by the nature of the problem, which, according to Sassone and
Schaffer, takes one of the following three forms: (1) one
project is to be accepted or rejected, (2) one of several
projects is to be accepted, (3) several of many projects are
to be accepted. The analyst's abilities and available
resources also influence the quality and quantity of
alternat i ves
.
In Anal ys is for Public Decisions
,
Edward S. Quade offers
the following comments concerning the search for alternatives
"The generation of alternatives is, or should be, a
creative act. ...Genuinely new alternatives are hard to
come by simply because it is very difficult, for t.ie human
mind to think of things someone has not thought of before.
...The process of searching for alternatives also includes
a certain amount of evaluation, for in so doing the grossly
inferior ones are implicitly screened out by simple tests
for dominance or acceptability. Sometimes these tests are
based more on similarity to alternatives' found acceptable
in the past than on estimates of their actual
effectiveness. This is simply a reflection of the fact
that similarity is often an efficient screening device.
Possibly too much so; it is seldom that a radically
unfamiliar alternative will appear useful because the
screener , with coordination m mind, will tend to eliminate
an alternative that does not appear to fit in with other
areas of his organization. The familiar alternatives that
change only incrementally have at least that virtue of
fitting within the organization." (Quade, 1975)
Alexander H. Cornell identifies several potential sources
of alternatives, each having a varying degree of analytic
ability. These include someone with intuition, and expert, a
group of experts and a committee. Other methods of obtaining
alternatives include brainstorming, the Delphi technique and
modeling. Even though arguments can be made for or against
any of these sources or methods, they may be useful in
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obtaining a workable set of alternatives. The number cf
alternatives should be manageable. This depends on the scope
of the problem and the resources available for solving it.
There is always the possibility that the theoretically "best"
alternative was never uncovered and therefore was not chosen
as the solution.
D. CRITERIA CF CHOICE
During this stage of the analysis, the criterion or
decision rule to use in selecting an alternative over others
is specified. There are two main levels at which criteria
are applied, depending on the scope of the problem. One
generally involves social or governmental de*2isions at the
raicroeconomic level while the other is applied in less far
reaching decisions at the organization or sub-organization
level.
1 . Economic Efficiency
The first and more general level involves the concept
of economic or all-'^ative efficiency. Economic efficiency
exists within an economic system when it is impossible to
increase general welfare with a given amount of resources and
level cf technology. Static efficiency is the term used for
economic efficiency within a short time span where resources
and technology are fixed. The term dynamic efficiency
applies to an extended period of time where resources and
technology are allowed to vary. "Economists, one might
3^

think, could simply apply the cpt i m izat ion principle to the
economy's present allocation of resources and goods: they
could ask themselves whether the marginal benefit of any
potential reallocation of resources or goods just equaled the
marginal cost. If this marginal benefit did net. equal this
marginal cost, the present allocation would not be the best
one." (Kohler, 1982) Unfortunately, this is not an easy
process to undertake.
Economist Vilfredc Pareto was a pioneer in developing
the concept of economic efficiency. He established a number
of marginal conditions that should be met for a system to
achieve economic efficiency. "If a reallocation of
resources or goods left some individuals, m their own
estimation, equally well off but others better off, social
welfare had mcreasea. If some felt equally well off but
others worse off, social welfare had decreased. If some were
better off and otliers worse off, the situation could not be
evaluated by economic science-unless, that is, the gainers
actually compensated the losers to the losers' full
satisfaction and were still better off." (Kohler, 19 8 2)
Closely related to the Pareto conditions is the Kaldor-Hicks
principle. This less stringent indicator of economic
efficiency is referred to by author Edward K. Gramlich in
Benefit-Cost Analys is o f Go vern m ent Progra ms. "The Kaldor-
Hicks principle is that situation A is preferred to situation
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B if the gainers could compensate the losers and still be
better off. Notice that the Kaldcr-Hicks principle does not
require that the gainers actually do compensate the losers
and so does not deal with the distributive consequences of
policy changes." (Gramlich, 1931) Although the concepts of
economic efficiency are theoretically preferred in the
evaluation of projects or alternatives affecting general
public welfare, practical application is usually difficult.
Often a somewhat more specific criterion will be applied.
2 • Lower level Criteria
The second level of criteria normally is applied in
analysis at the organization level and in making decisions
concerning programs at the agency level in government. There
are three general criteria which are normally used. "The
analyst may rank alternatives by one of three general
criteria. These criteria conform to the three basic types of
cost/benefit relationships: Unequal Cost/Equal Effectiveness,
Equal Cost/ Unequal Effectiveness, and Unequal Cost/ Unequal
Effectiveness. The three criteria are: (a) Least cost for a
given level of effectiveness, (b) Most effectiveness for a
given cost constraint, (c) Largest ratio of effectiveness to
cost." (D.E.A.C, 2nd Ed.) There are also several criteria
that are used to evaluate projects from a financial
perspective. These include net present value, internal rate
of return and payback period and are normally applied when
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the costs and benefits of a project are more easily
quantified in monetary terms.
E. DETERMINATION OF COSTS
There are several perspectives which may be taken in the
process of determining the costs of the various alternatives.
Each may be preferred under different circumstances. These
perspectives include: (1) static costing and time phased
costing-, (2) incremental costing and (3) life-cycle costing.
1 . Static and Time Phase d Costing
Static and time phased costing methods are discussed by
author Harry P. Hatry in "The Use of Cost Estimates." In
this contribution, he states that static cost analysis is
normally applied in system configuration or system comparison
study and the costs commonly take one of the following three
forms: (a) acquisition cost plus operating costs for a
specified number of years, (b) acquisition cost less
residual value plus operating costs for a number of years,
(c) either of these two forms discounted to the present.
Time phased costing typically takes one of these forms: (a)
annual funding requirements, (b) cumulative funding
requirements, (c) either of the two streams discounted to the
present. This method is often applied in budgeting,
particularly in the public sector. "To the extent that such
considerations exist as annual funding constraints or the
desirability of smoothing out annual funding, then the
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display of the annual funding requirements will be of
importance to planners. (As a practical matter, the major
interest of Government planners is, of course, i n the current
and next budget years' requirements.)" (Hatry, 196?)
2 • Incremen t al Cost ing
The incremental costing approach is not entirely
independent from the methods alreaay mentioned. This
approach is com, men ly used m capital budgeting decisions in
the area of managerial accounting. It is also related to the
concept of marginal costing and the problem of deciding which
cost are relevant.
"Cost analysis, like systems analysis which it serves,
can be viewed as an application of the economic concept of
marginal analysis. The analysis must always move from some
base that represents the existing capability and the
existing resource base. The problem is to determine how
much add it ional resources are needed to acquire some
specific add 1
1
lonal capability, or, conversely,- how much
additional effect iven ess would result from some
a^j it ional expenditure. It is, therfore, the m-
cremiental cost that is relevant. Sunk costs are not
included, and inFierited assets are not ccsted."
(McCullough, 1967)
Edward S. Quade points out that some costs may not be
considered relevant for another reason that pertains to
whether costs are considered internal or external.
"Costs may be relevant but they may not concern us.
For example, costs falling upon hostile nations may not
concern us in the same way as costs falling upon our own
population. External costs are those costs of a program or
decision that fall outside the boundaries of the decision
maker's interest or beyond the scope of his organization.
Whether a given cost is internal or external thus depends
on where in the decision-making hierarchy the decisionmaker





Following his discussion conerning incremental costing,
author James D. McCullough also comments on the perspective
of life-cycle costing in his contribution "Estimating Systems
Costs." It IS related to the time phased costing approach m
that it attempts to measure a program's total cost impact
over time. "Life-cycle costing results from the principle
that the funds necessary to undertake a program are not the
primary consideration, nor are the funds required in any
particular time period, but a decision to undertake a
particular course of action should take into account its
total cost impact over time. The cost of developing the
system must be accounted for, and the cost of procuring the
system, and also the cost of operating it as a component of




Choosing a Discount Rate
To conclude this section, some attention to the choice
of interest or discount rate applied in accounting for the
cost of money is necessary. Several rationales concerning
the choice of an appropriate rate exist and, as noted in the
following excerpts, there has been no particular method that
is universally accepted. "The Department of Defense
currently has a 10% discount rate established by DoDI 7041.3
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to be used in all eccncmic analyses of proposed Defense
investments." (D.E.A.C., 2nd Ed.) "The rationale behind the
discounting process is to allow for differences m the timing
of cash flow, but not for risk, and this argues for- the use
of a risk free or time preference interest rate. The obvious
problem here is the definition and identification of a 'risk
free' rate of discount." (Corti, 1973) "But, in fact, knowing
what rate to use is quite a trick, one that has taken the
attention of literally hundreds of economists over the past
30 years." (Gramlich, 1981) The use of judgement in the
choice of a proper discount rate has led Dr. Micholas A.
Ashford to offer the following words of caution concerning
regulatory decision making. The comments, however, also
apply elsewhere. "Further, since the consequences of many
regulatory actions may be to impose compliance costs Loday in
order to bring about health benefits far into the future, the
choice of discount rate can make one regulatory option look
better or worse than an alternative. Since there is no
consensus on what that rate should be, the policymaker's
preference for a particular regulatory option can be hidden
in the choice of a discount rate." (Ashford, 1980)
F. DETERMINATION OF BENIFITS
The next step involves identification and measurement of
the benefits of the various alternatives. Most people
dealing with this subject agree that measuring effectiveness
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is normally mere difficult Chan measuring costs, especially
in nonprofit, government or service oriented programs or
projects. In their article for The Accounting Revie w,
authors James E. Sorensen and Hugh D. Grove point out that
the literature in this area is somewhat lacking. "A
widespread literature focused upon profit-oriented
organizations has left the accounting literature with few
operational techniques which are responsive to nonprofit
service performance evaluations. "(Sorensen, Grove, 1977)
In "Organizational Effectiveness: Some dilemmas of
Perspective," author Robert Dubin indicates that a dichotomy
exists between the use of operating efficiency and output
effectiveness measures. "This distinction between social
utility of output and operating efficiency is one that
pervades the economy. The counterpoint of internal
efficiency and social utility of output is so fundamental
that almost all contemporary social problems involving
organizations can be analyzed from the standpoint of this
dilemma. Indeed, whenever an organization comes under
attack from the outside, its leaders will defend it on
grounds of organizational effectiveness quite opposite from
those used as the basis of the attack." (Dubin, 1976) In his
contribution titled "Measures of Effectiveness," William A.




"The choice cf these measures is the most difficult,
unique problem of cost-effectiveness analysis. The
appropriate measure should have two characteristics:
First, and most important, it must be relevant; preferable,
but less important, it should be measureable. These
objectives are often conflicting. The most relevant are
often very difficult to measure and vice versa. The
analyst's first challenge, therefore, is to choose a better
combination of relevance and arithmetic than that exhibited
by most politcal strategists, and, for that matter, by all
too many operations analysts." (Niskanen, 1967)
Probably one of the most widely respected authorities
concerning management of nonprofit organizations is Dr.
Robert N. Anthony. In his text M a.£:a.££J31£i2t^ ££Ii^Jl£i. kll
Nonprofit Crganizations done in collaboration with P-'*cfe3Sor
Regina E. Herzlinger, the distinction between efficiency and
effectiveness measures is more reconciliatcry than that
proposed by Professor Dubin. They also point cut the
difficulty in making such measurements.
"Output information is needed for two purposes: (1) to
measure efficiency, which is the ratio of outputs to inputs
( i.e.
,
expenses) ; and (2) to measure effectiveness, whicn is
the extent to which actual output corresponds to the
organization's goals and objectives. In a profit-oriented
organization, gross margin or net income are measures that
are useful for both these purposes. In a nonprofit
organization, no such monetary measure exists
because. ..revenues do not reflect true output in the same
sense as a profit-oriented company. ...In the absence cf a
profit measure, neither efficiency nor effectiveness can be
analyzed unless an adequate nonmonetary substitute can be
found." (Anthony, Herzlinger, 1980)
In their text, they define three basic measurement
categories which may be used in the area of nonprofit or
service oriented activities. The first are called results
measures. "A results measure is a measure of output
expressed in terms that are supposedly related to an
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organization's objectives. In the ideal situation, the
objective is stated in measurable terms, and the output
measure is stated in these same terms. When this
relationahip is not feasible, as is often the case, the
output measure represents the closest feasible way of
measuring the accomplishment of an objective that cannot
itself be expressed quantitatively. Such a measure is called
a surrogate or a proxy," (Anthony, Kerzlinger, 1980) The
second is called a process measure. "A process measure
relates to an activity carried on by the organization. ...
The essential difference between a results measure and a
process measure is that the former is ends-oriented, while
the latter is means-oriented. An ends-oriented indicator is
a direct measure of success in achieving an objective. A
means-oriented indicator is a measure of what a
responsibility center or an individual does." (Anthony,
Herzlinger, 1980) The third type of measure is called a
social indicator. These are often applied when a program or
project is being evaluated from the standpoint of economic
efficiency discussed in the section regarding criteria. "A
social indicator is a broad measure of output which is
significantly the result of the work of the organization.
Unfortunately, few social indicators can be related to the
work of a single organization because in almost all cases
they are affected by exogenous forces, that is, forces other
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than these cf the organ izaticp ^^c^ng measured." (Anthcny,
Herzlinger, 1980)
The literature brings cut two important points: that
there are several means which may be used in measuring
benefits; and that one normally encounters difficulty in any
means applied. The analyst's choice of method normally will
involve judgement with '-egard to applicability, convenience
and availability of data.
G. COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
1 . Purpose f Evaluation
Once the costs and benefits cf the alternatives have
been identified, measured and recorded, a comparison or
evaluation of the alternatives can be performed. The final
outcome is a choice or ranking of the alternatives under the
guidelines specified in the criterion fcr doing so. In the
chapter of Analysis £or Pu bli c Dec i sions which deals with
evaluation of government programs, Quade applies the term
evaluation as a means of measuring the accomplishments of an
on-going or sometimes completed program in comparison to
anticipated results. Such evaluations are used to propose
changes in resource allocation, to improve operations and
often aid in planning future activities. This type of




a. Evaluation Tc Affect Resource Allocation
Evaluation affect resource allocation is
designed tc assess the worth or effectiveness of an cn-r;cing
program or project in order to help determine the funds (or
possibly other resources) it should be assigned. It
sometimes involves a choice between using funds to continue
or to end a program, but more often the decision is resource
allocation at the margin--adding a little to the programs
that seem to be doing well and cutting back, or not
increasing, the others." (Quade, 1975)
b. Evaluation To Improve Operations
"Evaluation to improve operations is frequently
done internally since its purpose is to investigate possible
changes in the program with a view to improving performance,
not to see how the program is doing m comparison with
similar programs or in any absolute sense." (Quade, 1975)
He further states that the type of data used m this area of




In their work Practical Progra m Evalu ation for S tate
and Local G o vern m en t s
,
Harry P. Katry and his associates
offer five approaches to program evaluation. These are:
a. Before vs. after program comparison.




c. Comparisons- with jurisdictions or population
segments not served by the program.
d. ConLrolled experimentation.
e. Comparisons of planned vs. actual performance.
The method of evaluation applied may be specified within
the problem statement as a mandate of the decision maker or,
again, it may be outlined in the criteria. When the choice
13 made by the analyst, it usually depends on the type of
problem to be analyzed and the influence of time and
<n
-resource ccnstrair
3 . Guidel ines
With regard to preTerred evaluation t e c n n i q u e s , and
while drawing from the works of other contributors, Sorensen
and Grove offer the following research quidelmes.
a. The results of the program should be observable.
b. In any comparison of populations, samples must be
created by random or systematic ^allocation of individuals to
groups.
c. Analysis cf im. prcvements of a specific target
group must be supported by comparison with similar groups
which may have received different interventions.
d. Evaluation instruments must be assessed for




e. Observed differences are often small. V>evi
programs usually create only modest effects and large
'slambang' effects will be few.
When a comparison of alternatives is actually
conducted, the use cf a f^raphic format is recom. mended by the
Defense Economic Analysis Council in their publication titled
Economic Anal ys is Handbook .
"The proposed method cf comparison cf alternatives
employs a graphic format. It should be emphasized that
graphic analysis is not necessarily a substitute for
mathematical calculations which rank the proposals.
R a t h, e r , t h. 1 s f c r -r. a t serves to display the results of
computations in a manner which is easily understood when we
have a continuum of cost and effectiveness measures. Using
graphs serves two functions. First, the graphs may suggest
the appropriate ranking cf the alternatives over a given
range of time or effectiveness, thus performing an analytic
function. Second, the use of a graph allows the decision
maker to see at a glance all the information which may
become lost m a tabular maze." (D.E.A.C. 2nd Ed.)
This format is inherently helpful m the process of
sensitivity analysis because, as mentioned, the alternatives
may be compared graphically o'ver a given range cf one or more
variables.
4 . Sensitivity Analys is
Sensitivity analysis is, in itself, an important part
of the cost effectiveness analysis process. It provides
infer Tiation of a dynamic nature to both the analyst and the
decision maker on the acceptability of the alternatives. In
the following excerpt, author G. Corti explains the use of
sensitivity analysis in a financial investment context. Like
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breakeven analysis, it is cften helpful to display
sensitivity analysis in a graphic fcrnat.
"Sensitivity analysis is a desirable first step m the
appraisal cf risk and uncertainty. As is well kncw'n, this
is a methcd cf tes^img the sensitivity cf the merit cf an
investment. It involves revising estimates cf uncertain
assumptions and variables and ascertaining o w uch
revision affects the expected profitability of a project.
The idea is that management must become aware c f the
financial consequences cf all likely outcomes before being
able to make a reasoned evaluation cf the worth cf a
project." (Corti, 1973)
5 • 1^' -
,
Final Report
Tc conclude an analysis, the analyst conveys his or her
findings and recommendations to the d e c i s i o r; maker by
submitting a report. The final report is, cf ccur'se, the end
product of the analysis. It documents and communicates the
work done by the analyst t c the decision maker. Iz should
therefore contain a logical representation cf the analysis
performed and provide understandable findings. The repcrt
should also be detailed and complete.
"'Documentation' is essential. If numbers are arrived
at or critical sources used, then by all means document the
work already laboriously done. The time spent in having
numbers, equations, models, or judgements which have been
omitted from a report explained fully to a manager is one
cf the most wasteful kind cf 'drills', about which I know
only too well. Endless hours of discussion and




H. PROBLEMS AMD COflCLUCICNS
1. Problems in Cost Effectiveness Analvsi
Before c c n c 1 u a i n g en the subject, we consider it
appropriate to discuss some of the more common prcblems or
misgivings ccncemmg cost effectiveness analysis. These
include: (a) time and resource constraints, (b) tlie presence
of judgement, ( c ) q u a n t i f i a b i 1 1 1 y of factors, ( d ) political
constraints, and (e) uncertainty.
a. Time And Resource Constraints
The effects of time and resource constraints
pervade an analysis. These constraints greatly affect tne
validity and completeness of information used within the
analysis. They also may result m the use of judgement which
poses a problem in itself,
"Time money and ether costs obviously place severe
limits on hew far any mquii^y can be carried. The very
fact that time moves on means that a correct choi.r. e today
may scon be outdated by events and that goals set down at
the start m,ay not be final. Ttiis is particularly important
in public policy analysis, for usually the decision-maker
can only wait a very limited time for an answer. The costs
of delay may be of more consequence than the benefits of
further inquiry because the time at which the decisions can
be made successfully may pass rapidly." (Quade, 1975)
b. The Presence of Judgement
"Human judgement is used in designing the
analysis, in deciding what alternatives to consider, what
factors are relevant, what the interrelations between these
factors are, and what numerical values to choose, and m
interpreting the results of the analysis. This fact— that
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judgement and intuition permeate all analysi3--3hculd be
remembered when we examine the results that come, with
apparent high precision, from analysis." (CuaJe, 1967)
Whenever judgement is used, there is also the possibility
that either willful or unconscious bias may be present.
c. Quantif iability Of Factors
Professor Alan Williams uses the following
comments to answer the question: Is cost benefit analysis
precise? "...such is the strength of the influence of the
scientific sub-culture w 1 1 n our society, that quantifiable
things tend to take precedence over non-quantifiable things,
and hence undue weight tends to be given to the insignificant
things that C3A is able to measure with precision, while the
crucial unmeasurables get neglected." (Williams, 1973) This
problemi particularly presents itself m the process of
measuring effectiveness when measurable proxies are used m
the place of more meaningful factors. "However, if some of
the important factors can be reduced to quantitative terms,
it IS often better to do so than not to do so. The resulting
analysis narrows the area within which management judgement
is required, even though it does not el im. in ate the need for
judgement." (Anthony, Herzlinger, 1980)
d. Political Constraints
When analysis is applied in the area of
governmental activities, there is the additional problem of
the influence of politics. "Public policy is made in a
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political environnient. It affects, to a greater cr le3s
degree, what prcblems are analyzed, who does it, hew it i3
done, what decisions are made as a consequence, and hew these
decisions are implemented. Policy analysis must thus cope
with politics." (Cuade, 1975)
e. Uncertainty
Again, we turn to comments m, ade by Edv;ard G.
Quade in his text Anal ys i s for P -j b 1 i c Dec i s ions regarding
uncertainty. He states the itj a j c r p 1 1 f a 1 1 is to neglect
uncertainty by assuming it away and presenting an over
simplified problem as one of certainty. "It is also net
enough just to acknowledge that uncertainties exist, and to
warn the user that some things have teen left out of a study
because of the lack of information. We must have high
confidence that the omissions do not have critical a (sic)
effect on the final outcome of the study. The user, if not
the analyst, has to come to grips with these omitted factors
cr issues and he needs to know what their effects are likely
to be, how likely they are, when he can expect them, and wh. at
he might be able to do about them." (Quade, 1975)
Sensitivity analysis is often applied, along with regression
analysis and other statistical techniques, to show the
effects of changing assumptions or conditions on the




In cur concluding remarks, we first wish to make the
brief point that an analyst should net be prevented from
making his or her own ccnclusicns and reccmmendaticns m an
analysis. "It is important for the analyst to distinguish
carefully between what a study actually snows and the
recommendations he or she may make on the basis of what he or
she thinks the study implies. But, having clarified that
point, the analyst should not be prevented from making
recomm. endaticns or, at the very least, frc;n drawing some
conclusions." (Cornell, 1930)
The purpose of this chapter has been to discuss the
procedures and techniques applied in cost effectiveness
analysis and to identify some of its inherent problems. What
is cost effectiveness analysis? It involves practical
application of scientific methods. It is a mixture of, on
the one hand, objectivity, traceability through proper
documentation and a logical sequence of steps; on the other
hand, it involves subjectivity, judgements and real world
constraints. It is a social science and may often result in
subopt imizing instead of the ideal of optimization.
The techniques and procedure outlined in the review
of the literature will provide the foundation for the
analysis that follows. Because problems and the techniques
used to solve them differ greatly in their nature and scope,
not all analysis can be conducted and documented in one
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precise fashion. That is why the literature often provides
general guidelines rather than a more precise methoaology.
Within the process, h c vj e v e r , we will attempt to follow t ri
e
logical step by step format and adhere to the guidelines that
are given in this chapter where they apply. In tins regard,
we shall first identify the specific problem, the
al t ernat 1 vesand criterion in the following chapter. V/ithin
that chapter, the relevence of the distinction made between
criteria that involve economic efficiency issues and
other, lower level c r^ 1 1 e r i a v; 1 1 1 b e c c in e evident i n the
d i 3 c u s 3 1 s 1 n concerning the scope of the problem and
selection of the criterion. The measurement phase, which
includes the process of identifying ana measuring cost and
effectiveness factors will then be documiented in ch. apters
four and five respectively. The evaluation phase will be
displayed m the following chapters. The process will then




III. SPECIFICATION OF PROBLEM, ALTERNATIVES AND CRITERION
A. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will provide a disc us si en cf Lhe actual
problem situation as vie perceive it, an identification of the
alternatives and the criterion to be employed during the
evaluation phase cf our analysis. Given the general
irforTiation contained in chapter one concerning the
background and purpose cf the Coast Guard's CVS program, and
the basic cost effectiveness analysis methodology discussed
in chapter two, we can now direct cur attention to the more
specific factors involved m this analysis.
1 . Pu>"pcse
This and other types cf analysis are classified as
"planning studies" by author George A. Stein er in his
conceptual model of planning which is reproduced in figure
III-1. The figure indicates how planning studies interact
with other planning activities. These studies provide
various types of information to management and "are usually
basic premises which are cf high significance m guiding the
planning process." (Steiner, 1969)
The concept of a planning study is similar to, but
more general than, that of program evaluation referred to in
chapter two. Although both are management tools used in the
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Source: Top Management Planning by George A. Steiner, 1969
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deals with measuring the acccmplishments cf an ongoing or
completed program. In a letter of promulgation dated 5
November, 1968, the then Coast Guard Commandant, Admiral W.
J. Smith indicated his view concerning the purpose of what he
called special analytic studies. "Special Analytic Studies
form an integral part of our Planning, Programming, and
Budgeting System. These studies analyze feasible alternative
policies and procedures for conducting old programs or for
solving new problems. In this way they provide top
management at Headquarters with a sound analytical base for
decisions which allocate resources, control relative program
emphasis, and direct the Coast Guard's course into the
future." (Smith, 196 S) ' It is the purpose of this thesis to
provide information and analysis which may be useful to CVS
program planners and managers with regard to the inspection
of U.S. flag vessels in foreign countries as an ongoing Coast
Guard function.
2 . Scope
In order to understand the relative scope cf this
particular analysis, it may be helpful to look at some recent
studies that have dealt with the cost and/or effectiveness
aspects of government or Coast Guard regulation. An analysis
titled "A Study of Costs, Benefits, Effectiveness of the
Merchant Marine Safety Program" which was conducted by the
Coast Guard and published in 1968 focused on program
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effectiveness. This analysis compared in-house program costs
including both vessel inspection and personnel licensing
functions versus estimates of lives saved as a result of
these functions. Among other things, the study group
concluded that the CVS program is highly effective m
preventing a significant amount of deaths, injuries and
property damage. In a study titled "Hew Effective is the
Coast Guard in Carrying Out its Commercial Vessel Safety
Responsibilities?" which was submitted to Congress by the
General Accounting Office in 1979, 3n evaluation of CVS
program efficiency and effectiveness was conducted with a
number of recommendations made to correct current problems
and effect general imp-ro vements m operations. The general
problems are r eferr e<i to in chapter one. The scope of this
study is somewhat similar to the Coast Guard analysis m that
the latter considered several functions within the CVS
program including inspection, licensing, efforts to comply
with international agreements, and in-house training and
staffing. There was, however, little emphasis on the
identification and measurement of program costs in this
study. A study of similar scope but with an emphasis on
costs titled "Commercial Vessel Safety Economic Costs" was
published later in 1979 by the Planning Research Corporation
Systems Services Company. This study was concerned with a
broad economic assessment of the costs and cost impacts of
Coast Guard regulations. Together with the follow-on reports
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submitted in 1980 ccncerning an economic assessment of
benefits, it is probably the br-cadest in scope regarding
evaluation of costs and benefits of the studies herein being
referred to. It is also similar to one by author John
Cameron which was submitted by Ernst and Whinney to the U.S.
Maritime Administration of the same year. The work titled
"Cost Impact of U.S. Government Regulations on U.S. x^lag
Ocean Carriers" contains an evaluation of the cost impacts of
federal regulations on the U.S. shipping industry rather than
the economy as a whole. It does however consider other
agency regulations m addition to these enforced by the Coast
Guard.
An interagency study by the Department of
Transportation, Coast Guard and the office of Management and
Budget was completed in March, 19 8 2, titled "Coast Guard
Roles and Missions". It contains a comprehensive review of
Coast Guard programs including commercial vessel safety with
emphasis on functions that the study group concluded should
be performed, reduced, eliminated or delegaLed to other
agencies or private organizations. It is considered
rather broad m scope m that it deals with overall
strategies concerning the CcastGuard in the future.
Compared tothe other studies, our analysis is of
relatively limited scope. We are dealing with a problem
which pertains to a particular aspect concerning one of the
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major functions within one Coast Guard program. The analysis
focuses on vessel inspections in overseas locations. Our
concern therefore is not total program cost effectiveness due
to the limited nature of the problem. A study of this nature
is more like an internal analysis concerned with a rather
specific, mid-level problem that is conducted by staff
personnel to provide information used in decision making.
B. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
The essential problem addressed in this thesis will be
formally introduced m this section. The Coast Guard
performs CVS duties involving U.S. flag vessels wherever
these vessels may be located on a continuing basis.
Activities include new construction, conversion, periodic
inspections, drydock examinations and shop tests of safety
equipment. During the past decade, the Coast Guard opened
several overseas inspection offices having permanently
assigned personnel to carry out these activities in
particular areas. The areas assigned to these offices
included Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Far East. Other
areas have been the responsibility of offices located in the
United States except for activities in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands. During April of 1982, all of the major
overseas offices were closed as a result of federal budget
cuts carried out during that period. Offices or detachments
in Rotterdam Netherlands, Yokohama and Kobe Japan, Singapore
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and Guam were closed, and most of the personnel billets were
discontinued in the effort to expeditiously cut costs. The
activities previously carried out by those offices were
assigned by geographic area to various offices located
throughout the United States as noted in chapter one.
Conceptually, the closures have raised the possibility
of several related problems, the most important and general
one being a decrease in the level of effectiveness m the
performance of CVS functions overseas. It should be made
clear at this point that changes in effectiveness are
perceived to be a potential problem only. Due to the
closures and with the continuation of user fees, requiring
reimbursement of travel and subsistence expenses, the Coast
Guard has, on the other hand, enjoyed some savings in cost.
The cost savings however, may or may not have compensated for
changes in effectiveness. The level of effectiveness is
related to several factors including:
1. Quality of vessel inspections performed overseas. Cf the
factors included, this is considered to be the most important
because it is most directly related to the attainment of
safety of life and property goals.
2. With an increase in the amount of travel, there is an
increase in manhours attributable to unproductive travel
time. This reduces the availability of personnel both at
their permanent station and overseas. Personnel may be
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especially unavailable for overseas emergencies en snort
notice.
3. Per fcrr. ar.ce of duties by personnel on a temporary duty
status has made the duration of visits more short-term m
nature. As a result, there is a strong possibility for less
consistency and cohesiveness in long-term jobs such as vessel
construction because several persons iriay become involved.
The importance of this factor has decreased as a result
of delegation of new construction duties to the American
Bureau of Shipping.
4. Planning and scheduling is required both of the local
Coast Guard office managers and vessel owners and operators
due to lead times involved. This itself takes time and
effort
.
5. Cn-the-jcb training of personnel is affected by the
office closures because only qualified personnel should now
be sent overseas where they work under rather autonomous
conditions. The resulting effect, however, depends on the
amount of training conducted at the overseas offices while m
cperat ion
.
6. Morale is affected because personnel are sometimes
separated by great distances from their families at short
notice and for extended periods.
Of particular importance is the fact that an analysis was
not conducted at the time of the overseas office closures for
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the predi:;ticn of changes in cost and effectiveness. The
problem therefore stems from the existence of uncertainty
concerning the effects of the closures on CVS program cost
and effectiveness. It is our objective to provide
coiiiparisons, of both cost and effectiveness under two
significantly different methods of operation and to determine
if effectiveness remains within reasonable limits.
C. THE ALTERNATIVES
Although there may conceivably be an infinite number ci
alternatives that could be considered, we have elected to
compare what we cons,ider to be the two basic alternatives
that have fostered the uncertainty discussed in tne
preceding section. Other alternatives will be identified but
will not be evaluated due to the specific nature of the
problem and due to time, data and resource constraints. The
two general alternatives that will be considered in this
analysis are listed below. Other alternatives that may be
considered feasible include factors such as the opening of a
greater or lesser number of overseas offices than had been in
operation, the placement of offices in different locations
and the employment of a different numoer or rank structure of
personnel that had been stationed overseas. Whether or not
user fees should be charged is another issue affecting the
range of alternatives. Solving complex problems having a
large number of alternatives ncrmallv involves the use of
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operations research techniques. One alternative that is
considered m feasible involves the discontinuance of overseas
functions altogether. The Coast Guard must ep.fzr2e the laws
that are passed by Congress and assigned as its
responsibility. This is an assumed legal constraint.
''
• Continue Present Cpe rat ions
The basic process begins with a request from a
vessel's owner or operator for an inspection overseas. A
person stationed within the United States at the office
responsible for the particular area is then assignee.
Personnel are sent overseas to perform individual or a small
number of inspections, over periods of usually six weeks or
less. They are issued temporary additional duty (TAD) orders
and normally draw a portion of their travel and subsistence
funds m advance with any additional funds reimbursed after
the trip. Under this alternative, the overseas offices would
remain closed. The present user fee system would remain m
effect. This particular user fee system requires
reimbursement of an inspector' •: allowable travel and
subsistence expenses by a vessel's owner or operator. Its
establishment in 1980 was based on the premise that those who
most directly benefit from, government services should pay for
all or part of the costs incurred.
2. Reopen the Overseas Offices
This alternative involves the reopening of the same
offices that were closed in 1932 and the continuance of the
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present system of user fees applying also to alternative one.
The type of facilities, their size, location and staffing
levels would be equal to that which was employed just prior
to the closures.
D. CRITERION
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the scope of this
analysis is considered to be somewhat below the conceptual
level normally calling for an economic efficiency criterion.
The purpose of a criterion, as noted m chapter two, is tc
make an objective comparison between alternatives under
specific decision rules. Because we anticipate unequal
amounts of both cost and effectiveness to be measured under
each alternative, the more common fixed cost/ maxim urn
effectiveness or fixed effectiveness/minimum cost criteria
cannot be applied. The criterion used in this analysis
involves minimization of the ratio cT cost to effectiveness
for each alternative. The level of effectiveness
attributable to each alternative should itself be evaluated
so it can be determined whether or not it lies within
acceptable limits. Evaluation of the alternatives is
documented in chapter seven. In the following two chapters,




IV. DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF COSTS
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is first tc identify and
classify the various costs that pertain tc the Coast Guard
Commercial Vessel Safety program operations overseas which
are relevant to the alternatives. A description of the
several categories of costs is contained in the following
section. The costs will then be tabulated in section C of
this chapter so that they may subsequently be used m the
evaluation of the alternatives. We have elected to tabulate
costs on a quarterly basis within the fiscal years for two
rea'sons. Firstly, because the overseas offices were
effectively closed in April of 1932, which is near the mid-
point of the fiscal year, the cost and effectiveness results
attributable to the period would be significantly affected by
factors contained in both alternatives. A clear separation
of the costs and effectiveness attributed to each alternative
is necessary for a meaningful comparison or evaluation to be
conducted. Secondly, a quarterly breakdown may prove helpful
in the identification of recent trends which may otherwise
not be apparent in -^.i annual or semi-annual breakdown unless
data is available that spans a number of years.
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It is often the case that cost effectiveness analysis is
applied to situations where the choice of a new project or
program is contemplated. This means that alternative courses
of action have not yet been put into operation, and the
analysis is therefore future oriented. In these situations,
costs are normally estimates of future costs which would be
incurred if a particular' alternative were instituted.
Esitmates of future costs are, of course, often based on
historical data. There is however a unique feature of
the present problem. Our analysis compares two alternatives
that have already been m operation in the recent past. The
various overseas marine inspection offices were m operation
until April, 1932. Since that time, all overseas Commercial
Vessel Safety duties have been carried out by inspection
personnel travelling TAD from offices located m the United
States. We have therefore chosen to base the determination
of costs of the alternatives on data derived from operations
occurring in fiscal 1981, 1932 and the first two quarters of
1983, and to consistently use a past rather than future
orientation. This orientation is sometimes used in
situations, like this one, that evaluate on -going programs
for the purpose of improving either program efficiency or
effectiveness. There are two advantages in adopting this
orientation within the context of our analysis: (1) actual
and standard cost data is available that pertains to both
alternatives, and (2) data pertaining to the effectiveness of
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the alternatives has alsc been obtained within the 3a:-ne time
frame
.
It should also be pointed out that only those costs
incurred by the Coast Guard and attributable to the CVS
program are of p r i r:i a r y ccr.cerri here. There may be other
costs indirectly incurred by other agencies which could be
affected by the alternatives. An example is a change in
State Department costs of an overseas embassy due to the
administration of government personnel stationed there. The
costs incurred by the various shipping companies that are our
customers and which pay for the services tney receive via
user fees are very significant but will not be considered
within the basic evaluation. Shipping companies that
receive Coast Guard services m foreign countries under the
Commercial Vessel Safety program have been required by law to
reimburse the governm.ent for travel and subsistence expenses
incurred by the Coast Guard, This requirement was first
contained in H6 US Code 3326-1 which oecame effective October
3, 1980, and subsequently recodified under M6 USC 3317 (b)
with passage of Public Law 98-89 in 1983. In closing, there
are a num.ber of assumptions made that are related to the
identification and measurement of costs in this chapter.




B. CLASSIFICATION OF COSTS
There are five major catagories of costs which pertain to
the alternatives. Each will be discussed separately within
this section.
"•
• Overseas Offices Operating Costs (CCCC)
The first category of costs are those that were
regularly incurred to operate the various Commercial Vessel
Safety units located in foreign countries prior to their
closure. Under the premise that this has been an on-going
program, any startup costs that may have occurred in the past
are not included. Nonrecurring costs that may have been
incurred for the actual closure of the overseas offices are
also not considered to be relevant. For this reason, only
the actual quarterly operating costs reported prior to the
formal closing date of the overseas offices will be used.
Under this category of costs, actual operating expenses
obtained from internal Coast Guard comptroller division
reports will be utilized within the separate time compared.
These costs are only pertinent to alternative 2,
2. Incremental Personnel Moving Costs ( IPMC)
This category includes the incremental costs incurred
to permanently transfer personnel to and from the United
States over and above the cost for an equal number of
transfers made completely within the United States. A form
of average costs will be used in this category because we
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believe a computation attenpting to measure actual costs
would be difficult and cumbersome. For any particular
transfer, actual moving costs are affected by a person's
rank, distance travelled, and number of dependents. It is
therefore more practical to use standardized costs withm
this category.
Given the billet structure that existed for the
overseas offices prior to their closure, the incremental
moving costs will be ccmputec based on the following
assum. ptions: (1) that each tour of duty is three years in
duration, (2) even though the overseas offices were ;d S(
that savings could be realized through elimination of the
personnel billets, we are assuming a constant force level.
In this regard, it is assumed that the personnel and billets
that existed m the far east were reassigned to the Marine
Safety Office, Honolulu, and the personnel and billets at the
Rotterdam office were reassigned to Marine Inspection Office,
New York. Standard moving costs are computed under two basic
categories, INCCMUS and CUTCOMUS (referring to moves that
occur within the Continental U.S. or not). Under the Coast
Guard's system of 5^*":^/;jard Costing, savings m moving costs
are only realized where CVS personnel that had been stationed
overseas are relocated within the Continental United States.
The incremental costs are the difference between the costs
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computed for overseas and domestic transfers and only pertain
to alternative 2.
3 • Incremental Living Allowances ( ILA)
The incremental living allowances are those paid by the
Coast Guard to personnel stationed overseas over and above
any such allowances that are paid to personnel stationed
within the United States. Like moving costs, these
allowances are affected by a number of factors including
rank, number of dependents and location of duty. Due to the
complexity of computing actual costs, a form of standardized
costs will be used to compute the differential in living
allowances paid to overseas personnel. The assumption listed
above concerning relocation of overseas billets and the
savings realized under the standard cost system will also be
applied within this category. These costs would only be
incurred under alternative 2.
^' ^-st Time T£ Travel Cost (LTTC)
There is a significant amount of time spent travelling
in almost every overseas CVS function performed except for
those that occur in the local area of an overseas office.
Even the personnel that were stationed overseas spent a
considerable amount of time travelling to distant locations
that were within the particular geographical jurisdiction of
their office. If one considers the time spent travelling
beyond a local area as unproductive, then there is a cost
attributable to this lost time. It is considered
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an opportunity cost because the time could have been spent m
the actual performance of commercial vessel safety duties. We
ar e not necessarily trying to say that this travel time
should be minimized merely because it is labeled
unproductive, but one must realize th. at there is a cost
involved. iMany organizations grapple with problems of this
nature when attempting to allocate their resources in an
optimal manner. A Marine Inspection Office in every port and
near ey er y shipyard would definitely cut down on lost time
due to travel, but the operating costs of these offices would
be enormous. C n t h e ~ c t h e r hand, sending personnel from t h. e
United States on a temporary duty status to conduct all
commercial vessel safety functions overseas greatly increases
the costs attributed to unproductive travel time while
decreasing operating costs. A trade-off between these costs
is an essential part of the decision making process.
Travel time costs are computed using two factors:
actual manhours lost to travel and standard personnel costs.
A travel claim is normally submitted m every case that
requires personnel, stationed overseas or in the United
States, to perform commercial vessel safety duties that
involve travel outside a local area. The entire amount of
time spent during temporary additional duty is accounted for
in the standard travel claim under various categories. The
time that is coded TDY in a claim is considered the amount
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cf time actually available for the performance of duties and
is labeled man hours available for work or MHAW within the
data we have assembled. A portion cf this time may be
considered "unproductive" such as meal time and regular off
hours but it does not pertain to lost time due to travel
which concerns us nere . For each claim submitted, the
ma nh ours lost to travel or MULT is computed by subtracting
the time available for work from the total time reported not
including time on leave status. The lost time to travel can
then be aggregated under a particular fiscal period by rank.
This is :;onverted to an equivalent amount of man years and
multiplied by the standard personnel cost for a particular
rank. The lost time costs for the various ranks are then
summed to determine the total cost under a particular time
period. These costs are per': in en t to both alternatives
because both domestic and foreign personnel submit travel
claims for overseas inspections although in different
amounts. The standard personnel costs are listed in table
IV-1.
The formula used to compute LTTC for a particular rank
and within a particular quarter is:
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LTTC =((yMHLT )/l688)(SPC )
rank qtr rank
qtr rank
The total LTTC fcr a particular quarter is
TLTTC = Y. ^"^"C
qtr rank qtr
where
LTTC = lost time to travel cost.
MHLT = manhours lost to travel.
1683 = a factor used by the Coast Guard in projecting its CVS
staffing requirements that is based on a 211 day work
year of 8 hours per day (after accounting for leave,
holidays, etc). This factor is used to convert
manhours to manyears.
SPC = the standard personnel cost computed fcr each fiscal
year by rank. These figures are listed annually in
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5. Billing Lag Time Ccsts (ELTC)
The final category involves the cost of money to the
Coast Guard that is imputed as a result of normal
administrative delays in billing customers for our overseas
CVS services and in the receipt of payments. Four
assumptions are applied in the computation of these costs.
The assumptions are: (1) that all personnel receive adva.ice
per -diem and travel funds just prior to their departure on
temporary duty, (2) that the advances in funds ar e equal to
the actual funds payable, (3) that the Coast Guard receives
payment for their services 3^ days after the date of a bill,
(4) that the appropriate interest rate to apply m the
computation is the same rate applied by the Coast Guard m a
particular tim.e period for overdue payments.
It is not very difficult to argue that persons going on
TAD (temporary additional duty) receive advances of at least
a major portion of the estimated funds authorized for a trip.
This normally includes the purchase of an airline ticket.
Whether the advances actually equal the amounts authorized is
much less certain. The second assumption however is
necessary to allow a workable estimation of the billing time
costs. The 3^ day time lag is assumed for two reasons.
First, there is an incentive for customers to pay a bill
exactly 30 days after receipt. The Coast Guard specifies on
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the bill that the amount is due within 30 days of receipt and
charges interest thereafter. There is, therefore, no
incentive to pay earlier than within the 30 days allotted but
there is a strong incentive not to go beyond this limit. The
additional U days are attributed to the time it takes to
deliver or mail a bill to a customer. Billing dates are
known but the date a customer receives the bill is not known.
Because the date of receipt is used to begin the 30 day
payment period, a reasonable aniount of time to deliver the
bills must be assumed. The problem of choosing an
appropriate interest^ rate m computing the cost of money was
discussed earlie'' m Chapter II. Vie believe the rate applied
by the Coast Guard in charging for overdue bills is
appropriate. These rates ar e current in that they are
published by the Treasury Department on a quarterly basis and
they are the same rates that the Coast Guard would realize in
the collection of past due amounts. The applicable interest


















Applying the assumptions is just menticned, billing
time costs can be computed as fellows: The funds pertaining
to any particular bill are considered to be "out of pocket"
from the date an overseas trip is begun until a customer's
payment is received. The amount of time used in the
computation regarding each amount billed is then the number
of days between the date of departure and the bill date plus
34 days* The total tim. e lag aggregated in a particular
fiscal period is converted to an equivalent amount of years
and multiplied by the interest rate matched with that period
to obtain a billing tir:!e cost. Due to the fact that bills
are issued t^or overseas services provided by either domestic
or foreign based personnel, billing time costs can be
*
attributed to both alternatives before the overseas offices
were closed and toalter native 1 subsequent to the closures.
The formula used to compute BLTC for a particular
quarter is :




BLTC = billing lag time cost
BDBD= the numiber of days between aninspector's departure
date and the date of the bill concerning a
particular trip.
365 = a factor used to convert the number of days to an
equivalent amount of years.
IRATE =the interest rate used within a particular fiscal
quarter
.
AM IB = the dollar amount billed for reimbursement of a




A major item cf cost, that of basic personnel salaries
and allowances, is considered to be irrelevant because those
persons performing commercial vessel safety ducies cverseas
would continue to be paid this amount v/hether they are
stationed in the United States or overseas. This implicitly
assumes the number cf personnel within the program is equal
for each alternative. Any field level personnel reductions
that may have occurred at about the same time the overseas
offices were closed can be attributed to projected decreases
in workload due to the delegation of inspection duties to the
American Bureau of Snipping. Program administrative costs
are also assum.ed to be irrelevant because, although program
administration may entail differing functions^ u n d e ?^ each
alternative, total costs are considered to be approximately
equal. In support of this assumption, we found n o . e v i d e n c e
cf administrative personnel reduc.. a.o'". ^^ or increases at the
headquarters or district level that directly resulted from
the closure of the overseas offices in 1932. The
computations of relevant costs that have been identified m
this section will be displayed in the following section.
C. DETERMIMATICN OF COSTS CF THE ALTERNATIVES
In this section, the costs attributable to each of the
alternatives will be tabulated under the five categories of
costs identified in the preceeding section. The quarterly
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(fiscal) totals will then be summarized in 19B2 dcllars t^
facilitate comparisons of the alternatives m chapter seven.
1 . Overseas Office Operating Costs , By Quarter ( C C C )
Table IV-3

























































(Source: Coast Guard Reports "Operating Costs of Coast
Guard Marine Safety Offices")
NOTES TO TABLE IV-3:
(1) Because the individual first quarter FY82 figures are not
available, the amounts were extracted from the second quarter
cumulative figures at the same ratio that exists between the
two quarters in FY81 for each office except Singapore.
(2) Because the first quarter FY82 figure was not available,
and due to the irregular FY81 cost pattern, the amounts
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listed are one half of the second quarter FY82 cumulative
total
.
(3) Due to the irregular pattern of expenses reported for the
Singapore office, the actual amounts for FY81 are averaged.
(4) Because the Marine Safety Office in Guam had other than
CVS duties assigned to it, only a portion of the total costs
are allocated to the CVS program. The 40.35% allocation rate
is found m the Coast Guard's "distribution of resources"
table tabulated by the budget division for 19S1 for
allocating costs of an average Marine Safety Office to the
CVS program.
(5) These coses apply only to alternative 2.
2 . Incremental Personnel Moving Costs
,
by Quarter ( I P M C
)
Given the actual billets assigned to the overseas
offices as of 31 January 1982 that are listed below m table
IV-5, and applying the assumption that only personnel billets
assigned to Rotterdam would be relocated in the Continental
U.S. as discussed in the previous section, an estimation of
the incremental personnel moving costs can be made. The
average quarterly cost is shown below in table IV-^ computed
in 1982 dollars. The average incremental cost, per billet
listed in column three is the difference between the average
OUTCONUS recurring cost per billet and the average INCONUS
recurring cost by billet type which were taken from the 1982
Coast Guard Standard Personnel Cost data. Only 1982 average
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figures are used because later cost ccmpariscr;3 will be made
in 1982 dollars, and because the 1981 figures were not based
on actual cost data but were merely earlier figures projected
forward with inflation factors applied.
Table IV-4












2 30 .00560.00 1,120.00
IPMC total
___^_^__
per quarter 1 1 ,404 .00








































3 • Incremental Living Allowances by Quarter ( ILA)
The incremental amount of living allowances is that
amount paid to overseas personnel which exceeds the amount
paid to personnel stationed within the Continental U.S. Two
types of allowances are paid to military personnel stationed
outside the Continental U.S. These are a cost of living
allowance (COLA) and a housing allowance (HOLA). Cur
estimate of these costs is tabulated below m table IV -6
using 1932 annual average figures for officers taken from the
consolidated m. onthly reports of COLA and HOLA allowances
overseas, form CG-3376. The average per person figures for
1932 are based on actual 19 8 2 cost data compiled by the
planning and _^evaluation staff under the Office of Personnel
at Coast Guard headquarters. The assumption that only
Rotterdam billets are relocated within tne Continental U.S.
under alternative one is again being applied as it was m
estimating incremental moving allowances.
Table IV-6
Average Quarterly Incremental Living Allowance
Billet type Officers
Average COLA per person per month 191.00
Average HOLA per person per month 413.00
Total per month per person 60U .00
Total per Quarter per person 1812.00
Number of officers 8
Total ILA per quarter 14 , 496 .00




Lost Time Due to Travel Cost by Quarter
ALTERNATIVE 2 fc^ ni TFft*lATIVE 1'* ALTtKP
RANK
FISCAL QUARTER
181 281 381 481 182 282 382 482 133 283
E-7 - - - - - 670 598 571 3,297
E-8 - - - - - - - _ -
E-9 - - - - - - - -
H-2 145 2.342 5,781 2,741 4,395 1.936 3,542 22.023 ^ 7.961 11,095
y-3 393 383 620 6,306 2,051 2,443 6,025 880 4,605 1,352
W-4 1.056 1,185 3,132 607 2,601 1.253 576 4.010 16,257 3,406
0-1 - - - - 738 2,223 725
0-2 562 3,350 526 5,285 3,724 1,410 4,769 17,644 14.158 13,289
0-3 12,144 17,435 22,097 12,600 25.482 31,469 16.754 35.150 49.513 49,735
0-4 2.7C3 5,795 17,490 17,332 12,814 24,645 10,594 13,707 7,009 11,323
0-5 2,525 954 7,397 28.772 4.032 6,945 394 - - 3,476
0-6 1.077 643 - 1,906 4,273 3,346 " 2.801 - -
6S-11 - 1,459 - - - - - - "
SS-12 319 - 1,381 - S41 - 1.027 - 976
SS-13 - - - . - - 1,473 -
TOTAL 21.424 34,043 53,974 76,550 59,372 74,798 43.334 98,578 103.875 99,174
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^ • ^^^"^ Time Due to Travel Cost (LTTC) by Quarter
The actual costs attributed to travel time under
overseas inspections were computed using the formula
identified in section B of this chapter and are tabulated
below in table IV-7. These quarterly costs were computed by
personnel rank and are in current dollars.
5* B J- 1 1 i n g Lag Time Costs ( BLTC) by Quarters
The imputed costs attributed to administrative
billing lag time were computed using the formula identified
in section B of this chapter. These costs are tabulated
below in table TV- 3 for each of the two alternatives on a
quarterly basis.
Table IV-8
Billing Lag Time Costs by Quarter











NOTES: (1) Figures are uncorrected for inflation.






















^ • Total Operat ing Costs Under Each Alterna t i ve
,
by Quarter
Tlie following table contains the totals of the
five costs attributable to each alternative per quarter. Fcr
alternative 1, total costs consist of the sum of LTTC and
BLTC. Fcr alternative 2, total costs consist of the sum of
all five categories of cost, OCOC, IPMC, ILA, LTTC, and BLTC.
These totals have been converted zc second fiscal quarter
dollars using the implicit price aeflatcrs fcr gross national
product that are computed by the Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis and published monthly in the magazine "i-Jaticnal
Economic Trends." These deflators are compounded annual
rates of change computed on a quarterly basis.
Table IY-9



























V. DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS
A. THE EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
In this chapter, we will attempt tc provide a measure of
the effectiveness cf each alternative that is bcth objective
and meaningful. Seme of the common problems associated with
measuring effectiveness were discussed in chapter two. In
that chapter, we referred to Anthony's definition of
effectiveness which is the extent to which actual output
corresponds to the organization's goals and objectives. It
is especially difficult to measure effectiveness m a
service oriented or non-profit organization such as the Coast
Guard
.
Regarding output, the Coast Guard routinely meets the
objective of carrying cut one hundred percent of its CVS
duties in the area of U.S. flag vessel inspections that are
required by law. This output level does not include
inspections of the courtesy or "spot check" type or the
effects of routine time lags in scheduling a particular
inspection. Given that actual output quantity is at or near
one hundred percent of the expected amount, we should
therefore be concerned with the quality of that output. It
is the objective of the effectiveness model to measure
inspection quality. In this process, Niskanen's recommended










remembered. He recommends that an effectiveness measure be
both relevant and quantifiable. Objectivity is also desired
in any measure that is employed.
Our method of measuring effectiveness involves the use of
a mathematical model that is predicated on the economic law
of diminishing returns. Any output requires the employment
of some input. An example of the general relationship
between input and output, which is often called the
production function, is depicted in figure V-1. In this
graph are three distinct conceptual relationships that exist
between input and output. The first range, labelled A,
corresponds to the theory of increasing returns to a variable
input. The range labelled B, corresponds to a diminishing
but positive return to a variable input and range C
corresponds to a diminishing and negative return. When more
than one input is involved, each usually has its own unique
functional relationship within a relevant range. Not all
curve forms will therefore look exactly alike.
We have chosen four input oriented factors that will be
used in the effectiveness model. These factors are included
for the following reasons: (1) We consider these factors to
have a direct impact on the outcome being measured. (2) The
necessary data is quantifiable, reasonably available and is
objective in nature. The four factors are: (1) inspection
manhours, (2) personnel rank, (3) the number of personnel
involved in an inspection and (4) the number of formal
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requirements issued at an inspection fcr outstanding
deficiencies. These are called CG-835's. The effectiveness
model (formula 1) is given below to indicate how these
factors are applied. Three variations of this model are
included (for a total of four formulas) so that the
sensitivity of the relationship between alternatives can be
evaluated. In formulas 2 and M, the assigned weights for
each factor are substituted with equal weights. In formulas
3 and ^ , standard inspection manhcurs are used in the place
of average man hours.
Effectiveness sec re =
100 L W [ LN ( ACTUAL KHRS./ AVERAGE MHRS.)]
+ X ( ACTUAL RANK-AVG.RANK)
+Y ( PERSONNEL SCORE )
+Z ( LOGIC ( ACTUAL // 835 's ISSUED/ AVG. '/ S35'3 ISSUED ))]
+ 100
Where W+X+Y+Z=1
Factors may have different individual relationships and
thus be applied in different manners within a model because
it would indeed be very difficult to conceive of such a
precise orchestration of inputs that would result m uniform
outcomes from a variance in each one. For example, if one
desires to have a house painted, the effects of one painter
versus two, of fifteen gallons of paint versus thirty, or of
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twenty manhours cf wcrk versus forty, cannct all be the same
en the desired outcome. Our estimation cf the unique causal
relationship portrayed by each cf the factors was made with
an application of the production function theory. Each
factor's specific relationship with inspection quality was
conceptualized and matched with a particular portion of tne
input/output curve within a predetermined relevant range. It
is for this reason that the graph in figure V-1 is
highlighted in the three areas labelled 1, 2 and 3.
Before discussing each factor, it should be pointed out
that the overall desi^^r. ^ i' the model is such that any
inspection which equals the standard or average prerequisites
will result m a score cf one hundred. An above standard or
average inspection results in a score above one hundred
expressed as a percentage. A below standard or average
inspection results in a percentage score below one hundred.
It should also be remembered that the model is designed to
measure quality only and net the efficiency within which the
output is obtained from the inputs. Each factor is discussed
in the order of their assumed importance.
1 . Inspect ion Manhours
Actual inspection manhours for an individual
inspection are compared to average manhours or the Coast
Guard's standard manhours as a measure of inspection quality.
This comparison involves the following assumptions. First,
it is assumed that inspection quality varies with actual
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manhours above or below the average or standard deter rr.ined
for that particular inspection. Average manhours are the
arithmetic means derived from our sample of vessel inspection
data. The data is listed in Appendix B. Coast Guard
standard manhours were initially developed in 1972 from a
collection of field unit data. The standards were updated
during 1979-19 3 through a Delphi survey taken among fifty
field units due to vessel population and legislative changes.
The standards were again modified in 19?2 and are listed in
the CVS operating program plan for fiscal years 19 3 5-199^.
Standard manhours have been deter mmea by vessel type,
(freighter, tanker, etc.) under several ranges of gross
tonnage. The pertinent averages and standards are listed m
table V-1. Second, it is assumed that the specific
relationship between the ratio of actual to average or
standard manhours and inspection quality resembles the
natural log function. Under this assumption, manhours above
average or standard result in higher quality that is subject
to diminishing but positive returns. This functional
relationship matches the portion of the curve in figure V-1
shown in box number two. When actual manhours equal the
average or standard, the inspection is classified as standard






Average and Standard Inspection Manhours *
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2 . Personnel Rank
In the application of this factor, the average rank
resulting from cur data is used as a "standard" in comparison
with actual rank. An average is used because a pr edetertriined
standard has not been documented for this purpose. Rank is
used here as a crude measure of a person's experience and
qualifications. Concerning inspection quality, it is assumed
that the higher the rank, the better the quality within a
relevant range. The particular relevant range is assumed to
be T" a then narrow because most inspectors fall witnin Lhe
ranks of w a r r ;d r: t and junior officers and are exposed to an
equivalent amount of basic i:raining upon entering th. e
program. The relatively few exceptions include chief petty
officers and senior officers below flag rank. With this in
mind, actual ranks have been quantified in numeric codes
listed in table V-2. The codes were designed with a ten
percent spread above and below the rank of W--4 warrant and C-
3 lieutenant. This implies that a captain performs an
inspection that is ten percent better than a lieutenant who,
in turn, performs an inspection ten percent better than a
chief. When more than one person is involved in an
inspection, their average rank is used. The above assumption
underlies our conceptualization of the relationship between
rank and inspection quality. A change m rank above or below
standard is believed to have a linear effect on quality.
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This ccrrespcnds to tins approximately linear pcrtic." of tne
curve in figure V - T shewn in box number one v/ h e r e constant





















3 . Number of Personnel
Even though, m our data, the number of personnel
involved in an inspection ranges from one to six, we assume
the resulting range of effect of this input on qualify to be
relatively wide. In a very narrow range, usually one to
three persons, inspection quality increases due to the
additive effect of personal experience and expertise. Beyond
a certain point, however, inspection quality would decline,
even though there may be added benefits in the area of
training unqualified persons. It is difficult to determine a
point where diminishing and negative returns takes place due
to an increase m the number of attending personnel.
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Depending en the type cf vessel, we have assigned
various percentage scores which have been designed to
quantify the relative effect a number of personnel ar'e
assumed to have on inspection quality. In this process, a
score of zero signifies the "standard" and is used as a base
m the determination of the other scores. We believe the
inherent relationship between the number of persons and
inspection quality includes both positive and negative
incremental returns and therefore resembles the functional
form c f the curve i n figure V - 1 shown i n bcx number three.
The assigned personnel scores used m the model are listed in
table V-3 by vessel type. Supply vessels are tne equivalent
of a freight vessel that is under 300 gross tons.
Table V-3
Personnel Scores
NUMBER CF PERSONS VESSEL TYPE
FREIGHTER/TANKER MODU* SUPPLY
1 -.20 -.05 .00
2 .00 .10 .15
3 .20 .15 .10
^ .25 .05 .00
5 .10 -.10-. 15
6 -.05 -.30 -.40
* MODU stands for mobile offshore drilling unit.
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4. Mumb.gr c^ CG-835'3 Is.-sued
In applying this factor, the actual nuir. ber of CO-
835's issued during a vessel inspection is compared to the
average number obtained from the data. As with rank, an
average is used because a predetermined standard is not
available. Within the relevant range, v;e are assuming the
relationship between CG-335's issued and inspection quality
is similar to tFiat of man hours in that the functional form
resembles the log curve; referring again to box number two in
figure V-1. TJie log base ten function is used instead of the
natural log because we consider the effective range of this
factor to be significantly smaller than that of m an b. ours.
The number of CG-335's issued above the average is considered
an improvement m inspection quality, subject to diminishing
positive returns. There are several underlying factors that
influence the number of outstanding requirements issued.
These include age of the vessel, location of vessel during an
inspection (i.e. whether it is m a shipyard or near a source
of repair or replacement items or not) and the style of a
particular inspector. Considering the possible variability
in these and other factors, we assume this factor's resulting
effect to be less direct on inspection quality. We have





5 . Weight ing Factors
The symbols w, x, y, and z are used in the model
as multipliers of each of the four mam factors so that they
may be p'^operly weighted. The magnitude of these multipliers
corresponds to the relative importance we place en each of
the factors within the model. In formula one, our basic
model, and formula three, the weighting factors are: w = .40,
X = .30, y = .25, and z = .05. Ir formulas number two and
four, the weighting factors are equalized at .25.
B. DETERMIMATICM CF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ALTERNATIVES
The effectiveness scores attributed to each of the ten
fiscal quarters under consideration are listed in table V-U.
These numerical scores were obtained by applying the
mathematical effectiveness model and the three variations of
the model to our inspection data sample. The data and the
statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) program
used to process it are contained m appendix E. The best,
worst and average scores for each of the two alternatives are



















































































































Several factors m the area cf overseas CVS activities
will be discussed in this chapter. Even though they are
indirectly related to the cost effectiveness analysis, the
assessment may provide useful information and insights.
A. APFLI CATION OF SPSS
Several programs were developed using the Statistical
P a c k a ;-: e for the Social S 1 A >r ,'>c : e e (SPSS) to analyze the data.
SPSS is an integrated system of computer programs designed
for the analysis of social science data. It allows a great
deal of flexibility m the format of data. SPSS offers a
comprehensive set of procedures for data transformation and
file manipulation as well as a large number of statistical
routines commonly used in the social science.
Frequencies, condescr i pt i ve , scattergram, breakdown and
regression prcceoures were used to analyze the data.
E. SOURCES AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The data for this study was collected m the two main
categories of cost and effectiveness. The cost data was
obtained from Coast Guard Headquarters (G-FAC) and the mth
C.G. District accounting division. These offices are
responsible for processing the bills for recovery of travel
and subsistence costs for the overseas CVS program. The cost
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data is contained in two documents, Billing for Sale cf
Material or Services (CG-3 6 21) and Travel Voucher or
subvcucher (DD1351-2). The cost data is considered complete
in that of the 925 bills issued during the time period
studied, only one bill was not obtained. A copy cf the
documents and the raw data are contained m Appendix A.
The effectiveness data was collected from Coast Guard
Marine Inspection Office, New York and Marine Safety Office,
Honolulu. The data used in our effectiveness model were
taken from com.pleted CG-3^3 series inspection booklets. The
vessels included in the population sampled v;ere U.S. Flag,
manned, ccean going freights hips over 100 gross cons,
tankships over 1000 gross tons and Mobile Offshore Drilling
Units (MCDU). Vessels not included in the sample were
Foreign Flag Vessels, uninspected vessels, vessels under
major conversion, small passenger vessels, seagoing barges,
inland or limited route vessels of any type, unmanned vessels
cf any type, integrated tug/barge configurations, tankships
under 1000 gross tons, and freight/supply vessels under 100
gross tons, seagoing tugs, pilot boats, public vessels,
ferrys, dredge barges and yachts.
The types of inspections included in the population
sampled were Inspections for Certification (CGI), done
independently or in conjunction with a drydock exam (COI/DD).
The types of inspections not included in the sample were
major conversions, drydock s, repair, special inspections,
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midperiods, partially completed inspections for certification
and new construction inspections.
The above selection criteria were used m order to obtain
a more homogeneous sample which would not be influenced by
greater variability resulting from uncommon and special
inspect ions
.
The data was catergorized by the variable names listed in
table VI-1 and coded in accordance wiLh table VI-2. The
inspection data was assembled in 263 data lines.
During the entire 81 and 32 fiscal years and the first
two quarters of B3> Coast Guard headquarters (GFCA) and l^th
District (fca) accounting divisions issued 70C and 225
billing documents respecctively. Several billing documents
included billing for inspections performed in more than one
time period or for several independent inspections. These
were separated into a total of 1229 data lines. Inspections
which covered more than one intervening month were
apportioned equally during those intervening months. There
were 662 travel claim data lines. The apportionment of
billings and travel claims were im. plemented to give a more
accurate account of travel and billings by time period. The
cost data derived from overseas inspection billing documents
and travel claims was assembled in a separate computer file.
The data within this file was checked for correctness
manually and with the aid of a fortran program written for
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this purpose. The program is essentially a series of if
statements which were designed to verify the proper form at
and range of variables and the consistency of variables being
dependent on the values of other variables. The program was
designed to check each data line independently and print a
line of data if an error was detected in any one field. In
running the progrj-., , twenty -one errors were detected and
subsequently corrected. The program, titled Valprcg Watfiv,
is listed in Appendix D. The sample of inspection data used
with our mcael to make measurements of effectiveness was
validated manually. It was mere practical to check the data
in this manner because of its much smaller size in relation
to the cost data. This data, and the SPSS program used to
process it, are listed in Appendix 5.
C. EVALUATION CF DATA
The data provides information about the amount and
distribution of resources expended in carrying out the
overseas inspection program. One important factor is the
amount of manhours committed to the program in the 2-1/2 year
period. The amount of actual manhours committed to the CVS
program overseas is a measure of effort put forth by the
Coast Guard. However the concept of evaluating the efforr.,
or use cf input and resources may or may not clearly indicate
that the objectives of the programs are being met.
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During the period under consideration approximately
239,670 man hours or 142 man years were expended to the
overseas inspection program. Cf this total, 13^.3 ir, an years
or 94. 6X was conducted by inspectors on temporary additional
duty. Fiscal year manhour totals are provided in table VI-3.
Because the Coast Guard lost 20 manyears due to travel, only
11^^.3 of the TAD manyears were actually available to conduct
overseas inspections. Domestic offices had a mean loss rate
of 15. 3'^- while the overseas activities lost time to tr^avel
rate was 11.5*. The average length of an overseas trip
increased 63X from 11.3 days in 19 SI to 19.2 days in 19 33.
The length of the overseas trip m 1983 ranged from 14.6
hours to 76 days. Honolulu, a major participant which
accounted for 30. 8 To of the allocated manhcurs in the first
two quarters of 19 8 3, had an average trip length cf 35.1
days. The overseas offices prior to their closure accounted
for 33. 1a' of the manhours devoted to the program. Table Vl-4
lists the overseas offices contribution to the program.
Based on manhours allocated in the first two quarters of each
fiscal year there was a 27* increase in overseas inspection
demand between 1931 and 1982 and a ^5% increase between 1982
and 1983. There was a 23. 8X increase between 198I and 1982
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Jan -Feb -Mar --2
Apr-May-Jun --3
Jul-Aug-Sep --n
1st District-(Bc3ton) - 01
2ndDi3crict-(St.Lcui3)-02
3rd Di3trict-(New Ycrk)-03
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Lt - 03 E-9 - 19
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Allocation to Overseas Program
FY TAD TAD(2) Projeoted(3) Projected Total Total
local
(MH) (MY) (MH)











81 70723.5 41.9 9582.4
82 87520.5 51.8 3335.5
83 68508.5 40.6
(1) 83 comprised only of 1st and 2nd quarters
(2) Manhours / 1638 = manyears
(3) ST^andard amount of time spent while not on TAD
Table VI-4
Overseas Office Contributions
FY TAD TAD Local (2) Local Total Total f. % of
(MH) (MY) (MH) (MY) (MH) (MY) Total Total
TAD
81 25865.7 15.3 9532.4 5.7 35448.1 21 44.1 36.5
82 17933.3 10.6 3335.5 2.0 21268.8 12.6 23.4 20.5
83
(1) Overseas Activities closed in April 1982
(2) Standard amount of time spent while not on TAl
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There is an apparent relationship between the length of
an overseas trip and the availability ratio ( M li A W / M H T C T )
.
As trip lentgh increases, this factor also increases up to a
point of 21.9 days after which it levels off. This
relationship is illustrated in the graph contained in Figure
VI-1. The overall rating of S5.1p (Table YI-5) compares
with the overseas activities rating of 88.2%.
In our sample of inspection data we found the actual
man hours expended by inspectors an average of 160;^ greater
than the standard manhours listed by the Coast Guard for the
particular inspections (Table VI-6). There was also a
significant decrease in the rank of the persons conducting
the inspections over time. In 19 81, 73. 3 f^ of the persons
conducting the overseas inspections were Lieutenants (0-3)
and above. However in 1983 only 48.973 of the inspectors fell
in this range. The average time between the completion date
of an inspection and the date the company gets billed has
decreased from 181.8 days in 1931 to 160 days m 1983.
Finally, it was noted that the Far East was the area most
visited by Coast Guard inspectors in carrying out the
overseas inspection program. This area accounted for 5^.6%
or 626 overseas visits. See table VI-7 for a breakdown of
visits by major geographic area. Additional tables and
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Far East 626 54.6
North Amen ca 92 8.0
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M a n in u r 3 Total Change
7281 .6 U4.7 29^0.8
5062.6 17.3 -30.5
10519.0 28.3 107.0



























Table VI-10 shows the recent quarterly TAD manhours
expended by the two major offices participating in overseas
CVS inspections. While there are significant fluctations in
the quarterly amounts for both offices, the fluctuations are
greater under MIO New York. Fluctuations in demand within a
period of one year to the extent indicated in this table pose
scheduling and planning problems and make it difficult to
project necessary force levels at these units.
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VII. EVi\LUA.TTON OF ALTERNATIVE:
A. EVALUATION OF QUANTIFIED FACTORS
The ratios cf ccst to effectiveness for each alternative;
under their respective fiscal quarters and for the
effectiveness model and each of the three variations
included; are listed in table VII-1. The quarterly operating
costs are taken from table I V
-
9 . The effectiveness scores
are taken from table V--!. In evaluating these ratios, it
should be noted that numbers of smaller magnitude are
desired. Referring to the table, the ratios attributable to
alternative one are clearly superior to those attributable to
alternative two. The best, worst and average scores obtained
from each of the four formulas indicate a consistent
improvement in score when the overseas offices are closed.
This is true even when th. e unusually low values for quarter
382 are excluded.
In comparing the results of the formulas listed m table
VII-1, there is a general increase m effectiveness scores
and a resulting decrease m the ratios under formulas 3 and U
where actual manhours are compared to standard rather than
average manhours. This is due to the fact that standard
manhours were found to be consistently lower than average




Cost Ef f ecT: 1 veneso Ratios
Qtr: Effe.Dtiveness ?c:rmula
:
Alt 2 1 c'. 7 -1
1-81 1546 1447 1306 1307
2-51 1760 1714 1656 1650
3-81 2669 2378 2035 2026
4-81 2252 20S3 1935 1903
1-82 2375 2117 1796 1795
2-82 1715 1677 11196 i5^^3
Best 1546 1447 15O6 1307
Aorst 2669 2 378 2035 2026
Average 2053 1903 1704 1704
Alt 1
3-82 424 472 379 436
4-82 929 1121 1C5 3 1037
1-33 1051 1081 962 1020
2-83 1097 1083 958 994
Best 424 472 379 436
Worst 1097 1 121 1053 1037
Average 875 939 838 872
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The use cf equal weighting factors in fcrmulas 2 and U,
instead of the assigned weights, also had the effect cf
increasing effectiveness scores, although to a lesser degree.
The use of equal weighting factors in the niodel also
decreased the variability resulting fr err. a decrease m the
weight assigned to actual m a n h o u r s which was found to
generate rr.ost of the variability m scores.
There are improvements in the effectiveness scores in
most cases under alternative number one. The effectiveness
scores for alternative one are equal to or greater than 95 m
three of the four quarters i^ieasured using the basic model,
and the ave'^age score of the four quarters is above 100. A
score cf 95 zr above is assumed to be within acceptable
limits. The effectiveness scores for alternative one are
equal to or greater than 95 in 13 cf the 16 cases measured
when including the three variations of the model. This is
compared to a number of 12 out of 24 cases under alternative
two having a score of 95 or better.
The comparison of quantified cost and effectiveness
factors therefore leads one to conclude that the overseas CVS
offices should remain closed. There is, however, one factor
which should be considered m the evaluation of effectiveness
scores. When the overseas offices were open during fiscal
1981 and the first half of fiscal 1982, the portion of
overseas TAD inspections carried out by foreign based
personnel was about one third of the total performed. This
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average is based on the am cunts of TAD manhours availacls for
work ( M H A W ) e x p e n c e d by personnel attached to U.S. and
foreign offices during that period. The effectiveness scores
for each quarter were therefore weighted i n favor of the
scores attributable to inspections conducted by U.S. based
personnel in accordance with the mix of inspect icns performed
during each quarter. Even though most of the manhours
allotted to the foreign based personnel were spent on TAD
inspections, their portion of the total inspections averaged
one third of the total, 1" h i s iyi e a n s that t hi e closure of the
overseas offices had a relatively minor effect on the overall
method of conducting overseas CVS activities. This also
means that the effectiveness model essentially measured the
quality of overseas inspections conducted by U.S. based
personnel under both alternatives. As a result, the recent
improvements in effectiveness scores may be more
appropriately attributed to a general improvement in the
quality of inspections rather than to the closure of the
overseas offices. This factor also leads to the conclusion
that the level of personnel stationed overseas would have to
be greatly increased if the offices were to be reopened and
if they were to be expected to accomplish a more substantial
portion of the workload. In closing, we feel it is important
to note that there were some substantial differences m
effectiveness scores obtained under alternative two between
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inspeoticns conducted by U.S. and foreign based personnel.
In quarters 3-81 and 1-8 2 the scores for inspections
conducted by foreign based personnel were 100.2 and 92.11
respectively. 1' h e scores for inspections conducted by U.S.
based personnel for the sarr.e quarters and using fcrinula one
were 56.32 and 52.25 respectively, a decrease of over '•! 5
.
There was also one quarter w !i e r e a score of 100 for
inspections performed by U.S. based personnel was almost 15X
better than that of inspections by foreign based personnel.
E. ASSESSKEMT CF IXN-QUANTIFIED FACTORS
As discussed m chapter two, quantifiable factors tend to
take precedence over non-quantifiable factors. Decisions are
sometimes based on insignificant factors that can be measured
with precision, while the crucial unmeasurables are
neglected. It is the purpose of this section to address some
of the no
n
-quantifiable issues that have sr^ impact on the
cost-effectiveness of overseas inspection alternatives.
Information gathered by headquarters planning personnel
from several m. ajor inspection/safety offices highlighted
several key areas:
1) Personal Safety - Safety and security are day by day
watchwords. Respect for human life, especially in the Far
East, is considerably less than in Western nations. No
formal procedures are currently in place to handle medical
emergencies for TAD inspectors.
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2) Logistics - The workplace for the inspectors is as diverse
as can be imagined. Each area has its own language, culture,
standard of living, transportation and communication
problerr;3. The "Fly American Policy" increases the complexity
of scheduling and increases the lost time due to travel.
3) Language and Culture Differences - Inspectors experience
numerous problems due to unfam il lar i ty with laws of country
as well as customs. Several countries do not allow
unaccompanied women. This is a sensitive issue that reduces
the options available to office managers and creates
inequitable distribution of assignments in offices with
female inspectors.
4) Personal Financial Burden - There is a problem in drawing
sufficient amounts of advance for travel and per diem. The
maximum limits vary from $250 to $500. Our data indicated
thatthe mean amounts billed are substantially higher than
these limjits. It is considered that per aiem rates are
sufficient in the large cities where higher rates have been
established. In the towns near the shipyards rates have
often not been established so the minimum rate of $50 a day
is in effect. This is usually insufficient to cover
expenses
.
The above issues, coupled with longer durations of
overseas trips and erratic separation in some instances from
dependents, are likely to have an adverse effect on morale.
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During August cf 1933, a total cf -43 letters were sent to
various maritime organizations which were found to have a
number of recurring overseas inspections. The letters were
designed to solicit narrative remarks in several broad areas
concerning effects on operations resulting from the recent
delegation of authority to the American Bureau of Shipping,
and the closure of tine overseas CVS offices. A total of 12
companies responded to our letter. Of the 12, four are
involved m the operation of offshore supply vessels, five
own or operate mobile offshore drilling units and three own
or operate freights hips or tanks hips engaged in overseas
shipping .
While all of the respondents indicated that the closure
of the overseas offices did not have an effect on the amount
of periodic inspections requested overseas, there were some
misgivings concerning the recent changes. In our discussion
of the responses, several comments made by responding
companies will be quoted. The type of company will be
described, but we feel the identity of a company need not be
disclosed .
The respondents which own or operate offshore supply
vessels identified the cost of the re imbursem.ents made to the
Coast Guard for overseas inspections as an economic hardship.
One company remarked: "The main disadvantages we have
discovered since the closing of the U.3.C.G. overseas
offices, have been economic in nature, with the high cost of
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travel, per diem and related expenses topping the list."
Another company referred to problems involving costs and
inspector consistency.
"Obviously the closure has had an adverse f i n a ri c i a 1
impact, and has created problems that affect our
satisfaction with inspection functions. C n e s i g n i f " i c a n t
problem has been in inspector consistency. Many offices
have had to draw inspectors from wherever tney could find
them. A number of these individuals were inexperienced and
not adequately prepared to operate alone in a remote
location. This indicated to us that the Gcast Guard was
operating i n an overload condition."
One of the five respondents which own or operate mobile
offshore drilling units cited problems m scheduling for TAD
inspectors while the other four reported no significant
delays or problems in this area. Two of the five companies
identified problems involving the competenc-vy of travelling
inspectors. One of these companies remarked that theirievel
of satisfaction had decreased since the closure of the
overseas offices, "...the overseas offices, particularly
Rotterdam and Singapore, were staffed with personnel
exp-'^^^enced in the offshore drilling industry. They
understood the vast differences between a drilling rig and a
ship. They were also familiar with problems particular to
overseas operations." A second company stated: "There seems
to be fewer competent inspectors, and the inspectors that are
available are generally stretched so thin they cannot devote
the time necessary for each vessel." This company also
pointed out that communications between an inspector and his
home office, which are sometimes needed to resolve problems
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or disputes, are adversely affected by the long distances
travelled. Tliey r eoc m'n end ed that the Ccast Guard should
reopen the foreign offices or delegate more functional
authority to the American Bureau of Shipping cr other
agencies that are more available overseas. A third company
replied that continuity in foreign shipyards is n o w
practically nonexistent. It is interesting to note that
companies involved in the operation of offshore supply
vessels were concerned with the costs of inspections, w i-i 1 1 e
companies involved i n the operation of m, o b 1 1 e offshore
drilling units were more concerned with the competency of the
inspectors.
Another problem pointed out by several of the respondents
involved the nonavailability of inspectors for special
inspections to correct prior deficiencies or for sl^op
inspections of approved safety or life-saving equipment
overseas. Qr,e company made the following comments in this
area:
"Liferaft serv icing/ inspect ions are a major problem in
seme areas. Since we cannot afford to shuttle Coast Guard
personnel around the world, we have tried to use the
approved third party inspection procedure. However, many
of the areas in which we operate do not have U.S.C.G.
approved facilities. We are, therefore faced with the
choice of keeping rafts onboard past the inspection date cr
shipping them out of the country which takes from 3 to 6
months. As regards outstanding deficiencies, the item
would have to be extremely grave to warrant the cost of a
second inspection trip. We try to assure the cognizant
OCMI via written confirmation of compliance. To date, we
have received a fair response to this procedure."
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The responses generally indicated that from th^e
perspective of these cornpanies, several prcblern areas have
arisen as a result of r. he closure of the overseas offices.
Problem areas include such factors as scheduling,
availability of inspectors, the competency of T/^D inspectors,
communications and the continuity of enforcement policies.
These same problem areas nave concerned CVS program managers.
It is, of course, not known whether the perceptions of those
companies who did not respond, and others, would substantiate
the comments received or not.
C. PENDING LEGISLATION
There are several bills before Congress rnat if enacted
will have significant impact upon overseas inspection
activities. One of these bills is the Merchant Marine Act of
1983> an administration bill, to amend the Merchant Marine
Act of 1936 to extend to U.S. flagship operators authority to
construct, reconstruct, or acquire ships outside the U.S.
without forfeit of eligibility for operating differential
subsidies. If implemented it will most likely increase the
man hours allocated to overseas inspections. Charles I.
Hiltzheimer, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, of Sea-
Land Industries Investment Inc., during congressional
testimony, suggested a revision to the act that would permit
non-subsidized U.S. flag operators to use tax deffered
capital construction funds for acquistion of foreign-built
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vessels. This revision would tend to increase the size of
the U.S. fleet.
Finally, implementation cT the Cargo Preference Act would
require Federal agencies engaged in commodity expert and
import by ship to transpor-t at least 50 ?> of cargoes by U.S.
flag vessels. The short term impact of this bill is
dependent upon the utilization of existing capacity. Trie
long term impact would be an increase in workload concerning
periodic inspections of the U.S. fleet.
D. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are offered as a result of
this analysis:
1. That further research be conducted in the area of
estimating, measuring ana evaluating the effectiveness of CVS
activities. This includes the formulation of relevant
effectiveness models or measures such as the one used in this
analysis and the design of pr-oper procedures to validate
them. Contrary to the views expressed m the CVS Operating
Program Plan for fiscal years 85-94 that there are no
accurate quantitative measures of effectiveness; and that
effectiveness must be inferred from changes m accident
rates; we feel that workable methods of measuring
effectiveness can be devised that are not necessarily
predicated on safety records.
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2. The Coast Guard should formulate a strategy, goals and
objectives ihat are nore specifically tailored to overseas
CVS activities. In this effort, a projection cf future
demands for our services, the impacts of pending legislation
and the desires of internal d e c i s i o n - m a k e r s and cur
constituents should be considered. Costs resulting from
travel time and billing delays are to a great extent
dependent upon overseas workload. Substantial increases in
future workloads due to changes in the legal or economic
environment could result i n significant increases i n these
costs and, therefore, increase the desirability of reopening
some level of overseas facilities.
3. In the event that the overseas offices are reopened,
alternative methods of recovering operating expenses incurred
should be explored. An equitable means of allocating office
operating expenses to the parties that more directly benefit
from their services would be an area of concern.
4. The Coast Guard should evaluate whether or not it would
be beneficial to provide some level of language training for
CVS personnel. This training could be designed to acquaint
an inspector with some of the basic language and cultural
differences and better prepare these personnel for situations
involving medical and other emergencies.
5. The policies concerning limits on the amounts of advance
funds which may be drawn by inspectors should be reevaluated.
Essentially, this would involve an effort to remove financial
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burdens which in seme cases are placed en personnel in
situations involving especially long trips or trips tc high
cost areas. Appropriate policies in this area are
increasingly important because both the number and length of
overseas trips have increased since 19 31.
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APPENDIX A: COST AND MANHOUR DATA AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
FILE: MASTER I SPSS APPENDIX A
FILE NAHE >'ASTER1
VARIABLE LIST DIST ,YR, £TR. fCNT»- .RANK, AHTB, CUMA.BOBCSOCO.
MHAw .MHL7.MHTCT . Ci.Ht)
INPLT FCRMA7 FIaED (F 2.0,2X,F2 .0,ZX, F3.0.
.,F7.i
2X,r4.0. 2X,F2.0t 2 X,F£.i!.i;« •
Fi.C fix. F3.0 .ix,f:;. 0,2)1 ,2X.F7.2 ,2a, r 7.^ , 2A, Fi. Oi
^ CF CASES 1283
INPUT M EDI LM CARC
VAR LABELS CIST .COA ST GUARD CISTRICT/
YR, FISCAL YEAR CF INSP=ACTION/
CTR, UUARIER AND F ISCAL YEAR/
A'ONIH. MONTH AND Y EAR CF• INSPECTION/
RANK .RANK CF l.NSFi:CT0R/
AMTc .AMOLNT eiLLEl:/
CUMA..DUMHY variae;.E ONE /
BDBC .BILLING DATE SJolNNiNG CATE/
BDCtl.blLLING CAT: CCMPl.cTICN OATE/
KhA« .MANI-CURS AVA ILASL:i FCR WCRK/
^HL7 .MANFOuRi LC5 ^ TO TRAVEL/
/-HTC)T,TC TAL MANhCi.RS PER CvE RScAS TRIP/
CUrtfi ,OUM>'Y VARlAc LC 1-j/
REAC INPUT DATA
21 61 181 1080 03 712.76 .I 125 121 84.50 25.25 1C9. 75 2
21 £1 181 1130 03 2573..33 1 13«i 116 loo. 00 24.00 192. 00 2
31 61 181 use 03 3C5 7 .93 1 ili 1 0? lei. CO 4.4.00 2C5. CO 2
31 £1 181 1180 03 I'.O .3o .i 112 109 7o.50 10.20 6c. 70 2
31 ei 181 1160 C3 72 3,.5g I 104 IOC 144.20 24.50 I6e. 70 2
31 £1 181 1130 03 1537..53 1 IOC 97 ClOO.OO 0000.00 COCC. 00
31 £1 181 lleO 03 =7 7 .26 , 1C3 102 22.00 lo.dO 2 6. 80 2
31 ai 181 1160 03 61 S..73 I 102 096 119.00 52.00 171, 00 2
31 ei 181 1280 03 7o .3 I 092 0S7 109.25 22.75 12 2, 00 2
31 £1 181 12S0 05 2537,,79 I 105 101 9'».:j0 3 7.20 131. 70 2
31 81 131 1280 03 52..13 I C£7 087 9.25 7.00 xc. 25 2
31 ei 181 1280 03 68 2 .70 i OS'. 035 26.50 6.00 22, 50 2
31 £1 Idl 1260 03 251 C,.18 I CS5 Obo 139.75 '»t.75 20-., 50 2
21 ei 131 1280 03 207 6 .73 I 091 085 11'».70 32.50 1-^7. 20 2
21 61 281 Ci£l 03 53'. .49 I 142 1'.2 7.00 5.75 12. 75 2
31 61 281 ciei 03 776. Oc 1 1*.! 137 82.75 17.95 ICC. 70 2
31 €1 281 Ci81 03 115..00 . 14C 136 5i.50 7.00 :: c. 50 2
21 £1 281 C2£i 03 115,,0 I 112 110 53.00 u.Ou 5 i..00 2
31 61 28 1 C181 03 H C, 33 1 296 292 134.00 2h. 70 15 5. 70 2
31 61 281 C181 03 litS .27 i 124 lie OOjO .00 0000.00 ^ C w« 00
31 81 28 1 C2i:l 03 3&i,i9.i 1 113 112 3 0.30 6.70 37. 00 2
31 81 281 C281 03 1913,.22 I ICe 096 170.00 7H.50 24-,. 50 2
21 61 281 C2£l 03 26fai .03 I 104 094 181.50 St. 00 225..50 2
31 £1 281 C2£i 03 1*.!,.10 ] 104 094 CcO 3 . 00 0000.00 OOCC. 00
31 61 281 C281 03 101-H .75 I Hi i. Oc ili. 75 20.25 132. 00 -»
21 61 281 C261 03 275,,09 1 111 106 ccoo.oo 0000,00 COCO.,00
31 ei 23 1 0381 03 30,.'4 L 107 106 31.00 5.50 36. 50 2
31 61 281 0381 03 57t .70 I C64 079 120.50 1-..75 13 :, 25 2
21 £1 281 C561 03 2506,.14 .I C94 093 i5o.75 66.00 222. 75 2
31 61 281 C381 03 276 .46 I 09^, 092 COOO.OO 0000. OC COCC,.00
21 £1 231 C3cl 05 586,,08 1 C6c 081 104.. 50 31.75 133..25 2
31 ei 281 C361 03 5oC.,02 1 ces 06C 115.50 6.00 12-:. 50 2
31 61 281 C381 04 80 .90 1 084 083 28.50 8.25 36,.75 2
21 81 231 C-^tl 03 7C,,0C L C77 076 27.75 9.25 37. 00 2
21 61 281 0361 04 49 5 ,68 1 ca2 079 74.50 10.00 6 4. 50 2
31 £1 231 C3£l 05 417 .31 1 084 084 3.75 7.25 13.,00 2
31 61 381 C-^el 03 2 397..76 1 294 287 135.50 27.75 163. 25 2
21 61 381 Ch81 03 c^l .60 .I 287 283 9o.70 11.80 ICE,.30 2
21 £1 381 CfEl 03 392,.16 1 C99 096 09.25 10.50 79,,75 2
31 £1 381 c-^ai 05 719 .60 I 099 092 159.50 19.50 179. 00 2
21 81 381 C5£l 03 3 97^ .55 L 067 56 o7.00 129.00 196,.00 2
21 81 381 C^Bi 03 350, 65 I C95 091 19 2.50 49.80 ^42. 30 2
31 fii 381 C^81 03 1091 ,52 1 C9j 91 COOO.OO 0000. OC OOCC,.00
21 £1 381 C561 03 iC25,.23 I 087 033 93.50 19.25 112,,75 2
21 81 381 C581 03 2191..60 1 Cfif 076 143.50 29.00 172. 50 2
31 61 331 C561 Ot 39 5 ,9t I 072 066 Ho.
4
11.40 127, 80 2
31 61 381 C561 05 142,,01 1 215 213 *t0.50 15.20 c c 70 2
31 61 381 CgSI 03 33 .4c I Ibt 1 o6 7.30 C.95 iV. 25 2
21 81 231 C6ei 03 99 9 .19 I 099 095 96.75 15.05 111..80 2
31 61 381 ce6i 03 1287,.Sf 1 CS3 089 184.50 82.25 266. 75 2
31 81 iai coei 03 193 .00 I cse 82 0000. CO 0000. CC OOCC,.00
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FILE: m;!STER2 SPSS NAVAL P0S7GRA0UATE SCHOOL
21 81 381 C681 03 644.13 ] 085 082 71.00 15.75 £6.75 2
31 ei 481 C7cl 04 otTE.oi : C76 075 69.25 11.50 80.75 2
31 ei 381 CoSi 05 56 7.23 J 173 17C 70.25 iC,25 6C.50 2
31 £1 331 C6£l 04 653.53 : I 172 172 5.00 11.25 It. 25 2
31 fii 481 C781 03 376.00 . 141 131 236.50 17.75 254.25 2
21 ei 481 C881 03 641.7 9 : L 112 101 140,25 27.00 167.25 2
31 81 481 C661 03 co5.59 ]I 1C5 103 54,00 7.25 61.25 2
31 81 48 1 C98i 03 5oa.0 9 J C96 091 166.00 15.00 182.00 2
30 61 131 iiao 03 2625.91 : 172 152 431.25 27.25 456,50 2
30 ai 181 10£0 0^ 632.33 1L 23C 221 183.00 30.50 215.50 2
30 ei 381 C4ei 03 2039.89 J , 255 247 153.50 35.25 136.75 2
30 El 281 C5£l 05 506.23 ]L 054 050 75,00 53.00 1 OcOO 2
30 81 381 C581 05 337,49 .I C54 05C CCOC.CO 0000. OC OOCCOO
30 81 331 0681 04 27 8.3 9 : 277 258 414.25 45.05 459.50 2
30 81 381 ctei 04 2459.13 JI 277 25fi CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 381 C6ai 0^ 1206.37 J , 277 258 0000. 00 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 281 C6£l 04 321.79 . , 277 258 0000.00 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 281 C621 04 371.20 . 1 277 256 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 61 481 csai Oo 5954.43 JI 361 331 678.00 56.60 726.60 2
30 81 481 caei 04 4286.49 JL 410 582 597.00 70.75 667.75 2
30 81 281 C131 03 160.41 .I Z32 197 769.00 82.50 8 51.50 2
30 £1 281 ciai 03 695.09 :i 232 197 OCslO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 28 1 Cl£l 03 586.15 ]I 232 197 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 281 C18i 03 267.34 ; , 232 197 CCOO.OO OOOC.OC ooccoc
30 81 281 Cl£l 03 ioo.4i : , 232 197 0000.00 0000.00 OOCCOO
30 81 28 1 ciei 03 3475.45 . , 222 197 CCOC.CO OOOC.OC OOCCOO
01 81 18 1 1180 ZZ 2895.04 : . 178 142 85 0.00 10.20 346. 2C 2
CI 81 181 ilfiC 23 746.08 , , 157 145 156,00 18.45 154,45 2
01 ai 28 1 Giai 22 3979.37 . 161 06C 764.75 7.75 772.30 -1
CI 81 28 1 0381 22 COOOC.OO (: coo 000 957.35 32.10 989.45 2
01 81 28 1 C2£l 24 312.30 .I 111 110 19.50 10.50 30.00 2
01 81 231 0381 24 60 2.7 7 . 139 134 67,25 IC.OO 77.25 2
CI 81 381 C4£l 05 292.18 . 112 110 ^2.75 12.00 54.75 2
01 81 381 CfcSl 23 470.36 .I 093 09C 71.60 12.40 84.00 2
01 81 481 C881 04 93 9.13 . . 199 164 604.00 175.00 779.00 2
CI 81 481 C861 04 1869,83 J . 199 164 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
01 81 481 ceai 04 1402.36 1 199 164 0000.00 OOOC.OC OOCCOO
CI 81 481 C9£l 24 17 8.5 3 . 134 131 51.25 31.05 62.30 2
03 81 28 1 C3ei 22 716.82 J , 136 131 152.60 2 3.40 156.00 2
03 81 281 C381 04 132.00 J . 112 105 45.00 ^4.oO 89.60 2
03 81 281 C3cl 04 223.00 J . 098 095 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOCOO
03 81 381 C581 22 226.33 I 154 151 169.00 106,00 275.00 2
03 81 581 C681 03 709.35 . 112 109 30.00 142.00 172.00 2
03 81 281 ctai 03 292.38 .I lie 106 19.50 52.75 72.25 2
03 81 381 0681 ZZ 130.92 i 116 107 219.00 42.25 261.25 2
03 81 481 cat! QZ 1248.23 I 263 252 129.00 273,00 4C2.00 2
03 81 481 csei 23 S3C.35 I C72 059 250.40 123.35 473.75 2
03 81 481 C881 ZZ 72.43 . C72 059 O4.00 15.75 79.75 2
03 81 481 C9ei 04 173. 3o I 203 196 14'*, 00 32.50 176,50 2
05 81 181 1080 05 338 5.0 I 242 217 525.50 66,00 591.50 2
C5 81 131 1130 12 70 5.18 . 161 155 157.00 20.00 157.00 2
05 81 23 1 C2cl 11 3239.50 L 129 117 196.95 108.05 3C5.00 2
05 81 281 C5ei 03 1702.93 L 481 442 099.90 142.10 342.00 2
05 81 281 C381 03 1070.42 I 481 442 0000.00 0000.00 OOCCOO
05 81 281 C3E1 03 2092.17 I 481 442 CCOC.CO OOOC.OC OOCCOO
05 81 281 C381 03 27.20 L 481 442 0000. CO 0000.00 OOCCOO
C5 81 481 C7E1 0^ 4749.30 I 112 091 462.50 57,10 519,60 2
05 81 281 C281 04 1739.31 I 23C 206 518.95 67.05 586. 00 2
05 81 281 C281 04 1278.57 L 230 206 0000.00 0000.00 OOCCOO
05 81 281 C2ei 04 1596.30 .I 230 2 06 COOO.CO 0000.00 OOCCOO
07 81 381 C481 02 262.50 I 3C2 30C 55,20 6.50 61.50 2
07 81 381 C4€i 04 388.30 L 154 126 100.00 5,00 1C5.00 2
07 81 381 C5E1 22 833.20 1 126 124 34.25 12.75 47.00 2
07 81 381 C581 03 3206.02 1 418 39C 598,00 77.00 675.00 2
07 61 281 C5£l 22 187.00 1 360 359 32,50 4,00 36,50 2
07 81 381 csei 05 564.55 1 171 169 5C.25 5,75 26,00 2
C7 81 381 C681 24 527.64 L 267 265 32.25 18.25 5C50 2
07 81 381 C6ei 02 53 5.84 L 403 4 02 16,30 19.95 36.25 2
07 81 281 0281 02 269.35 i 213 177 700.50 174.05 874.55 2
07 81 281 C2€l 02 1077,38 1 212 177 CCOO.OO 0000,00 OOCCOO
07 81 281 C281 02 161.60 1 212 177 CCOO,CO OOOCOO OOOCOO
07 81 281 C281 02 538.69 1 213 177 0000.00 0000.00 OOCCOO
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FILE: MASTER2 SPSS NAVAL PCSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
C7 81 281 C2S1 02 3124.40 ] 213 177 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
07 8i 231 0281 02 215,46 : 212 177 ccoc.co OOOC.OC 00 C COO
07 81 381 0481 2Z 1933.09 : 175 167 173,50 1 c,30 iSCOO 2
08 81 181 iieo 03 331.30 ; 22'^. 216 155.65 221.15 377.00 2
08 81 181 1180 03 33.28 : 2Z2 20C 3o. 75 19.30 56.25 2
C8 81 281 C181 04 79.32 : 167 lc.2 107.50 26.50 124.00 2
08 81 28 1 ciei 22 84.68 : 114 106 56.50 101.50 156,00 2
08 81 281 C18i 03 979.50 ] 189 177 252.05 36,95 291,00 2
08 81 281 C2S1 03 92.20 J 169 164 76.00 43.65 llS.o5 2
08 81 281 0381 03 612.03 . 097 092 54.00 97.75 151.75 2
C8 ei 381 C481 03 93 1.2 2 : I C61 049 273.25 28,00 301,25 2
03 81 381 C5£l 03 154.71 : 084 081 67.60 13,55 61,15 -^^
08 81 381 C681 03 267C.60 ; 12 C 106 120.00 5e.05 176.05 2
06 ei 481 CTSl 03 1682.60 ; 109 099 112,50 39.25 iSl.75 2
08 61 431 C6£l 05 92,76 :. 292 210 488. 75 1112.75 16C1.50 2
C8 81 431 C881 05 2049.15 : L 292 21C OCOO.OO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
08 81 481 ceei 05 931.4H . 292 210 CCOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
08 81 481 C881 05 1247,58 J1 292 21C CCOO.OO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
08 81 481 C881 05 186.29 : L 292 210 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
08 81 481 caei 05 i67t,58 ]I 292 21C 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
08 81 461 C8S1 05 372.57 JI 292 21C CCOO.OO OOOC.OC oocc.oo
08 81 481 C881 05 l't9.19 J 292 21C 0000,00 OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
08 81 48 1 csei 05 186.29 .I 292 2 10 CCOO.OO OOOC.OC oocc.oo
08 81 h81 C681 05 136.29 IL 292 21C CCOO.OO OOOC.OC ooccoo
C8 81 ^81 ceei 05 656.61 ] 292 210 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
08 31 481 0681 22 301.25 238 232 14 5.50 15.50 161.00 2
08 81 481 C981 22 608.83 ] 200 196 6 9.00 12,50 81.50 2
08 31 481 C9£l 03 1393.04 , , 250 234 132.10 35.32 217,92 2
03 Si 431 C981 04 1592.18 , , 250 235 153.90 40.96 194.86 2
08 61 481 C9ei 04 1357.16 ! , 250 235 131.10 34.89 165.99 2
08 61 481 C961 03 1262.02 . , 250 234 121.40 23.88 145,28 2
09 81 381 Co81 04 778.02 J , 119 1 14 30.00 tC.OO 12C.00 2
09 ei 481 C8£l 22 7t9.43 : , 06-4 062 72.00 36.50 lie. 50 2
81 381 0581 24 146.20 . . 14C 136 12.50 48.00 60.50 2
a 331 C581 05 3647.92 . . 444 411 66 0,50 l't3.50 8C4.00 2
81 381 C561 05 972.72 , , 4«»4 411 0000.00 0000,00 OOCC. 00 -0
81 381 C581 05 243.20 .I 444 411 OCOO.OO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
61 481 C881 03 1901.10 . 292 285 120.75 76.25 I'Sl.OO 2
81 281 0381 04 880.39 1 281 280 26.35 4.65 31.00 2
81 281 C161 03 651.13 jL 232 197 795.50 54.00 849.50 2
81 281 ciei 03 247'*.26 . . 232 1 97 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
81 281 ciai 03 217.04 .I 232 197 CCOO.OO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
81 281 C181 03 36,62 . . 232 197 OCOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
81 28 1 ciei 03 737.94 : , 232 197 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
81 281 C181 03 173.63 : . 232 197 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC cocc.cc
81 181 1180 04 316.99
.
294 267 605.75 27.75 63 2.50 2
81 181 1180 04 352.21 I 294 267 CCOC.CO OOOC.OC oocc.oo
81 181 1180 04 633.97 . , 294 267 0000.00 OOOC.OC OOCCOO
81 181 1180 04 1091.64 i 294 267 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
81 18 1 1180 04 1127.07 1 294 267 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC oocc.oo
81 181 1160 24 420.65 I 294 24 = 1037.00 54,00 1091.00 2
81 181 iieo 24 2043.18 i 294 24C CCOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
81 181 1180 24 180.28 I 294 249 CCOO.OO OOOC.OC cocc.cc
81 181 iieo 24 120.19 I 294 249 COOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
81 181 iieo 24 42C.65 1 294 249 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC ooccoo
81 181 1180 24 540.84 I 294 249 0000.00 OOOC.OC cocc.cc
81 181 1160 24 120.19 L 597 552 COOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
81 18 1 1180 24 1622.52 I 588 543 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC ooccoo
11 81 181 1180 24 180.28 1 294 249 CCOO.OO 0000.00 ooccoo
11 81 181 1180 24 360.56 1 294 24« COOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 81 281 C261 02 3475.87 L 12 8 109 429.00 35.50 464.50 2
12 81 281 C361 03 708.69 L 141 130 174.00 46.00 22C.OO 2
12 81 261 0361 03 2126.06 I 141 13C CCOO.CO oooo.cc oocc.oo
12 81 381 C481 12 2512.41 1 224 216 108.50 86,50 195.00 2
12 61 381 C461 03 1583.39 I 226 2 89 797.50 43.50 841.00 2
12 81 381 C481 03 3590. lt> I 328 28? CCOO.CO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
12 81 381 C461 03 105.59 L 326 289 COOO.OO OOOC.OO OOOC.OO
12 61 381 csei 03 4122.29 L 275 326 1C65.00 41.00 1126.00 2
12 81 381 C561 03 147.26 L 275 326 CCOC.CO OOOC.OC OOCCOO
12 81 361 csei 03 1619.86 L 375 328 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
12 81 381 C581 03 441.79 L 275 326 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC ooccoo
12 81 381 C581 03 1030.83 I 375 326 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO coccco
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FILE: MASTER2 SPSS KAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
12 81 381 csei 03 1117.11 306 296 198.60 41.20 240. OC 2
12 81 381 csei 03 1622.65 306 296 cooo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
12 81 381 0661 0- 3512.78 406 386 389.50 4-i,50 43'^.00 2
12 ei 381 C6ei 23 2675.30 283 236 1107.00 25.00 1132.00 2
12 81 381 0661 23 2472.40 282 236 COOO.OO OOOC.CC oocc.oo
12 81 381 Co81 23 1537.50 263 236 0000.00 0000.00 ooco.oo
12 81 381 Ct61 23 36.80 316 271 CCOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 81 381 ctei 23 55. 2C 316 271 0000.00 000 0.00 COOC.CO
12 81 381 ctei 23 64.00 316 271 cooo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.CO
12 61 381 C661 04 542.2 1 267 356 182.50 82.00 264.50 2
12 81 481 C781 04 779.20 234 210 542.75 39.65 562. 4C 2
12 81 481 C7ei 05 397.20 156 153 92.80 30.20 123.00 2
12 81 48 1 C7ei 02 573.99 268 231 70C.5O 3'*.50 735.00 2
12 81 481 C761 02 2295.94 268 231 OCOO.OO 0000.00 UOCO.CO
12 81 -8 1 C761 02 572.98 266 231 CCCQ.OO OOOC.CC COCC.OO
12 81 481 C781 02 1147.97 266 231 CGOC.OO OOOC.CC COOC.CO
12 81 481 C761 05 2466.58 312 305 138.00 53.00 171.00 2
12 81 481 C7ei 03 6885.60 31-1 272 967.50 42.75 101C.25 2
12 81 481 C981 04 424fc.24 188 14c 918.00 4'*. 50 962.50 2
12 81 481 C96i 04 220.59 166 146 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
12 81 48 1 C981 04 110.29 186 146 OCOO.OO OOOC.OC COCC.OO
12 81 481 0961 04 93 7.4 8 186 146 ccac.oo 0000.00 COCC.OO
12 61 481 C961 05 1613. 6C 155 iSl 2 7. CO 55.25 92.25 2
12 81 481 0981 02 2510.76 196 191 151.00 19.25 170.25 2
12 81 481 0961 04 259 9.65 402 395 119.50 47.00 i6c.50 2
12 81 281 0381 04 475.37 17t 142 751. CO 4C.0C 791.00 2
12 81 281 03-81 04 65^. 't9 176 142 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
12 81 281 0361 04 29bC.95 176 143 0000. CO 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 81 281 C3S1 04 1216.11 176 142 0000.00 OOOC.OC OOCC.CO
12 81 181 1260 04 735.02 265 226 078 .00 16.00 694.00 2
12 81 181 1260 04 459.39 26 5 226 OCOC.CO COOC. Co OOOC.OO
12 81 181 1280 04 1863.48 265 226 OCOO.OO OOOC.CC COCC.OO
12 81 181 1260 04 183.75 265 226 CCOO.OO 0000. oc OOCC.OO
12 81 18 1 1280 04 626. as 265 ZZi COOC.CO OOOC.OC COCC.OO
12 81 181 1280 04 505.32 265 226 OCOC.CO oooc.oo OOOC.OO
12 8V 28 1 0261 03 1347.61 207 126 878.75 16.75 897.50 2
12 81 281 0281 03 1628.90 207 126 878.75 16.75 8 9 7.50 2
12 81 281 0281 03 6064.25 207 126 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
12 81 281 0361 03 96.26 207 126 COOC.CO cooo.oo OOOC.OO
12 81 281 C281 03 96.26 207 126 0000.00 OOOC.CC COCC.OO
12 61 281 C361 03 192.52 207 126 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCO.OO
13 81 481 C981 03 2459.29 222 167 707.15 106.35 816.00 2
13 81 481 0981 03 545.o3 222 187 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OC
13 61 431 0961 03 22 4.6 7 223 187 CCOO.OO 0000,00 OOOC.OO
13 81 481 0761 23 5619.07 597 565 690.50 84.50 775.00 2
17 81 481 0761 22 323 C.40 094 070 494.00 93.30 567.30 2
17 31 181 1180 03 96.40 159 152 69.30 45.00 114.30 2
17 81 281 0281 03 1840.86 233 206 543.50 94.00 637.50 2
17 81 281 0261 03 1302.57 232 206 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
17 81 28 1 0281 03 1674.81 232 206 OCOC.CO OOOC.OC COCC.OO
31 62 182 1161 03 1547.63 07C 060 23 5.25 13.00 246.25 2
31 62 182 1261 05 1197.64 053 049 42.00 58.00 ICO.OO 2
31 82 182 1281 03 52^.8 7 052 050 17.20 34.80 52.00 2
31 £2 182 1261 03 118C.21 106 101 81.00 33.25 114.25 2
31 82 182 1281 03 362. IC 082 081 19.75 13.00 32.75 2
31 €2 282 CI 82 04 309.15 075 074 22.00 3.50 25.50 2
21 62 282 0162 03 85 7.04 072 069 61.50 17.70 79.00 2
31 82 282 C162 05 242C.59 lie 101 369.75 46.35 416.10 2
31 62 282 C382 05 370.51 055 052 66.50 6.30 75.00 2
31 82 28 2 0262 03 1745.13 242 234 112.70 71.00 163.70 2
31 82 282 0382 04 308.83 069 069 11.00 C.50 17.50 2
31 62 282 0262 04 295.52 101 101 10.60 5.35 15.95 2
31 62 28 2 0262 03 1399.97 234 223 188.50 86.00 274.50 2
31 82 282 C282 04 2505.99 089 077 235.00 53.75 266.75 2
31 62 282 0382 03 43S.29 216 211 153.50 18.60 172.50 2
31 82 28 2 0382 03 406.04 141 134 CCOC.OO OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
31 62 282 0362 03 12.00 072 069 64.25 10.25 74.50 2
31 62 282 0262 03 36.80 072 069 64.25 10.25 74.50 2
31 62 282 C382 03 2310.04 128 115 286.20 53.55 319.75
31 62 282 0362 03 1443.80 109 96 210.00 115.00 325.00 2
31 82 382 C482 03 515.07 081 076 67.50 55.50 123.00 2
31 82 382 0482 03 550.46 CSC 077 82.90 5.25 66.15 2
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FILE: HASTEF2 SPSS A NAVAl POSTGR-IOUATE SCHOOL
31 £2 282 C5e2 04 390.06 1 087 086 31.00 5.75 36.75 2
31 82 382 C^cZ 04 633.78 1 072 07C 42.90 17.10 6C.00 2
31 82 382 0582 03 2420.09 1 C59 049 229.75 26.80 256.55 2
31 £2 382 C5S2 03 897.74 1 CSS 073 274.75 21.05 295.80 2
30 82 482 0882 04 2295.47 1 C9i 069 379.40 116.65 496.25 2
30 82 482 C882 04 918.18 1 091 069 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OC
30 82 482 0882 04 1377.29 i C9i 069 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
30 £2 282 C382 06 1141.15 i 158 147 248.50 25.50 27'^. 00 2
30 82 182 1161 02 68.86 1 118 107 223.00 39.30 262.30 2
01 82 182 1181 22 2618.29 1 125 054 11-^3.00 14.50 1157.50 2
01 82 282 C282 22 510.39 1 059 054 68.10 5.00 73.10 2
01 82 282 C2£2 23 433,72 1 C57 054 68.10 5.00 73.10 2
01 82 382 C482 03 2185.24 1 116 08^ 641.00 21.00 662.00 2
01 82 232 C382 23 909.70 1 081 071 235.50 ifc.70 252.20 2
01 32 382 C4c2 23 601.^5 1 1C2 097 135.25 17.25 152.50 2
01 82 382 C682 22 132.20 1 078 074 89.00 11.75 1CC.75 2
01 82 382 C682 23 429.52 1 2-«i7 243 85.00 11.50 1CC.50 2
01 82 482 0732 04 250.65 i 14C 13C 6.50 It. 00 2C.50 2
CI 82 482 0882 25 1729.^4 1 165 134 734.75 16.45 751.20 2
02 82 282 0382 23 i03c.77 1 213 199 325.20 22.80 3^c,00 2
03 52 182 1081 22 1710. o** 1 191 136 60.50 5c. 50 117.00 2
C3 82 182 1081 02 133.34 1 149 13t 249.00 27.50 276.50 2
03 82 282 C262 03 1284.00 1 158 15^ 76.50 27.50 iC4.30 2
03 82 282 C382 04 1722.22 1 141 135 c3.00 73.25 13t.25 2
C3 82 382 0482 23 67t>.62 1 ImO 066 770.82 35.75 856.57 2
03 82 382 C*ta2 23 338.31 1 140 066 0000.00 COOC.OC OOCC.OO
03 82 382 C582 23 1594.88 1 140 066 770.83 35.75 856.58 2
03 82 382 C5c2 23 2223.19 1 14C 066 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 82 382 CA82 22 21.60 1 CS7 062 7.00 19.00 26.00 2
03 £2 382 C4e2 02 285o.38 1 282 2b5 28.50 iC.OO 3e.50 2
03 82 332 0482 02 CCCOC.OO C COC OOC 295.75 68.25 364.00 2
C3 82 382 C482 02 1183.36 1 277 267 206.50 36.50 2^^3.00 2
03 82 382 :4£2 22 1626.72 1 266 26C 97.00 38.50 135.50 2
03 82 387 C482 02 2708.15 1 137 134 42.00 2t»50 66.50 2
C3 62 382 C582 23 4009.83 1 182 159 499,35 51.15 55C.5C 2
03 82 382 C6e2 23 ^331.23 1 13C 112 401.30 3^.20 435.50 2
03 82 382 C5S2 22 2884.^1 1 259 207 1193.50 t7.00 12^C.5C 2
C3 82 382 C5e2 03 3545.75 1 172 159 20t.25 108.25 312.50 2
03 82 382 C582 02 481.52 1 C79 066 236.50 36.00 272.50 2
03 82 382 0682 02 1850,84 1 137 12C 378.00 29.00 4C7.0C 2
03 82 382 C662 02 2675.27 1 216 206 247.00 39,50 286.50 2
33 82 382 C682 17 1851.41 1 222 219 35.70 42.50 78.20 2
03 82 482 C782 17 2006,61 1 192 186 58.70 t**.30 ICi.OO 2
03 92 362 C6£2 04 927.76 1 140 133 143.00 27.25 170.25 2
03 82 482 C782 04 825.76 1 107 102 96.00 26.50 122.50 2
C3 82 382 C662 03 3268.15 1 137 IIS 423.00 37.00 46C.00 2
03 82 482 C7c2 22 889.16 1 112 107 443.30 75.00 516.50 2
03 32 482 C782 22 27.58 1 294 289 0000.00 OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
C3 62 332 C662 02 1414.50 1 122 112 214.00 35.50 249.50 2
03 82 482 C782 22 2471.90 1 09C 081 156.00 5C.50 206.50 2
03 £2 482 0762 03 1156.33 1 123 113 171.45 70.05 241.50 2
03 82 482 C7e2 03 289.09 1 115 105 CC30.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 82 482 C782 03 2204.56 1 109 086 -173. 90 32.10 5C6.C0 2
03 82 482 0782 02 2776,00 1 243 23A 161.25 55.75 217.00 2
03 82 482 0782 02 96.54 1 196 183 267.75 46.75 314,50 2
03 82 482 C782 03 1872,12 1 103 086 373.00 38.20 nil. 20 2
C3 82 482 0862 02 996.65 1 149 136 276.40 34.10 310.50 2
03 82 482 C882 04 3341.22 1 156 154 67.50 32.50 ICC. 00 2
C3 82 482 C862 04 610.47 1 176 171 96.00 17.00 113.00 2
03 82 482 0882 03 1312.90 1 144 139 86.50 42.00 126,50 2
03 82 482 0982 22 859.43 1 173 154 375.50 80.25 455.75 2
03 82 482 C9e2 22 35.96 1 228 209 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 82 482 0982 03 1152.08 1 216 212 67.50 33.75 101,25 2
03 62 482 C982 22 545.33 1 223 216 143.25 23.25 166.50 2
03 82 482 C962 22 545.32 1 215 2 09 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
03 82 482 0982 02 303.43 1 132 116 308.00 25.00 333.00 2
03 82 482 C962 22 1029.58 1 115 106 74.75 100.25 175.00 2
03 82 482 C962 23 145.02 1 IIC 107 44.75 29.55 74.30 2
03 82 382 0582 22 1682.56 1 170 160 194.50 35.50 23C,00 2
C3 82 482 C782 22 2144.72 1 119 102 226.50 37,25 2e3. 75 2
05 82 282 C382 03 3152,71 1 141 105 616.50 56.50 873.00 2
C7 32 282 0382 05 240.78 1 107 102 20.00 96.00 115.00 2
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FILE: M^STcP2 SPSS NAVAL PCSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
C7 E2 282 C3£2 03
07 82 282 C3£2 03
07 82 ^82 C7S2 2t
C7 £2 482 0762 24
07 82 482 0782 24
C7 82 A82 C7e2 24
07 82 482 C7c2 03
C7 82 48 2 C782 03
C8 £2 182 loei 03
08 82 182 1081 04
C8 82 182 1081 04
C8 82 182 11£1 03
08 82 182 1181 03
08 82 182 lifii 03
08 82 182 10£1 2Z
C8 82 182 llSl 04
C8 82 182 iiei 04
08 82 182 liSl 04
C8 82 182 1131 04
08 82 132 1181 04
08 £2 182 1181 04
08 82 182 1161 03
08 82 182 1161 03
C8 32 182 1181 03
C8 82 182 llSl 04
08 82 182 1181 03
08 82 182 1131 02
08 82 132 1261 03
08 82 182 1281 22
08 82 182 1261 ZZ
08 32 1S2 1261 05
08 82 182 1281 05
C8 82 182 1261 02
08 82 282 C182 03
oe 82 282 C182 04
08 82 282 C162 04
08 82 282 C282 04
C8 82 282 C2£2 04
08 82 282 C2 62 03
08 62 232 C3a2 03
08 82 282 C362 04
08 82 282 0382 03
08 82 282 C382 03
08 82 23 2 0362 03
08 82 282 C382 03
C6 £2 282 C362 04
08 82 282 C3a2 04
08 82 282 C332 05
C6 82 282 0362 05
08 82 282 0362 04
C8 82 282 0282 Co
08 82 38 2 04£2 03
08 82 38 2 C482 04
C8 82 282 C562 03
08 82 382 C5c2 03
08 82 282 C182 22
08 B2 262 C262 03
08 82 48 2 cae2 22
ce 82 182 1281 04
08 82 182 1261 04
08 82 382 0582 04
08 82 38 2 C562 03
08 82 38 2 0682 03
08 82 382 0582 04
C8 £2 282 C5€2 04
08 82 48 2 C882 03
08 82 482 C862 03
08 82 482 C7£2 22
C8 82 48 2 C782 03
C8 82 432 C3fi2 04
08 82 482 C882 22









































































1 085 074 226.75 41.65 266.40 2
1 172 166 47.50 *t2.00 89.50 2
1 2G0 167 633. £5 177.65 311.50 2
1 213 i8C ccoc.co 0000.00 OOCC.OO
1 213 16C ccoo.co cooo. oc OOCC.OO
1 213 180 cooo.oo ooocoo OOCC.OO
1 1C3 093 154.00 93.00 247.00 2
1 103 093 COJC.OO ooocoo OOCC.OO
1 135 181 33.50 73.50 iC7.00 2
1 217 196 ^16.50 33.50 452.00 2
1 217 196 COOO.OO 0000,00 ooccoo
1 153 153 412.50 67.25 475.75 2
1 153 133 OCOO.OO 0000. cc cocc.co
1 153 133 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
1 208 199 161.25 66,35 229,60 2
J 356 321 199.90 IOC.85 3CC.75 2
1 358 321 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOOCOO
1 261 244 CCOC.OO OOOCOO OOCC.OO
1 243 206 0000.00 0000.00 OOOCOO
1 243 206 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
1 143 136 47.00 7-».30 121.30 2
1 143 134 209.00 21.25 23C25 2
: 169 130 435.50 107.CD 652.50 2
1 169 13C CCOO.OO ooococ OCCC.CC
1 191 1 86 47.00 75-20 122.20 2
1 243 231 260.00 33.00 293.00 2
1 146 142 89.50 20,50 lie, 00 2
1 C8C 072 101.00 38.90 139.90 2
1 140 134 235. 50 OC.50 3C2.U0 2
1 146 134 0000 .00 0000,00 OOCC.OO
1 3C2 29f 108.85 5m. tQ j.63.25 2
1 302 295 COOO.OO OOOCOO OOCC.OO
1 125 120 H7.50 31.50 129,00 2
\ 133 127 91.25 63.50 154.75 2
1 129 119 205.50 30.00 235,50 2
1 129 119 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
1 14<: 139 43.30 119.30 167.30 2
1 14c 139 -8.00 120.00 166.00 2
1 C88 076 169.75 65.85 235.60 2
I 210 194 303.30 9C70 394,00 2
J 242 233 203.25 19.35 222.60 2
1 183 176 75.00 39.50 ill. 30 2
1 194 139 OCOO.OO 0000.00 COCC.CO
1 C93 84 COOO.OO 0000.00 ooocoo
1 C93 03^ Ztd,Z5 tl.50 3C9.75 2
1 C7^ 070 35.00 80.00 115.00 2
1 122 111 161,25 99.25 26C.50 2
1 122 111 lol. 23 96.23 259,30 2
1 122 111 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
1 122 111 CCOO.OO OOGC.OC OQCC.OO
1 130 125 71.10 43,70 11^.30 2
1 1C5 096 20-^.70 22.30 227.50 2
1 C63 061 40.00 22.00 62.00 2
1 C73 064 165,70 40. 80 212.50 2
1 C63 057 132.00 15,30 147.30 2
1 123 117 93.50 44.50 126.00 2
1 181 167 306.00 34.00 34CO0 2
I Z12 067 97.50 63,50 161,00 2
1 316 309 108.85 54.40 163.25 i.
1 316 3C9 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOCOO
1 224 211 298.00 24.75 322.75 2
1 211 202 165.00 53.50 216,50 2
1 193 185 141.00 47.00 188.00 2
1 159 130 182.00 35.00 217.00 2
1 159 150 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOCOO
1 C6 7 07^ 234.05 66.85 3C3.50 2
1 C87 074 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCCOO
1 102 091 224.25 44.75 269.00 2
1 151 146 64.00 47.30 111.30
1 125 12C 289.50 66.30 356,00 2
1 116 105 261.30 6C.45 321,75 2
1 123 110 0000.00 OOOCOO OOCCOO
135

FILE: MASTERS SPSS NAVAL PCSTGRA0UA7E SCHOOL
08 82 482 C982 04 1302.73 .] 059 049 227.30 17.50 244.80 2
08 82 482 C982 03 1473.95 ; C59 051 153.80 36.50 19C.30 2
08 82 482 C982 22 161. 5o ; 151 132 276.65 49.35 42c. 50 2
C8 62 232 0662 04 2519.96 : 136 117 375.50 80.00 455.50 2
08 82 482 C782 03 247.22 : 120 111 145.00 72.50 217.50 2
11 82 282 C262 04 1451.43 175 133 700.20 148.60 8 4 6.80 2
11 62 282 C262 04 252.43 ; 175 139 0000.00 oooc.oc COCO. 00
11 82 282 0282 04 833.48 J 175 139 0000.00 oooc.oo COCC.CO
11 82 282 C262 04 3723.23 ] 175 159 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
11 82 232 C382 02 3130.59 : I 166 111 915.50 65.70 961.20 2
11 82 482 C982 03 66.78 J 255 169 2015.00 55.00 207C.O0 2
11 82 48 2 0582 03 533.21 J 255 169 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
11 82 482 0982 03 596.98 ] 255 169 0000.00 OOOC.OO cocc.oc
11 82 482 C982 03 13 3.5 5 ] 255 169 0000.00 oooc.oo oocc.oo
11 82 482 C962 03 605.76 : 255 169 ccoo.co OOOC.OC oocc.oo
11 82 482 0982 03 77 9.3 2 : 255 169 0000.00 OOOC.OO oocc.oo
11 62 482 C962 03 996.65 : 255 169 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
11 82 48 2 0982 03 2797.61 ; 255 169 ccoo.co OOOC.OC oocc.oo
11 82 482 0S32 03 2664. Oo ] 255 169 0000.00 OOOC.OO oocc.oo
11 82 482 0982 03 3063.72 : . 255 169 cooo.oo 0000.00 cocc.oo
12 82 182 1081 03 1389.77 : 45t 443 260.50 tl-4.00 32^.50 2
12 82 132 1061 03 305.07 J 456 443 cooo.oo 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 82 182 1131 03 2630.06 .I 186 153 679.25 162.75 8*»2.00 2
12 82 162 1181 03 2996.02 J 186 153 0000.00 0000. GO 0000.00
12 82 182 1161 03 i68C.70 J 166 153 cooo.oo 3000.00 oocc.oo
12 82 182 1181 03 55.20 294 259 cooo.oo 0000.00 cocc.oo
12 82 182 1161 03 2.86 , 294 259 ocoo.oo 0000.00 cocc.oo
12 62 182 1161 03 35.26 .1 294 259 ccoo.co OOOC.OC oocc.oo
12 82 182 1181 04 1000.00 ; L 342 335 104.00 t.2.50 167.50 2
12 82 182 1181 O** 1599.75 . L 097 090 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
12 82 18 2 1281 23 1074.35 ; , 117 ill 84.00 77.50 161.50 2
12 82 282 C182 03 1557.11 , 106 069 623.20 74.75 b97.95 2
12 82 282 0162 03 1167.82 L 106 069 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
12 82 282 0182 03 111.22 .L 106 069 0000.00 OOOC.OO oocc.oo
12 82 292 Cie2 03 111.22 J , 106 069 0000.00 0000.00 cocc.oo
12 82 282 0182 03 1557.10 J . 126 069 cooo.oo OOOC.OC oocc.oo
12 82 232 0182 03 5O0.-»9 L 108 069 cooo.oo OOOC.OC cocc.oo
12 82 282 0162 03 166.83 , . 106 069 cooo.oo 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 82 282 0182 03 38 9 . 2 7 , 106 069 CCOO CO OOOC.OO oocc.oo
12 82 282 0182 03 92.80 . 090 086 31.00 32.25 112.25 2
12 82 282 0262 05 1392.26 , C79 066 223.00 40.00 262.00 2
12 82 282 0282 12 2741.16 . 192 185 117.25 50.25 lc"i.50 2
12 82 282 0262 03 17o3.28 . C97 092 73 5.00 28.50 762.50 2
12 82 282 0362 04 704.83 \ 106 092 286.20 59.80 348.00 /
12 82 282 0382 03 1756.50 . , 141 135 114.80 42.20 157.00 £
12 82 282 0362 04 366.49 . . 123 116 li.H.20 24.30 j.cS.50 2
12 82 28 2 0382 03 1127.62 1 232 202 591.00 107.00 698.00 2
12 82 582 0582 03 14o8.68 . , C97 077 214.90 271.10 466.00 2
12 82 382 0662 04 1581.03 .L 309 259 199.00 42.00 241.00 2
12 82 38 2 0682 04 1581.02 .. 309 299 0000.00 OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
12 82 482 C782 03 392 0.48 . . 230 205 561.60 vs. 10 OC6.70 2
12 82 482 0782 03 67C.61 I 230 205 ocoo.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
12 S2 48 2 0782 03 102.17 .L 230 205 0000.00 OOOC.OO oocc.oo
12 62 482 0752 03 257.93 I 230 205 cooo.oo 0000.00 oocc.oo
12 82 48 2 0782 03 154.75 L 230 205 ccoo.co OOOC.OO oocc.oo
12 S2 482 0732 03 51.59 L 230 205 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
12 82 48 2 0762 04 433. 5t I 220 213 13 9.50 30.50 17C.00 2
12 32 482 0882 03 3471.59 L 244 222 482.50 5C.00 532.50 2
12 32 482 0862 03 394.18 . 209 201 121.90 71.10 192.00 2
12 82 482 0962 04 1609.37 I 229 216 151.00 163.50 314.50 2
12 82 482 0982 03 653.55 : 273 261 231.75 57.00 286.75 2
12 62 482 0962 04 46 5.3 7 L 153 145 158.95 85.05 244.00 2
12 32 48 2 0982 03 2916.13 L 236 191 980.20 101.30 1082.00 2
12 82 482 0732 12 43 6.3 I 284 268 190.50 61.40 251.90 2
12 82 482 0762 12 449.49 L 236 22C 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
13 82 182 1281 03 11.04 L 241 239 37.00 18.00 5 5.0C 2
13 82 382 C562 03 39.50 I 127 123 18.50 13.00 21.50 2
13 82 382 0582 04 39.50 L 127 123 16.50 13.00 31.50 2
13 82 43 2 0782 03 914.07 L 125 108 293.45 123.10 416.55 2
13 82 482 0762 03 440.11 .I 125 106 ccoo.co 0000.00 0000.00
13 82 482 0782 03 2031.27 I 125 108 0000.00 000 0.00 OOCC.OO
13 82 48 2 0762 03 2135.89 1 219 127 706.42 33.59 740.01 2
136

FILE: MASTER2 SPSS NAVAL PGSTC»RADUATE SCHOOL
13 82 ^82 C362 03
13 62 482 CQ82 03
CI 83 183 1082 03
01 83 182 1062 22
01 83 133 1082 02
01 83 182 1062 23
01 83 183 1182 23
01 83 183 1182 22
CI 83 182 1162 22
01 83 183 1282 02
CI 83 283 C163 22
01 83 282 Ci£3 22
01 83 283 01 35 22
C2 83 1S3 1062 23
02 85 183 1082 23
02 83 183 1082 23
02 83 182 1062 23
02 83 183 1082 23
C2 83 283 C2 63 05
02 83 283 C2S3 05
03 83 183 1082 23
C3 £3 183 1062 2'*
03 83 183 1082 2h
03 S3 183 1062 2t
03 83 182 1062 24
03 83 182 1082 03
C3 83 132 10 62- 03
03 83 182 1062 03
C3 83 183 1082 22
C3 83 183 1262 02
03 83 183 1082 03
C3 83 183 1082 03
03 33 182 1062 02
03 83 183 1082 02
C3 83 183 1082 02
03 83 •182 1062 22
03 83 133 1082 21
C3 83 183 1062 22
03 83 183 1182 22
C3 83 182 1062 03
03 83 182 1132 02
03 83 183 1182 02
C3 83 182 1182 04
03 33 183 1182 04
C3 85 182 1182 03
03 63 183 1162 03
03 83 183 1282 2'*
03 83 182 1262 24
03 63 183 1262 17
03 83 183 1282 02
03 83 182 1222 02
03 83 183 1282 22
03 83 183 1262 03
03 83 182 1062 02
03 83 283 0183 03
03 83 282 C163 03
03 83 283 0163 23
03 83 283 0183 03
03 83 283 C163 04
03 63 283 0183 22
03 83 283 0163 03
03 83 283 C163 03
03 83 283 0183 03
C3 83 282 C263 02
03 83 283 0283 04
03 83 283 0283 03
03 83 283 C263 02
03 83 283 C283 02
03 83 283 C2 63 02
03 83 262 Clfi3 03
03 83 282 0183 03






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FILE: MASTER2 SPSS NAVAL PCSIGPAOUATE SCHOOL
03 83 283 01£3 03 486.10 156 118 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
03 83 283 0183 03 324.07 156 116 0000.00 OOOC.OC OOCC.OC
03 83 283 0183 03 226.83 156 116 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 83 283 0133 03 32^.07 156 116 CCOC.CO oooc.oo COCC.OO
03 83 283 0183 03 97.22 156 11£ ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
C5 83 183 1062 03 1291.45 202 141 1452.00 54.00 1486.00 2
05 83 183 1082 03 2582.91 2C3 141 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
cs 83 183 iO£2 03 1235.30 20 2 141 COOO.OO oooc.oo COCC.OO
05 33 183 1062 03 224.60 203 141 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
05 83 183 1082 03 112.30 203 141 CCOO.OO 0000.00 COCC.OO
05 63 183 1062 03 166.45 2C3 141 ccoo.oo 0000.30 OOCC.OO
07 83 183 1082 03 361 7.50 196 153 93O.70 36.20 i02i.90 2
C7 63 183 1062 03 1670.29 196 152 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
07 83 183 1082 03 23 8.61 196 153 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
07 33 183 1062 03 159.03 196 153 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
C7 63 183 1082 03 715.83 196 153 ccoo.oo 0000.00 ooco.oo
07 83 183 1082 03 87A.9i 196 153 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
07 83 183 1032 03 '»77.23 196 153 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
08 83 183 10£2 03 309.00 C67 055 241.00 4^.25 265.25 2
08 83 153 1082 03 29t.45 130 126 37.40 C.60 A 1.0 2
CS 63 183 1062 03 58.07 125 121 82.25 zi.od 10^.25 2
06 53 183 10£2 04 141.59 121 11£ •5.50 33.75 63.25 2
08 83 133 1182 04 26c.37 126 113 334.15 21.10 355.25 2
ce £3 iS3 1182 04 217.30 128 113 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
08 83 183 1182 04 217.30 123 113 ccoo.oo oooc.oo OOCC.OO
03 83 183 1182 03 20C.03 180 171 156.10 5H.IC 210.20 2
08 63 133 1162 23 114.32 lie 103 12 0.70 53.00 175.70 2
08 83 133 1232 03 72.62 1C7 103 56.25 51.05 1CS.30 2
08 63 132 1262 03 362.62 100 09^ 21.50 115.20 12c. 70 2
08 83 183 1282 03 86.00 106 103 50.70 2A.50 75.00 2
08 83 183 1262 03 1208.90 159 136 452.80 99.20 552.00 2
CS 83 183 1262 04 150.32 IOC 095 77.00 52.00 129.00 2
08 83 163 1282 03 194.46 C99 089 193.25 42.00 23 5.2 5 2
08 83 183 • 12 £2 03 OOO.OO 151 137 269.00 41.50 33C.50 2
08 83 283 Clc3 02 62 5.13 154 119 289.00 84.80 5 73.80 2
08 83 183 1262 02 02.31 14C 140 10.20 H.35 1A.55 2
C8 S3 283 CI 83 03 12 6.60 llA 110 45.80 tc.OO 91.30 2
08 83 283 C183 03 073.77 131 109 A79.25 46.75 526.00 2
08 83 283 C183 03 350.99 13A 130 133.40 21.60 2C5.00 2
03 83 183 1262 04 90.93 CSS 097 35.50 22.25 57.75 2
0? 83 183 1262 13 2595.03 CSC 074 83.50 71.25 159.75 2
11 83 183 1182 03 165.74 243 175 1341.20 29H.30 1636.00 2
11 83 183 1162 03 ltC2.15 243 175 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO OOOC.OO
11 83 183 1182 03 765.74 243 175 COOO.OO OOOC.OC COCC.CO
11 33 183 1162 03 3591.03 243 1 75 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
11 83 133 1182 Z-* 204.64 205 151 681.00 27C.00 1151.00 2
11 S3 183 1182 24 20-^.05 205 157 ocoo.oo OOOG.OO COCC.OO
li 83 133 1182 24 3683.60 205 157 COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
11 63 233 C283 02 3507.80 150 113 749.90 3c. 10 766.00 2
12 £3 133 1062 01 561.06 20S 192 282.00 105.50 367.50 2
12 83 183 1182 03 3604.45 17^ 115 1157.50 255.50 Itic.OO 2
12 S3 283 0363 12 792. Oe C34 076 138.40 56.10 1S<..50 2
13 83 133 1182 02 2481.53 120 094 283.00 9O.00 584.00 2
13 83 133 1182 02 620.38 120 09A CCOO.CO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
13 83 183 1282 22 1560.38 152 10€ 959.30 113.70 1073.00 2
13 83 183 1262 22 39C.09 152 1 06 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
13 83 133 1262 22 15O.04 152 106 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO COCC.OO
13 83 133 12£2 22 546.15 152 106 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCO.OO
13 83 183 1282 22 1872.45 152 106 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
13 83 133 1282 22 46 3.11 152 106 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
13 83 133 12£2 22 312.08 152 iOf CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
13 83 183 1282 22 1326.32 152 106 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
13 63 183 1262 22 1170.28 152 106 OCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
13 83 183 1282 03 252.81 C39 083 89.15 51.10 14C.25 2
13 83 183 1182 04 23.00 C93 093 3.50 8.00 16.50 2
13 £3 283 Cie3 04 2407.96 099 080 309.45 25.50 534.95 2
13 83 283 0163 04 1058.98 099 oec CCOO.OO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
13 83 233 0283 22 113.74 lie 109 33.00 8.00 Al.OO 2
13 83 283 C2£3 04 113.74 lie 109 53.00 8.00 41.00 2
13 83 283 C383 17 197.66 C52 05C 52.00 5.00 57. OC 2
13 83 283 C283 03 4159.40 133 077 332.80 1146.20 1479.00 2
17 63 283 Clfi3 22 1792.50 C78 042 750.45 131.80 3 8 2.25 2
138

FILE: MASTER2 SPSS NAVAL PCST&BADUATE SCHOOL
17 S3 263 0183 ZZ 32 0.09 ] C7e 042 CCOO. CO
17 83 283 cies 22 448.12 : 078 042 COOO.CO
17 83 283 cies ZZ 76 8.21 ; C76 042 0000. 00
17 83 283 £163 22 128.03 ; C78 042 CCOO. 00
17 83 283 CI 53 22 396.24 : 078 042 CCOO. 00
17 63 283 CI £3 22 126.03 . c?e 042 CCOG.CO
17 83 283 cias 22 576.16 J C78 042 COOO.CO
17 83 283 Cl£3 22 32C.10 : I Ci8 0^2 CCOO. CO
17 83 283 CI 83 22 S96.24 : 076 042 CCOO. CO
17 83 283 cia5 22 128.03 JL 076 042 COOO.CO
17 83 153 10S2 ZZ 1156.00 : 1C7 096 192.20
14 81 381 C4 8i 05 365.42 : 171 161 176.00
14 81 381 C4ei 03 291.16 171 161 176.00
14 61 381 C6S1 Oh 385.44 JI iC2 095 174.50
14 82 182 1081 05 ^88.26 : . 135 123 259.00
14 82 182 1061 03 48S.98 : . 135 122 25 7.00
14 82 182 1161 03 356.49 . L ilC ICO 189.30
14 82 182 1161 23 415.72 : L lie 100 189.30
14 82 18 2 1261 04 133S.00 ]L 12C 106 292.00
14 82 182 1281 04 18^9.09 ] I2C lOe OCOO.OO
14 82 282 C2e2 03 687.36 : L 090 074 303.55
14 82 282 C282 23 6o 9 . 1
6
, CSC 07^ 308.55
14 82 382 C462 05 Mf9.50 JI 13-^ 125 196.00
14 82 132 1161 03 1735.26 : L 156 155 CCOO. 00
14 82 182 1181 03 201.78 : L 156 155 CCOO. 00
14 &Z 282 C362 03 387.23 : 143 069 OGOO.OO
14 82 282 C362 03 2153.20 , , 19C lie CCOO. CO
14 82 282 C382 03 55.93 . L 190 116 CoOO.CO
14 82 132 llSl 03 2.02 JI 313 27S CCOO. 00
1<» 82 282 0582 03 14.31 ; L 199 125 OCOO.OO
14 62 282 C3c2 03 150.23 :L 199 125 CCOO. 00
14 82 282 C362 03 550.86 . , 19<: 125 CCOO. CO
14 82 182 1181 03 17.40 . . 313 279 00 0.00
14 82 182 11 cl 03 8C.71 .L 156 124 CCOO. 00
14 82 382 0532 03 2171.00 JL lOfc 106 0000.00
14 82 482 C962 02 1376.90 , 071 045 483.25
14 82 182 1261 0<^ 162.86
.
36A 350 CCOC.CO
14 82 182 1261 04 117.93 . 364 35C 0000.00
14 82 182 1161 03 57.36 , 402 366 OCOO.OO
14 82 132 1161 03 3.50 1 402 36« CCOG.OO
14 82 182 1181 03 6.73 . 402 366 OCOO.OO
14 82 232 C582 03 9.53 . . 367 313 COOG.OO
14 82 282 C362 03 COO 0.91 ,L 367 3 13 CCOO. 00
14 82 282 C362 03 34.96 .
.
387 313 OCOO.OO
14 82 382 £662 04 656.48 I 353 309 CCOC.OC
14 82 382 0fa82 04 39 7.84 L 357 313 COOO.CO
14 82 382 C682 04 13^C.97 1 357 313 CCOO. 00
14 82 48 2 0962 01 755.65 232 237 954. 5C
14 82 432 0982 01 1673.17 . 282 237 0000.00
14 62 382 C5a2 0^ 9.43 . . 367 356 CCOO. 00
14 82 382 0582 04 9.43 . 367 356 CCOO. 00
14 62 482 0862 06 161.1^ 1 231 267 254.05
14 82 482 C862 06 161.14 3 281 267 CCOC.OC
14 82 432 C682 Oo 161.13 .I Z&l 2 67 0000.00
14 62 482 0662 06 161.14 1 231 267 OOOC.OO
14 82 48 2 C862 06 16 1.14 I 261 267 CCOO. 00
14 82 482 C832 06 161.14 L 281 267 0000.00
14 82 482 CS82 06 16 1.14 I 2 81 267 COOO.CO
14 82 482 C882 06 161.14 I 261 267 0000.00
14 S2 482 CS82 06 161,14 I 281 267 0000.00
14 82 282 C3 62 04 477.96 1 476 413 1463.95
14 82 282 0362 04 2987.26 L 476 413 0000.00
14 82 282 C362 04 955.92 1 476 415 OCOC.OO
14 82 282 0362 04 955.92 1 A76 413 COOO.CO
14 62 282 0362 04 298.73 I 476 413 0000.00
14 82 282 C362 04 29 8.73 1 -^76 413 COOO.OO
14 82 482 0782 03 847.29 1 34C 326 2e3.00
14 62 ta2 C762 03 55.15 L 340 326 OCOO.OO
14 82 48 2 C762 03 27.58 1 340 3Zii CCOO. CO
14 82 432 0782 03 106.36 L 340 326 OCOO.OO
14 82 182 1161 03 OCOC.OO (: 000 000 709.00



















































































































































FILE: MASTER* SPSS NAVAL PCSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
32 ei 281 C381 04 65.30 1 2 04 201 42.00
22 £1 331 C581 04 3S.30 1 129 126 79.00
32 ei 281 0661 23 950.70 1 415 415 CCOC.CO
22 e2 182 1081 24 53.35 1 181 179 42.25
32 £2 162 1081 24 243.80 i 139 134 102.00
32 €2 1S2 1181 24 255.60 1 141 13S 29.25
22 £2 282 C2£2 24 27.70 1 131 178 51.75
35 ei ^81 C9gl 23 159.19 I 146 13£ 155.50
33 81 281 Cc.61 04 275.47 1 112 107 145.70
33 £1 18 1 10£0 04 29.04 1 222 222 22.55
33 81 181 1080 04 21.66 i 2C2 201 47.50
33 ei 181 1060 04 29.04 1 27- 222 22.55
33 61 18 1 1280 03 90.97 1 145 139 120.00
33 81 181 1180 03 A. 91 1 202 202 CCOO. 00
33 £1 281 C3ei 04 2o.t0 1 C99 098 31.00
33 ei 281 ciei C3 6.79 1 158 140 CCOO. CO
33 81 181 1180 04 50.oO 1 213 171 CCOO. 00
23 £1 281 Cl£l 04 35.01 1 160 140 cooo.oo
23 ei 18 1 1280 05 6.68 1 186 186 CCOO. 00
23 £1 231 C261 02 o 9 .00 1 lie 102 COOO . 00
33 81 18 1 1280 04 25.38 1 194 194 cooo.oo
33 ai 261 C131 04 92.92 1 157 ^17 CCOG. CO
23 £1 281 C2£l 06 145.84 1 109 105 39.25
33 81 131 1280 03 115.47 1 194 190 93.65
33 SI 15 1 1280 23 -0.56 1 2e2 261 5.00
23 £1 181 1220 03 155.40 1 265 259 92.30
•2
-a £1 281 Ciol 03 172.62 i 25-^ 24g 146.00
23 £1 381 C58i 03 103.84 1 122 117 119.45
33 81 381 C661 03 551.61 1 112 07£ 212.85
•2
-a 61 281 C581 04 29.88 1 Icl 16C OOOC.OO
23 £1 381 C4£l 03 6 .04 1 140 140 ocoo.oo
23 81 381 C4£l 04 4.36 1 15C 150 CCOO. CO
23 81 481 C781 0^ 38.75 1 2^7 232 cooo.oo
33 £1 381 C4ai 02 iOG.50 1 162 140 CCOO. 00
33 81 381 C581 02 105.80 1 134 104 CCOO. 00
53 £1 381 C681 02 114,79 1 101 080 0000. CO
33 61 481 C7£l 02 102.31 1 C79 051 cooo.oo
23 81 281 C2ai 23 418.65 1 224 208 132.70
33 £1 281 C3£l 03 25.83 1 218 176 COOO.OO
23 81 281 C4gi 04 £.12 1 175 14£ CCOO. CO
33 81 381 C481 04 191.04 1 172 169 45.00
23 £1 181 1280 23 3.75 1 274 2 74 CCOO. 00
23 81 28 1 ciai 23 15.72 1 236 23£ CCCO.OO
23 £1 181 1280 04 7.20 1 2 3c 274 COOO.OO
23 81 281 C161 04 6.21 1 239 237 COOO.OO
33 £1 281 ciai 03 13.46 1 245 239 COOO.OO
23 £1 16 1 1180 04 4.05 1 210 310 cooo.oo
33 61 281 C381 04 19.30 1 18C i7£ 51.00
35 SI 581 C581 02 169.34 1 122 115 158.60
23 £1 361 csei 04 60£.14 1 135 104 254.55
33 ei 281 0381 04 80.72 1 195 195 CCOO. 00
33 £1 281 C5£l 05 81.64 1 205 205 0000.00
33 ai 281 0281 06 96.76 1 224 ZZ3 COOO.OO
33 81 281 C381 02 85.96 1 210 182 CCOC.OO
33 €1 481 ceei 02 99.27 1 C69 063 0000.00
33 81 481 C781 03 29.85 1 076 074 CCOC.uO
33 £1 481 0881 24 10.47 1 052 049 CCOO. 00
33 81 48 1 C781 23 1377.67 1 126 042 2C11.00
33 81 481 C881 04 165.29 1 C63 06C 72.50
23 £1 381 C6fil 02 43.05 1 274 274 OOOC.OO
33 €1 48i C7£l 02 49.09 1 272 272 CCOO. CO
33 81 281 C291 06 251.87 1 203 199 COOO.OO
23 fii 481 C9ei 24 5.27 1 167 167 CCOO. 00
33 81 131 1080 06 31.08 1 222 219 79.40
23 81 181 1080 06 90.72 1 210 209 19.80
33 81 18 1 loeo 03 91.52 1 218 202 109.00
23 ei 181 1080 04 91.92 1 21£ 202 109.00
33 £1 181 1180 02 143.50 1 199 185 0000.00
33 81 181 1280 02 174.56 1 174 145 CCOC.CO
33 81 181 1180 23 231.36 1 218 183 833.50
23 £1 281 C2£l 03 150.40 1 139 122 COOO.OO
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file: masters SPSS NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
23 ei 381 C481 03
23 ei 281 C261 C2
25 ai 131 1180 04
33 ei 281 C181 04
23 61 181 1060 04
33 81 281 C281 06
33 81 381 C5el 0^
33 21 A31 C7gl 04
23 61 281 C581 03
33 £1 231 C361 04
33 SI 381 C481 04
33 81 281 C181 03
33 61 28 1 ciei 02
33 ei 481 C781 05
33 £1 481 C8£l 03
33 Si 481 caei 03
23 81 381 C681 04
33 £1 481 C781 04
33 81 481 C781 03
a -3 £1 481 C861 23
33 61 461 C861 03
33 £1 481 C7ai 03
23 61 481 C";ei 02
23 £1 481 C98i 03
53 81 381 C481 04
33 81 481 C861 04
33 81 481 0961 04
23 £1 481 C9£i 04
23 61 481 csei 23
33 £1 481 C981 06
z-i a 581 C581 03
33 81 18 1 iiac 02
33 61 181 1280 02
33 81 23 1 C2£l Oh
23 81 281 C281 03
23 £1 381 C-tSi 03
23 SI 281 C2fil 02
53 81 38 1 C481 04
23 £1 181 1160 04
23 81 331 C481 04
23 £1 281 C581 02
33 81 381 Cc£l 04
33 81 281 C581 02
23 £1 481 csei 05
33 61 381 C4ei 04
33 81 331 C4cl 03
23 61 281 C461 04
33 81 431 C981 03
23 £1 231 C28i 02
33 61 18 1 1160 02
23 81 381 Ce81 04
23 61 281 C461 04
23 ei 131 1260 02
33 61 231 0281 05
23 81 281 C481 03
33 81 331 C481 04
33 81 581 C581 04
33 81 48 1 C881 03
23 81 481 C881 03
23 62 182 icei 06
23 82 182 1061 06
33 62 182 1081 06
33 62 182 1061 06
23 62 182 1081 06
23 62 182 1081 06
33 82 28 2 C162 03
33 82 282 C382 03
23 £2 182 1061 02
23 82 182 1081 03
33 82 182 1081 03
23 £2 182 1281 03









































































1 065 05C CCOO.OO 0000. GC oooc.co
1 139 122 COOO.OO oooo.oo oocc.oo
1 237 175 0000.00 oooc.oc oocc.oo
1 145 142 0000.00 oooc.oo 0300.00
1 526 317 210.50 19.60 25C.10 2
1 221 22C 24.95 8.30 55.25 2
1 117 117 CCOO.OO 0000. CO OOCC.OO
1 C£5 052 CGOO.OO oooc.oc oocc.oo
1 205 202 21.20 11.05 52.25 2
1 190 188 40.50 11.00 51.50 2
1 156 151 CCOO.OO oooc.oo oocc.oo
1 240 240 0000.00 oooc.oo oocc.oo
1 240 24C CCOO.OO 0000.00 0300.00
1 095 081 CCOO.OO oooc.oo 0300.00
1 05C 046 0300.00 oco coo coco. GO
i 036 025 2c. 7C 5.35 52.55 2
1 115 095 CCOO.OO 0000. CO cocc.co
1 092 046 162.90 ia5.50 34c. 40 2
1 105 085 CCOC.CO oooc.oo 0300.00
1 040 033 15 9.25 9.25 ua.50 2
1 164 164 CCOC.CO oooc.oo COGC. 30
1 195 195 0000.00 oooc.oo cocc.oc
1 156 143 207.90 17.15 225.05 2
1 136 120 95.55 17.35 lii.40 2
1 287 280 COOO.OO oooc.oo oocc.oo
1 15c 146 235.30 9.-r5 2^4.75 2
1 149 146 84.60 H.95 8 9.75 2
1 143 111 632.95 19.70 652.65 2
1 137 132 90.50 £.70 99.20 2
1 120 119 29.50 c.OO 25.50 2
1 5^5 341 CCOC.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
1 199 185 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO oocc.oo
1 174 145 COOu.OO 0000.00 03CC. OC
1 126 121 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
1 25 7 220 CCOO.OO oooc.oo OOCC.OO
1 161 146 0000.00 0000,00 0000-00
1 237 220 CCOC. CO oooc.oc oocc.oo
1 15c 151 CCOO.OO oooc.oo COCC.CO
1 527 525 COOO.OO 0000.30 oocc.oo
1 175 17C 122.50 11.50 154.00 2
1 194 189 116.80 10.t5 127.25 2
1 113 095 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC. 00
1 506 305 ccoo.co oooc.oo 03CC.CC
1 129 12S 26. 5C 11.00 27.50 2
1 287 260 CCOC.OO oooc.oc OOCC.OO
1 290 277 CCOO.OO oooc.co C3C0.CC
1 584 377 ocoo.oo 0000.00 oooc.oo
1 534 535 CCOO.CO 0000.00 0303.00
C OCC COO 29c. 50 19.00 415.50 2
ceo 000 326.75 19.75 546.50 2
c coo oco 26 2.10 47.85 509.95 2
c coo 000 152.25 27.45 179.70 2
c coo 000 ^^99. 50 1 9.75 519.25 2
c coo ooc 23 9.00 2c. oO 415.60 2
000 000 300.70 14.90 315.60 2
1 ^48 -41 CCOO.OO OOOC.OO 0000.00
1 419 419 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
1 164 160 OCOO.OO 3000.00 oocc.oo
C COO OOC 9 5.60 14.45 110.23 2
1 178 173 0000.00 OOOC.OC oocc.oo
1 178 172 ccoo.co oooc.oo 0000.00
1 104 100 ocoo.oo OOOC.OO COOO.OO
1 104 100 COOO.OO 0000.00 oooc.oo
1 116 111 ccoo.co OOOC.OO OOOC.OO
1 104 100 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
1 096 098 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
1 064 064 0000.00 oooc.oo OOCC.OO
1 157 141 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oo
1 136 126 ccoo.co oooc.oc OOOC.OO
1 16 7 141 COOO.OO 0000.00 oocc.oo
1 099 099 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
1 082 069 COOO.OO oooc.oo oocc.oo
141

FILE: MASTER2 SPSS NAVAL PCSTGRACUATE SCHOOL
33 £2 282 0282 03 16.12 1 057 050 0000.00 0000.00 oooc.oc
33 62 282 C4£2 24 103.52 : 074 071 79.00 6.00 65.00 2
33 62 362 C582 24 251.05 : 062 047 172.50 1 9.50 192,00 2
33 S2 382 C582 03 351.63 ; 062 049 211.70 9.80 321.50 2
33 £2 132 1261 C2 67.35 : 267 265 45.30 9.80 55.10 2
33 82 182 1281 03 15.08 J 256 257 ccoo.co 000 0.00 0000.00
33 £2 282 C4£2 24 11.14 : 090 084 0000.00 0000.00 COOO.OO
35 £2 282 C482 03 7.62 ; 076 076 0000.00 0000.00 00 0.00
33 £2 182 1081 24 8.62 : . 145 145 0000.00 oooo.oo GOCC.OO
33 £2 182 11£1 24 25.16 : 112 096 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
33 £2 182 1261 24 26.26 ]L C91 075 0000.00 OOOC.OC COCO. 00
53 £2 282 C182 24 1436.90 J. 136 027 0000.00 0000.00 0000.00
33 £2 282 C262 24 143 6.9 : . 136 027 0000.00 0000,00 0000.00
33 £2 282 C3e2 24 1456.91 JL 156 027 0000.00 0000,00 cocc.oo
33 £2 182 1C£1 04 516.90 ]I 141 122 450.35 9,95 460.30 2
33 32 182 1281 04 416.81 J 082 066 335.25 10.75 346.00 2
33 82 182 1181 04 741.63 : L 119 087 0000.00 0000.00 COOO.OO
23 £2 132 iOfil 02 70.20 : L 145 122 ccoo.oc 0000,00 oooc.oo
33 82 182 iiai 04 33.32 JI 119 087 ccoo.co 0000.00 OOOC.OO
33 82 182 1181 03 85.54 ]L 108 090 0000.00 0000,00 CIOZZ.QO
33 £2 182 12£1 03 20.00 J[ 065 063 oooo.oo 0000.00 0000. 00
33 £2 182 1081 03 5.37 : . 155 15; 0000.00 0000.00 OOCO.OC
33 £2 152 ICcl 02 11.64 ]L 160 159 0000.00 OOOu.CO COCO. GO J
33 £2 182 1I£1 02 755.39 .I 149 125 184.70 1O.05 500.75 2
33 82 232 Ci82 03 5.13 : L 104 104 ocoo.co COOO.OC OOOC.OC
33 £2 282 C282 04 6.04 . , 092 092 0000.00 0000.00 0000.00
33 82 232 C262 05 11.40 J . 090 66 ocoo.co 0000.00 COOO.OO Q
33 £2 282 C2 82 04 7.37 j . 069 069 0000.00 0000,00 OOCO. GO
33 £2 232 Cl£2 24 206.07 ]L 136 027 oooo.oo 0000,00 coco,
33 £2 282 0282 24 206.07 :L 136 027 oooo.oo oooc.oc OOCO.OC
33 £2 282 C3£2 Z'* 206.03 JL 136 027 0000.00 0000.00 OGCC.OG
33 £2 282 Cic2 03 5.49 I 098 096 ccoo.co oooc.oc coco, 00
33 82 282 02 82 03 91,35 ] . 084 068 0000.00 oooc.oc COCO. CO
23 £2 282 C382 02 455, g7 ]L 072 036 40'r,25 2C.25 424.50 2
33 62 28 2 C382 03 23 3.0 2 . . 063 036 0000.00 oooc.oc 0000.00
33 62 382 C482 02 323.84 . 034 025 220.50 9.55 229.35 2
33 £2 282 C2£2 03 91.33 . . 064 066 ccoo.co 0000.00 OOCO, 00
33 82 232 0382 03 243.37 . . 065 036 ocoo.co oooc.oc COCCCO
33 £2 282 0132 04 77.39 I 115 ill 0000.00 0000.00 GOCC.OO
33 £2 232 C1S2 03 56.54 .1 103 096 5.80 13.95 19.75 2
53 62 282 0182 03 27.69 JL 117 100 oooo.oo 0000.00 0000.00
23 £2 282 C262 03 8.53 ] 091 091 0000.00 0000.00 COOO.OO
33 82 232 0282 03 18.17 1 084 066 CCOQ. CO oooc.oc OOCC.OO
33 82 282 0282 02 1 6.00 . 077 075 0000.00 0000.00 COCC.OO
33 82 Z&2 0382 03 34.09 . . 064 036 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
23 82 232 0182 04 51.16 . 116 112 0000.00 oooo.oo COOO.OC
33 82 282 0182 04 46.74 . 116 112 0000.00 0000.00 0000.00
23 82 182 1181 02 13.55 1 313 279 CCOG.OO 0000.00 oooo.oo
23 82 182 1081 02 34.57 .L 145 122 0000.00 oooc.oo cocc.oo
23 £2 182 icei 03 55.34 1 142 141 12.50 8.70 21.20 2
23 £2 182 1081 03 379.79 L 175 152 139,50 31.90 i 71.^0 2
33 £2 182 1181 03 354.16 L 128 120 0000.00 oooo.oo OOCC.OO
33 az 28 2 0162 24 555.00 . 136 027 oooo.oo 0000.00 oooc.oo
23 £2 282 0282 24 358.00 L 156 027 0000.00 0000.00 cocc.cc
23 £2 232 05 62 24 358.00 L 136 027 0000.00 0000.00 COOO.OO
33 £2 282 0382 03 15.53 L 063 056 CCOG.CO oooc.oc OOCC.OO
33 82 38 2 0382 04 95.72 L 060 056 0000.00 oooc.oo GOCC.OO
a
-a £2 282 0462 03 225.16 I 073 065 188.50 10.00 196.50 2
23 82 232 0582 04 59.83 1 C60 056 CCOO.CO oooc.oo OOCO.OC
23 £2 262 C3£2 06 133.36 I 242 233 181.00 45.50 224.30 2
33 82 28 2 0362 06 183.87 L 243 223 0000.00 oooc.oc COCC.OO
33 82 282 0382 06 185.87 L 243 233 0000.00 oooc.oo OOCC.OO
23 82 28 2 03 82 06 185.87 1 243 233 0000.00 0000.00 0000.00
33 82 282 0382 06 182.87 1 243 232 CCOO.CO oooc.oo OOOO.OO
33 82 282 0382 06 185.87 1 243 255 0000.00 oooo.oo OOCC.OO
33 £2 18 2 1081 06 416.95 L 395 39C COOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
23 £2 182 1081 06 57.80 I 283 379 0000,00 0000.00 COOO.OO
33 62 38 2 0462 04 784.64 1 196 196 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
23 82 182 icei 06 20£.48 1 395 390 CCOCOO oooc.oo OOCC.OO
23 S2 182 1081 06 57.30 1 385 379 COOO.OO ooocoo COCCCO
23 £2 182 icei 06 203.48 1 395 390 OOOO.OO 0000.00 OOOC.OO
33 82 182 1081 06 115.59 1 283 3 79 COOO.OO oooc.oo oocc.co
142

file: MASTER2 SPSS NAVilL PCSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
23 82 182 1181 02 34.72 ] 402 399
•a;? 62 182 lis:. 02 56.95 : 402 399
23 e2 182 1281 06 42.97 J 55 = 355
33 82 382 0532 04 81.69 J 205 201
23 62 182 1161 02 30.27 ; 492 466
33 82 28 2 0282 03 10.99 ]I 2S2 2 76
23 62 26 2 C2£2 03 10.99 ]I 592 376
33 82 28 2 C2£2 03 oi.40 ] 592 3 76
23 82 182 1181 03 23b. 97 : ^31 463
23 £2 182 1061 06 0000.00 (. CCC 000
23 £2 182 1061 06 000.00 V: 000 ooc
23 £2 232 0162 04 0000. 00 c. 000 000
37 82 132 1161 22 0000.00 c: CCC ooc
23 £2 282 0282 03 cooo.oo c. 000 000
23 £2 182 icai 02 0000.00 c. coo 000
23 £2 282 C162 24 cooo.oo c: 000 ooc
33 82 282 C2 82 24 0000.00 (. coo 000
23 £2 282 C362 24 CCOC.OO ( ccc ooc
a-s 82 18 2 1181 04 OCCG.OO (: ccc ooc
37 £2 132 I2ei 22 OCOC.OO c: coo 000
33 82 182 iiei 03 OCOO.OO (: ccc ooc
33 82 282 0382 03 0000.00 (: 000 ooc
23 £2 282 C162 Ct 61'*,47 : L 182 160
23 82 282 0282 04 £37.64 . , 157 137
33 52 282 0282 O't 5.38 : , 132 132
33 £2 282 0262 04 427.03 ; 129 1 06
23 82 282 0262 03 10.64 . 149 14-^
23 £2 232 0262 03 2.69 ;L 144 144
23 £2 282 C182 04 5c. 22 . 162 1 60
33 82 282 C3S2 0'» 52.26 J , 114 lie
23 £2 282 C5£2 04 83. 7o JL 060 056
23 82 382 0582 04 0000.00 (: coc OOC
3t
€2 382 0482 04 90.21 JL 076 072
36 81 A8 1 CS61 03 29.23 .I 141 13C
36 61 ^81 0981 03 31.47 . , 141 139
26 £1 A81 CSSl 03 33.48 , C42 037
36 61 281 0261 02 11 7.45 , 257 170
36 81 28 1 0181 2^ 294.26 . . 184 106
26 £1 281 C161 02 325.34 : . 278 170
26 81 281 0281 02 529.35 .I 276 17C
26 61 381 0561 03 466.77 . , 163 101
36 81 231 0161 24 117.77 .I 184 1 06
26 £1 281 0181 02 62.74 . , 27£ 17C
36 £1 281 C261 02 62.73 . 278 170
36 81 281 0161 24 OCOC.OO : CCC 000
26 61 ^81 C981 03 OCOC.OO : ooc 000
36 £2 182 1081 03 35.30 .1 102 086
36 £2 182 1081 03 609.74 I 106 086
36 82 182 1281 03 112.64 L 1C7 088
36 82 182 1161 03 86.83 1 176 153
36 62 182 1161 03 30.29 I 141 116
26 62 182 1161 03 131.84 L 176 153
36 82 282 0462 03 170.45 i 145 137
36 62 382 0462 03 83.95 . 098 09C
36 82 282 C362 03 322.45 L C6t 039
36 62 282 0382 03 26.35 1 067 04C
36 £2 282 01£2 03 267.14 1 219 214
36 82 232 C2£2 03 £76.59 i 212 190
36 82 282 0382 03 26.33 L 066 039
36 52 282 0262 03 51.32 i 401 376
36 62 262 0282 03 207.25 i 401 376
36 62 282 0282 03 0000.00 : coo 000
36 62 28 2 0362 03 CCOC.OO c ccc 000
37 82 182 lOSl 22 26 5.25 1 146 142
37 62 182 1061 22 12.00 1 132 124
37 82 182 1161 22 42.42 1 183 162
37 62 182 1281 22 116.66 L 154 14C
37 62 282 0162 22 115.54 L 112 105
37 82 182 1181 22 127.27 L 183 162
27 82 182 1231 22 213.81 1 155 131
37 ez 282 0162 22 191.31 1 115 IOC
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FILE; M;sSTER2 SPSS NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
37 82 282 C382 22 90.35 ] 167 153 cooo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
37 £2 282 C4c2 22 82.06 ] lis 116 17.60 10.35 26.45 2
37 82 282 C382 22 163.45 . 167 152 ccoo.co 0000.00 OOCC.OO
37
€2 382 C6£2 22 104.50 : 091 077 15.00 12.25 27.25 2
37 82 282 C3c2 22 CCOC.JO (: coc 000 41.05 20.25 6a..30 2
37 82 282 C182 22 OGOC.OO C. coc 000 39.60 35.25 74.85 2
27 £2 182 loei 22 4C.44 ] 100 099 0000.00 0000.00 0000.00
27 82 182 1081 22 0000.00 (: ccc OCiC 30.30 5.>tO 3 5.70 2
11 82 482 C982 03 732.54 : L 322 2 36 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
11 82 482 0982 03 26fc.il JL 522 256 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 81 281 0581 05 2991. 9S JL 7 62 7o9 123.50 tC.75 16 4.25 2
08 82 282 €682 03 42 8.42 . , 406 401 36.90 35.60 122.50 2
02 83 232 05 83 22 274.48 , 149 101 1056.50 100.50 11 5 7.00 2
02 83 282 C383 22 5924.12 3. 149 ICl ccoo.co 0000.00 OOCC.OO
C2 83 282 C365 22 1463.80 JL 149 101 ccoo.oo 0000.00 ooco.oo
02 83 282 0383 22 1097.39 J , 14'5 ICl ccoo.co OOOC.CC COCO. 00
02 83 282 03 83 22 27'..48 -I 149 101 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
02 83 232 0262 22 91.50 . L 14S 101 0000,00 0000.00 OOCO. 00
02 83 232 0365 22 640.43 :I 149 101 ocoo.co 0000.00 OOCC.OO
C2 S3 282 C5 63 22 6*»0.43 : . 149 101 cooo.oo 000 0.00 COCC.OO
02 83 282 0363 22 27f.47 . . 149 101 ccac.oc 000 COC OOCC.OO
02 85 232 C383 22 457.46 J , 149 ICl ocoo.oo 0000.00 COCC.OO
CI 83 282 C263 22 459.48 . , 155 153 17.50 50.75 54.25 2
01 83 282 0383 22 93 1.20 . 132 12^ .15 6.50 74,20 212.50 2
03 82 ^&Z C982 03 33.90 : . 29C 262 161.00 57.50 196.50 2
03 83 182 1062 03 155. 9t ]L 275 247 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
03 83 282 0165 22 1194.46 ]L 179 157 495.00 39.00 522.00 2
C3 83 182 1062 03 236.50 . . 264 25? 80.55 41.20 1 2 1. 7 5 2
03 83 182 1262 04 20C.33 .I 219 215 7S.75 22.75 1 CI. 50 2
03 83 283 C1S3 24 255.75 .I 194 146 965.50 142.75 liC7.25 2
02 83 283 0182 24 62.87 JL 19-1 146 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 83 283 0183 24 15.71 i 194 146 CCGO. CO OOOC.OC COCC.OO
03 83 283 0283 22 59 7.81 . 171 104 785.05 1 6.70 802.75 2
03 83 282 C363 22 597,32 .I 171 104 785.05 13.70 805.75 2
03 83 283 C283 22 1015. -t9 .. 158 127 711.50 34.75 746.25 2
01 83 282 C382 02 396.21 . . 139 135 111.30 56.10 149.90 2
01 83 282 0262 02 19 8.11 L 13? 125 CCOO.CO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
01 83 232 0583 02 198.11 .L 159 123 CCOO.OO 0000.00 COCC.OO
01 83 232 C363 22 295. 5ii 1 115 ill 57.95 6.55 4-1.50 2
03 83 283 0283 04 343.03 1 194 177 357.00 75.00 41 COO 2
03 83 283 C183 0^ 226.29 I xlt 171 oo.OO 5 5. 00 121.00 2
03 33 232 C263 03 3005.14 1 157 144 25 5.00 59.50 314.50 2
03 83 282 0383 03 2895.r5 . 129 116 278.55 34.15 5 12.70 2
C3 83 282 C2£3 04 15 0.93 I 156 144 231.00 59.50 290.50 2
03 83 282 0383 03 150.20 I 142 136 56.50 6C.50 119.00 2
03 83 282 0383 03 140.23
. 159 134 84.00 57.50 12 1.50 2
C3 85 282 C383 03 202.36 L l^C 127 256.00 5t.00 51CC0 2
03 83 282 0583 02 222.18 . 128 116 256.70 «*9.50 266.00 2
C3 83 282 0362 03 751.9 8 L 132 119 275.00 50.75 525.75 2
03 83 282 C265 02 462.34 1 172 161 72.00 97.00 169.00 2
03 83 283 0282 02 6^2.57 . 175 125 CCOO.CO OOOC.CC OOCCOO
03 63 232 02 65 02 157.70 . L 175 122 cooo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 83 283 0283 02 13 7.7 3 L 175 125 ccoc.co OOOC.OC OOCCuO
03 83 282 02 63 02 291.74 L 160 1 "t 2 381.00 4-6.50 42S.50 2
03 83 282 05 65 17 10 9.42 1 154 145 160.60 55. tO 21c. 00 2
03 83 283 0263 17 229.00 I 176 172 94.70 54.50 145.00 2
C3 85 183 1262 22 158.34 1 252 225 183.25 36.75 220.00 2
09 83 282 0263 04 1C83.09 1 191 142 1C41.50 32.50 1123.30 2
C9 83 283 0383 04 1972.77 1 191 143 cooo.oo 0000.00 COCC.OO
09 83 282 C363 04 812.51 1 191 143 CCOO.OO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
03 83 282 03 83 02 800. '6 1 192 16£ 541.00 35.50 576.50 2
12 33 282 0383 05 655.50 1 189 178 209.55 o5.o5 275.20 2
12 83 282 0363 04 697.00 1 176 lfc3 253.40 65.15 518.55 2
12 82 182 1181 04 182.27 1 166 159 COOO.OO 0000.00 COCC.OO
31 61 '.ai C781 03 1728.85 L C79 071 224.75 29.50 254.25 2
01 81 381 0561 22 72C.2 1 118 117 17.50 11.40 28.70 2
03 81 481 0781 23 179. h8 1 C89 081 150.50 54.50 185.00 2
C3 81 481 0761 02 22 6.08 1 091 081 134.00 98.25 232.25 2
01 81 381 0481 24 383.42 1 209 205 67.75 39.20 106.95 2
01 81 381 C58
.
24 318.16 1 197 195 3 9.80 26.45 66.25 2
01 81 381 056:. 24 1S8.64 1 175 174 25.25 14.85 4C10 2
01 81 381 0681 24 234.48 1 167 165 49.75 16.00 65.75 2
144

FILE: MASTER I SPS S A NA V ^ L POST oRADiJATE £CHC
21 £1 381 C381 04 6^.48 1 194 192 29.50
31 ai 581 ctei 04 17£.6fc i lc7 162 9 2.50
31 £1 481 C7ei Of 57.70 1 125 124 29.00
31 £1 481 C661 04 131.22 : G91 08£ 79.50
31 £1 481 C881 04 52.03 1 ce4 081 76. CO
31 cl 481 C981 04 34.40 ] C75 074 30.50
31 81 431 C981 04 5c. 40 1 C67 066 2 9.50
31 ei 281 C381 04 102.00 : 279 279 24.00
31 £1 381 C661 04 5 9.70 ] 180 179 2 9.00
31 £1 481 C381 04 181.60 J 131 122 ice.50
31 £1 481 C3S1 04 131.22 J 119 116 79.50
31 £1 481 C9ei 04 34.^0 1 103 102 30.50
31 £1 481 C981 04 56.40 : C95 094 29.50
CI SI 481 C981 23 119.92 : 219 211 150.50
01 81 481 C9ei 03 250.00 J 219 211 150.00
01 81 381 csei 23 1252.61 J 244 169 oooo.oo
01 61 481 C8£l 23 1503.13 1 266 175 CQOO.OO
01 62 182 llcl 23 1509.30 ] 195 10^ CCOO.CC
CI 81 381 C481 22 1000.48 ] 259 24t 371.00
CI £1 381 CfcSl 21 142C.41 1 131 155 667.30
01 81 431 0861 22 1425.07 : 135 104 ";34.00
31 c2 132 1081 03 2186.35 ; C72 064 169.70
31 cl 231 C4£l 05 139.98 ] 266 264 52.70
31 81 381 C481 05 66.56 I 266 2o4 OCOO.CO
31 £1 -^ei C9£l 03 621.0 1 111 lie 29.80
21 82 182 1161 03 1206.13 : C51 046 115.50
31 £2 182 1181 03 2196.35 J C4t 04C 118.75
31 £1 481 C981 03 1028.78 ; 102 086 354,90
31 £1 481 C9S1 03 1673.53 J 086 CC30.C0
31 81 481 C78i 03 1155.92 ] 162 156 99.50
31 82 182 10£1 03 2*t6i.64 1 067 055 225.00
31 81 481 C9ai 03 2926.50 1 106 089 577.00
31 £2 182 1181 03 2295.67 ; C98 082 225.65
12 82 182 1161 04 3182.05 ] 161 131 679.00
08 82 382 C582 22 180.02 1 125 115 199.00
31 £2 282 C162 03 39-«.10 ; 263 263 ocoo.oo
21 82 282 0182 05 66 8.5 8 J 25t 256 ccoc.co
CI 62 582 C682 22 2G3.78 1 145 145 ocoo.oo
13 83 183 1262 04 70.34 ; 169 166 29.50
13 83 282 C383 OA 22.00 : C71 069 51.50
12 81 381 C5Si 04 5583. 5h ] 247 154 985.95
12 81 381 Cfcfil 04 538*. 55 JI 247 154 985.95
08 81 381 C481 22 1748.11 : 244 2i6 119.40
ce 81 381 C5£i Zl 2224.73 ] 208 196 192.50
08 82 282 C182 03 567.00 J 092 086 127.25
oe 82 232 C162 05 347.50 ] C80 077 50.75
12 82 482 C782 02 2762.15 JI 252 242 768. CO
12 82 482 0782 02 52c. 12 JL 252 242 ocoo.oo
CI 83 183 11£2 03 362C.23 ; 157 145 255.30
01 83 183 1182 03 1271.97 . L 157 145 ccco.co
Cl 83 183 1162 05 125.76 : L 191 179 cooo.oo
01 83 183 1182 03 357.92 : I 191 179 coco. 00
05 83 283 C183 03 2615.72 : I 129 137 45.69
14 83 183 12S2 23 1791.36 , L 305 261 0000,00
14 83 283 0183 03 656.23 .1 247 21C cooo.oo
14 83 183 1282 23 1595.93 J , 305 261 ocoo.oo
14 83 283 01£3 03 908.63 : , 247 21C ccoo.oo
14 83 183 1282 23 62t.98 . , 305 261 0000.00
14 83 283 C163 03 555.27 . , 247 210 0000.00
14 83 183 1262 23 24.43 .L 305 261 ccoo.oo
14 83 233 C183 03 252.40 : L 247 21C cooo.oo
14 83 183 1282 23 325.70 ,I 305 2 61 ccoo.oo
14 83 132 1282 23 244.28 .I 305 261 ccoo.oo
14 83 185 1282 23 48 3.5 5 : . 305 261 0000.00
14 83 183 1262 .i3 706.40 , 305 2 61 oooc.oo
14 83 283 C183 03 302.88 :L 247 21C ccoo.oo
14 83 282 C183 03 126 1.98 . . 247 21C cooo.oo
14 83 283 0163 03 252. 4C 1 247 210 ccoc.co
14 83 283 0183 03 454.32 ] . 247 21C 0000.00
14 83 283 C263 01 202.92 .I 231 197 ccoo.oo
14 83 283 02 83 03 203.23 L 242 19S ccoo.oo


























































































































































































FILE: MASTERS SPSS NAVAL PCS7GRA0UA7E SCHOOL
14 82 282 C1S2 24 40.61 1 136 027 0000.00 0000.00 OOOC.OO
14 82 232 C282 24 40.61 1 136 27 ccoo.co OOoC.OO COCC.OO
14 82 282 C582 24 40.62 1 136 027 0000.00 OOOC.OO OOOC.OO
14 83 182 1162 01 2162.29 1 312 275 ccoc.oo 0000. 00 COCC.OO
14 83 283 C263 01 177.56 1 205 172 ccoo.co COOO.OO COCC.OO
14 83 182 1162 01 381.58 1 312 275 cooo.oo OOOC.OO COCC.OO
14 83 1S3 1262 03 148.30 1 266 243 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
14 83 283 C283 03 392.62 1 217 174 cooo.oo 0000.00 COCC.CO
14 83 132 1182 03 43.67 1 512 271 cooo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
14 83 183 1282 03 246.76 1 266 242 ccoo.co OOOC.OO COCC.OO
14 83 283 C2 83 01 760. 9t 1 206 172 cooo.oo 0000.00 oocc.oo
14 83 183 11S2 03 21.83 1 312 2 71 ccoc.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
14 83 133 1282 03 97.66 1 286 2^5 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
14 a 283 C263 01 223.29 1 206 172 ccoo.oo 0000.00 00 C C. CO
14 83 182 1162 03 65.49 1 212 271 CCQO.CO cooc.oo 0000.00
14 83 133 1282 03 23.25 1 266 2 43 cooo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
14 83 283 0263 01 912.14 1 2C6 172 CCOO.CO OOOC.OO OOOC.OO
14 83 183 1232 03 1415.93 1 26c 242 ccoo.co OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
14 83 183 1262 02 60.45 1 286 243 ccoo.oo OOOC.OO COCC.OO
14 33 182 1182 03 42.67 1 312 271 ccoo.oo OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
14 S3 283 C2 83 03 742.25 1 232 157 ccoo.oo OOOC.OO COCC.CO
14 83 283 C2£3 01 101. to 1 20c 172 ccoo.oo OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
14 82 382 C562 0^ C.35 1 ^<:4 t55 ccoo.co cooc.oo COCC.OO
14 83 233 C283 03 1247.13 1 21o 174 cooo.oo 0000.00 uOCC.OC
14 82 282 C5c2 04 9.53 1 4fc4 ^55 cooo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
14 82 283 C283 Q-3 12 0.9 9 I 216 174 cooo.oo OOOC. 30 cocc.gc
14 82 382 C562 04 9.53 1 ^57 4'^a ocoo.oo 0000.00 CO CC. 00
14 63 183 1062 22 253.15 J 522 292 ccoc.co COOC. CO COCC.OO
14 83 183 1082 22 42t.75 1 552 292 ccoc.oo OOOC.OC COCC.CO
14 £3 182 1062 22 d<«.9't 1 332 292 COOG.CO 0000.00 OOCC.OO
14 82 282 C3a2 Ot 1C.03 1 547 484 ccoo.oo COOC. CO COCC.OO
14 B 283 C235 05 546.45 1 2C6 165 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC. CO
14 63 282 C562 03 235.32 1 let 129 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
14 82 282 C382 04 2.3 2 1 5^7 t Bh ccoo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.CO
14 S3 282 C3e3 C3 95.11 1 lo9 129 0000.00 OOOC.OO COCC.OO
14 83 132 1062 22 2036. 6£ 1 226 287 ccoc.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
14 82 232 C3 82 04 3.32 1 543 t&C ccoc.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
14 83 283 C2 63 01 152.19 1 206 172 ccoo.co 0000.00 OOCC.OO
14 83 183 1282 03 23 0.:. 8 1 267 242 CCOC. CO OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
14 82 283 C183 22 l-»3.70 1 249 210 0000.00 0000.00 oocc.oc
14 83 283 C383 02 210.71 1 195 153 CCOO.OO COOO.OO COCC.OO
14 82 332 £682 04 0000.00 C ccc OOC 953.15 9c. oC 1021.75 2
14 £2 432 C982 03 ococ.oo c 000 ooc 1C49.75 30.25 112C. 00 2
14 83 183 1082 02 ceo coo c ccc 000 744.05 21 6.15 962.20 2
14 33 133 1282 23 0000.00 c coc ooc lOiO.OO 61.75 107'..75 2
14 83 232 C363 02 ccoc.oo c 000 ooo 916.60 91.15 1007.75 2
14 83 2S3 CI 82 22 0000.00 r coc ooc 573.60 62. "tO 9 3 6.00 2
14 53 283 C233 03 0000.00 c CQC 000 377.50 155.50 1022.00 2
14 83 183 1162 01 ccoc.oc c coc ooc 51.55 72.75 124.10 2
14 63 133 1082 22 0000.00 c ccc ooc 854.30 63.45 926.25 2
14 S3 183 1252 05 ccoc.oo c coo ooc 1014.50 66.00 ioac.50 2
14 S2 482 €982 03 CCOu.OO c ccc ooc 1290.10 415.90 1706.00 2
14 &Z 482 C982 03 ccoo.oo c ccc ooc 1047.70 32.50 1061.00 2
14 £2 432 cas2 22 2634.07 1 266 326 177.50 757.00 9j4.50 2
14 82 482 C882 02 2295.22 1 361 2Zt 140.45 723.35 862.80 2
14 £3 133 1082 03 1530.78 1 502 261 1005.25 17.00 1022.20 2
14 83 183 1282 03 1212.11 1 2^.1 224 380.50 27.^0 4C7.90 2
14 32 38 2 C562 04 9.43 1 42 £ 419 CCOO.OO OOOC.OC COCC.CO
14 82 382 C4£2 23 799.24 1 432 t37 ocoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
14 82 382 C462 23 ICOl. 08 1 482 43 7 ccco.oo OOOC.OC COOC.OO
14 82 382 C482 23 219.79 i 482 437 ccoo.oo 0000.00 COCC.OO
14 82 282 C562 04 9.43 1 426 <+19 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOOC.OO
14 82 432 C932 03 97.72 1 344 272 ccoo.co OOOC.OO COCC.CO
14 83 132 1062 02 38.41 1 296 255 cooo.oo 0000,00 OOCC.OO
14 82 382 C5e2 04 1^.15 1 426 tl9 ccoo.oo OOOC.OC COCC.OO
14 82 482 0982 03 1759.03 1 3-^4 272 cooo.oo OOOC.OO COCC.OO
14 £3 183 1082 02 1651.35 1 296 255 ccoo.oo 0000.00 0000.00
14 82 382 0582 04 14.14 1 4<»4 435 ccoo.co OOOC.OC 0000.00
14 82 48 2 C982 03 342.03 1 349 239 0000.00 OOOC.OO OOCC.OO
14 83 182 1062 02 96.01 1 512 2 71 ccoo.oo 0000.00 OOCC.OO
14 82 282 0582 04 14.15 1 42 6 -19 ocoo.oo OOOC.OC OOCC.OO
14 82 482 C962 03 439.76 1 342 271 0000.00 0000.00 OOCC.OO
146

FILE: M>kSTEfi2 SPSS NAV;iL PCSTGR>4DUAT£ SCHOOL
14 63 183 1082 02 134.41 ] 294 253 0000.00
14 62 38 2 C582 04 14.15 ; 426 419 ccoo.co
14 82 482 C962 03 62 9.0b ] 338 291 COOO.QO
14 82 48 2 0962 03 2681.77 : 35'i 307 CCJO.OO
14 83 183 1132 03 1696.23 3 284 239 COOO.OO
14 S3 183 1162 03 212.03 ; 270 225 0000.00
14 £2 482 0982 03 1563.58 J 346 275 ccoo.co
14 82 482 C982 03 650.15 J 345 300 COOO.OO
14 62 482 C962 03 439.76 J 346 275 ccoo.co
14 82 482 C982 03 1654.93 ; 345 300 ocao.oo
14 82 432 0962 03 244.31 ] 346 275 0000.00
14 S3 133 1162 03 1625.55 1. 270 225 ccoo.co
14 82 282 0382 04 10.63 . L 527 464 0000.00
14 82 482 0862 03 906.29 ]i 401 313 COOO.OO
14 82 48 2 0962 03 906.29 J1 401 313 CCOC.OO
14 82 282 0382 04 10«o3 J. 543 •^dC 0030.00
14 62 282 0362 04 5.3i . 53 7 4 74 COOO.OO
14 32 48 2 0982 03 60.98 ; . 366 321 QCOC.OO
14 83 283 0283 03 2491.77 : 558 522 785.50
14 53 283 0223 17 2322.98 JI 558 525 709.50
14 33 283 02 83 03 119.72 J. 556 522 COOO.OO
14 83 283 0263 17 124.89 ]L 558 525 CCOO.OO
14 33 233 C265 03 125.26 JI 556 522 CCOO.CO
14 63 283 02 63 17 49.96 : . 558 525 COOO.OO
14 83- 283 0263 03 47.33 . , 556 522 COOO.OO
14 82 ^Q 2 0582 04 6.35 JL 451 442 CCOO.CO
14 62 432 0962 03 20.62 JL 366 326 0000.00
14 32 482 C962 03 52.50 ;I 366 32£ ccoo.co
14 62 382 0562 04 6.35 ]L 451 442 CCOO.CO
14 82 282 0362 04 33.22 . . 5t3 480 CCOO.OO
14 82 48 2 oas2 03 906.29 .i 401 3 13 CCOC. CO
14 82 482 0962 03 906.29 .
,
401 313 0000.00
14 &2 ^82 0862 03 75.53 JL 401 313 CCOC.OO
14 82 482 0962 03 75.53 .I tOl 313 CGOO. 00
14 83 283 C263 04 251.34 J . 544 536 38.50
14 82 382 0562 04 9.53 .L 4fci 455 CCOO.CO
14 S3 183 1282 02 1121.36 L 269 255 712.00
14 83 28 3 0153 02 503.96 JL 235 2 02 CCOO. CO
1^ 83 283 0383 02 1769.91 JL 176 136 CCOO.OO
14 62 382 C562 04 0.35 . . f64 455 COOO.OO
14 83 183 1262 02 129.39 1 269 255 283.50
14 83 233 0183 02 9tj.2 7 . . 237 202 CCOO.CO
14 83 283 0363 02 206.23 .I 17t 136 CCOO.OO
14 82 382 0582 04 9.53 . . 464 455 ccoo.co
14 83 183 1232 02 186.89 . 269 255 COOO.OO
14 83 283 0163 02 43c. 29 . > 227 2 02 COOO.OO
14 83 283 0183 02 43 6.2 9 . 227 202 CCOO.OO
14 83 233 03 63 02 104.11 . . 176 136 634.00
14 83 183 1162 03 lt4C.95 I 312 271 CCOC.OO
14 83 283 0183 03 1384.68 . . 247 211 309.00
14 83 283 03 63 03 1759.45 . 176 13e CCOC.OO
14 83 183 1182 03 218.32 I 312 271 CCOO.OO
14 83 283 0183 03 556.00 L 247 211 0000.00
14 S3 283 0363 03 237.76 I 176 136 CCOO.CO
14 83 183 1182 03 34 9.3 3 . 1 312 271 CCOO.OO
14 83 283 0163 03 12H.00 I 247 211 0000.00
14 83 183 1082 04 6 1.08 1 341 326 CCOO.CO
14 e 183 1082 04 36c.47 L 341 326 00 0.00
14 83 183 1062 04 244.32 i 341 326 CCOC.OO
14 83 183 1082 04 54 9.71 I 34l 326 23't.50
14 83 283 0163 22 2736.03 L 249 210 COOO.OO
14 83 283 0163 02 2763.88 1 249 209 940.80
14 83 283 0583 02 2799.48 . L 195 153 COOO.OO
14 83 283 0163 22 89.22 L 249 210 0000.00
14 83 283 0163 OZ 56.41 1 249 2C9 CCOC.OO
14 83 183 1182 03 2713.46 1 309 274 754.00
14 83 283 0263 03 4206.05 L 246 172 COOO.OO
14 83 183 1182 03 441.73 1 309 2 74 COOO.OO
14 62 182 1081 06 4 3.20 L 160 135 281.50
14 82 182 1261 24 126.75 1 119 lit 58.50
14 82 232 0282 04 385.44 1 051 041 235.55



















































































































































FILE: MASTER2 SPSS A NAV/L PCSTGPADUATE SCHOOL
14 82 382 C4e2 23 CCOC.OO C CCC OOC 1084.50 29.25 1113.75 2
14 83 283 C283 01 0000.00 C OOC OOC 783.30 56.00 8-11.30 2
14 82 432 C3S2 05 CCOC.OO C OOC OOC 1053.65 7.35 1061.00 2
14 82 432 C'982 03 COOC.OO C CCO OOC lC53.o5 7.35 1061.00 2
14 83 283 0183 03 OOOC.QO L OOC OOC 641.75 45.00 666.75 2
14 63 183 1162 03 CCOC.OO C CCC OOC 99t.OO 87.00 1081.00 2
14 83 183 1132 03 OOOC.OO C CCC OOC 930.10 53.85 983.95 2
14 62 382 C562 04 CCOO.OC C OOC 000 38.00 30.05 116.05 2
END INPUT CATA
COMMENT CALCULATE SOUS BY YEAP
SELECT IF <YR EG 81;
SELECT IF (CUMA EC IJ
FRECUENCIES GENERAL = 01 ST C7P MONTH BANK
CPTIONS 2f8,9
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EG 821
*SEL£CT IF (CUMA EC 1)
FRECUENCIES GENERAL = CIST CIP MONTH RM*K
CPTIONS 3,8,9
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 83)
SELECT IF (DUMA £Q 1)
FRECUENCIES GENERAL = CIST QTR MONTH RANK
CPTICNS 3,8,9
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF <OUMA EG 1)
FRECUENCIES GENERAL = CIST YP GTR MONTH BANK
CPTICN 3,6,9
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 81J
SELECT If (CUME EC 2J
CONCESCRIPTI V£ ^HA* MmLT MHTCT
CPTICNS 1,^
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC Bli
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
CaNC£SCPIPTI\,E MriAW MHLT NriTCT
CPTICNS i,t
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 83)
SELECT IF (0UM6 EC 2)
CCNDESCRIPTI VE MhAW MHLT MHTCT
CPTICNS 1,4
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 61)
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
SCATTERGRAM KHAm.MHlT WiTh MhTCT
OPTIONS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 52)
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
SCATTERGRAM MHArt,MHLT WiTH MHTCT
CPTICNS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 82)SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
SCATTERGRAM yHAw,MHLT ktlTH MhTCT
CPTICNS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 81)SELECT IF (DUMA EC 1)
CONCESCBIPTIVE AMT8 BDBC £DCD
CPTICNS 1,4
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EC 82)
SELECT IF (DUMA EC 1)
CaNOESCPIPTI\(E AMTB BOSC BOCC
CPTIONS 1,4
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EO 83)
SELECT IF (DUMA EQ 1)
CCNOESCPIPTUE AMTB BDBC BDCD
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FILE: MiSTEBJ SPSS A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
CPTICNS It^
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (YR £0 81)
*SEL£CT IF (DUMA EC 1)
SCATTERGRAH eOBD.BOCC .»I TH AflS
CFTIC^S 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 8^»
SELECT IF (DUMA EC I)
SCATTERGRAM BDSD.BDCC WITH A/»13
CPTICNS i,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EG 82)
SELECT IF (DUMA EC II
SCATTERGRAH BDB0,3DCC ».I TH A^TS
CPTICNS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (DUMB EO 2)
CONCESCPIPTIVE r-HAW MHLT MHTOT
CPTIONS 1,4
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
SCATTERGRAH HHAW,MHLT UITH HhTCT
CPTIONS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (DUMA EQ 1)
SCATTERGRAH fiCBO.BDCC nITh A^TE
CPTIONS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
IF (YR E3 31) FLAG = 1IF (YR EQ 82) FLAG « 1IF (YR £j 83) Flag = 1
SELECT IF (FLAG Ei 1)
SELECT IF (DUMA EG 1)
BREAKOCWN TABLES = AMT fi BY CTR/AMTB BY YR/
8D8D BY CTR/eCBD EY YR/
8DCD BY CTR/3CC3 e> YR/
eOBD BY CIST/BOCC EY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALLIF (YR £0 81) FLAG = 1
IF (YR EQ 62) Flag » 1IF (YR EQ 32) FLAG = 1
SELECT IF (FLAG EC 1)
SELECT IF (DUMB £0 2)
BREAKOOkiN TABLES = MhAW BY CTS/HHAW BY YR/HhAw BY YR BY DIST/
MHLT BY STR/HHLT BY YR/MHLT EY YR BY CIST/
NHTOT BY QTR/MHTCT BY YR/.VhTCT BY YR BY DIST/
HhAw BY CTR tY DIST/M)-J.T BY wTR EY DIST/
HHT3T BY Q TR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALLIF (YR EQ 81) FLAG » 1IF (YR EQ 82) FLAG = 1IF (YR EQ 82) FLAG » 1
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ 1)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
•COHPUTE FCTMHLT « (MhLT/>'FTOT) * 100
BREAK00k«N TABLES = PCTHhLT £Y QTR/PCTMHLT BY YR/
PCTMHLT EY QTP BY CIST/
FCTMHLT EY DIST EY CTP/PCTHHLT cY RANK/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALLIF (YR EQ 81) PLAG = 1IF (YR £0 82) FLAG « 1IF (YR EQ 82) FLAG » 1
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ 1)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)CCHPUTE PCTMHLT = (MhLT/Nl-TOT) * 100






















































































































































81) FLAG = 1
82) FLAG = 1






81) FLAG = 1
62) FLAG = i










































= LTTC BY CTR BY DIST/
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FILE: MASTER2 SPSS A NAVAL PCSTGRACU>iTE SCHOOL
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EO 81»
SELECT IF (RANK EQ C2)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
•CQNPUTE LTTC = ( HLT /16 8 £ )*29200
BREAKOav^N TABLES = LTTC BY CTR Ef DiST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EQ 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EC 04)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ It
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^-hLT /168 £ »*35C00
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTIQNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EQ 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EC 05)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^hLT /l6a £ »*41300
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR bY DIST/
CPTIQNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EQ 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EC C6)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^hLT /168 £ )*49 eOO
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY DIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EQ 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EC 11)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( MhLT / 166 € ) » 2 2 £00
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALi.
•SELECT IF (YR EC 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EQ 12)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EG 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = (
f
mLT /166 £ )»26S51
BREAKDOWN TABl.ES = LTTC BY CTR BY DIST/
CPTICNS I
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EO 81)
•SELECT IF (RANK EQ 13)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^HLT /168 £ )«32200
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR £Y CIST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EO 82)
•SELECT IF (RANK EC 17)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
• COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^HLT /168
€
) * 2c600
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
•SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
•SELECT IF (RANK EQ 18)
•SELECT IF (DUMB EO 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( f-HLT/lbB 6 )*30100
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC 6Y CTR BY OIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
• SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
*SELECT IF (RANK EC 19)
•SELECT IF (DUMB cQ 2)
•COMPUTE LTTC = ( MHLT /166 £ )«34500





FILE: M^STER2 SPSS A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
SELECT IF (YR £Q 821
SELECT IF (RANK £0 22J
SELECT IF <DJMB EQ 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^hLT/168 6 )*27700
SRE^KDOhN TABLES = LTTC BV CTR SY DIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
SELECT IF (RANK EC 23)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( f-hLT / 16 S f )*32200
eREAKDOk«N TABLES = LTTC BY CTR EY DIST/
CPTJGNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82*
SELECT IF (RANK EC 2A»
SELECT IF (0UM6 EC 2)
*CQ^'P(JTE LTTC = ( fHLT /io £ £ i^Jg 100
BREAKOCKN TABLES = lTTC BY CTR iiY DIST/
CPTIG.NS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
SELECT IF (RANK EC Oil
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
COf'PUTE LTTC = i ^HLT /16 8 e )*20i00
3REAK0GKN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR tit DIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
^SELECT IF (YR EG 62J
SELECT IF (RANK EC 02>
SELECT IF (Dumb EC 2»
COMPUTE LTTC = ( ChLT /IbS
€ ) 27 700
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
SELECT if (RANK EQ C3»
SELECT IF (DUMB EG Z)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( fhLT /16 a £ ) 33<;00
ERE-CKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR cY DIST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 32/
SELECT IF (RANK EC C4»
SELECT IF (DUMB £0 2)
CCixPUTE LTTC = ( ^hLT /168 £ )*'tOfcOO
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY DIST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 8 2)
SELECT IF (RANK EG 05)
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = I ^HLT /16 E £ >^A7900
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY DIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 32)
SELECT IF (RANK EQ C6)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^HLT/16 8 £ )^57700
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
SELECT IF (RANK EC 11)
SELECT IF (DUMB EQ 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( MhLT/168 £ )*23C30
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR £Y DIST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 82)
SELECT IF (RANK EG 12)
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FILE: MASTEB2 SPSS A NAVAL PCSTGR/DUATc SCHOOL
oREAKOOkN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 83J
SELECT IF (RANK EC 04»
SELECT IF (DUMB £0 2J
COMPUTE LTTC = < >'HLT /165 £ )«42500
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY C7R BY OlST/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 83)
SELECT IF (RANK EC C5J
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
CCfPUTE LTTC = ( KHLT/166 £ )^5C300
BREAKOOHN TABLES = LTTC BY CiR BY DJST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EO a3>
SELECT IF (RANK EC 06)
SELECT IF (DUMB EO 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^HLT /16a € )^6C500
8REAK00»«N TABLES = LTTC 3Y CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF lYR EQ £3)
SELECT 1= (RANK EC 11)
SELECT IF (Dumb EQ 21
COfPUTE LTTC = ( fHLT / 166 £) 24*00
eR£AKDGV<N TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY CIST/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EQ 83)
SELECT IF (RANK EC 12)
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2)
COMPUTE LTTC = ( ^-HLT /16e £ ) + 2S374
BREAKOCWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY D I ST /
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
SELECT IF (YR EO S3)
SELECT IF (RANK EO 13)
SELECT IF (DUMB EC 2»
COMPUTE LTTC = ( hLT /16 8 £ )^34900
BREAKDOWN TABLES = LTTC BY CTR BY D I ST /
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
IF (CTR EC 161) IRATE = .1314IF (CTR EG 281) IRATE = -1314
IF (CTR EQ 331) IRATE = .1764IF (GTR EQ Abi) IRAT£ = .lo2CIF (CTR EC 182) IRATE = .13 3 5
IF (QTR EQ 282) IRAlc = .1439IF • (GTR EQ 382) IRATE = .13^2IF (QTR EQ hBZ) IRATE = .1426IF (QTR EQ 183) IRATc = .i2CCIF (CTR EQ 283) IRATE = .1300IF (YR EQ 81) FLAG ' 1IF (YR EQ 82) FLAG ~ 1
*IF (YR EQ 33) FLAG « 1
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ 1)
SELECT IF (DUMA EC 1)
COMPUTE HLTC = ( BCBO 34 »/ (365) AMT 8^1 RATE
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APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVENESS DATA AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
FILE: CATAEFF SPSS APPENDIX 3
FILE NA^<E INSOATI
VARIABLE LIST TIHPD ,0A TSO, i TY P E , YRBLT r GRTON . VTYPE , ACTM h
,
STOMH,AC7RKtNU8 3 5,MONTH, QJR, Y£AR,NUI SP i S IOCL , INSCR
INPUT FORMAT FIXED ( F l.Ot IX, F 1 .0, LX, F
1
.Of IX, F2.0 , IX, F 6.0f IA,F I . J,
1X,F6.2,
1X,F5.2. lX,F4.2,lX,F2.0r 1X,F4.0 ,IX,F2.0, 1X,F2.0, IX,
F1.0,IX,F2.0,1X, F^.2)
N OF CASES 2A^
INPUT MEDIUf CARD
VAR UBELS TIMPO, CATERCGY CF OATA CCLLECTICN PERIOC/
CATSO. DATA SCURCE 3=NtW YCRK 4=H0N0LULU/
ITYPE, INSPECTICA TYPc 1=FF Z=DD 3=FD/
YR3LT, YEAR VESSEL BUILT/
cRTON, GPCSS TONNAGE OF VESSEL IN WHOLE INCREMENTS/
VTYPE, TYPE CF VESSEL l = SljP 2=FRT 3=TNK -»=HOCL 5 = LNG/
ACT'^H, ACTUAL MANhCoRS TC PE8FGRK THE INSFcCTlCN/
STOMH, STANDARD >ANHGvJRS PROJECTED TO PERFORM INSP/
ACTRK, AVERAGE RAAK CF INSPECTORS PER INSPECTION/
NU835, NCM3ER OF £25S ISSLcO/
MONTH, MCNTH AN C CALENDAR YEAR INSPECTION COf-P/
UTR, Quarter anc fiscal year inspection ccc?/
YEAR, FISCAL YEAR INSPECTION COMPLETED/
NuISP, NLMEER OF INSPECTORS PER INSPECTION/
STDCL, STANuARD CLAiS OF VcSScL/
INSCR, NUMEER OF INSPECTORS SCORE/
READ INPUT DATA
1 3 1 76 297 1
3 1 73 292 1
3 1 A5 14''62 2
3 70 247 1
3 77 21572 3
3 45 15254 3
3 7£ o9472 3
3 72 5«22 4
3 7^ 186 1
3 44 15S95 2
3 45 17184 2
3 45 18C24 2
3 45 13£58 2
3 76 21f72 5
3 73 7735 4
a 77 75C1 4
3 44 18362 2
3 73 5202 •t
2 3 73 1S9 1
2 3 74 197 1
2 3 74 298 1
2 3 76 291 1
2 3 70 247 1
2 3 78 299 1
2 3 72 196 1
2 3 7S 282 1
2 3 74 261 1
2 3 76 198 1
2 3 44 13459 3
2 3 78 197 1
2 3 75 197 1
2 3 78 299 1
2 3 45 18C24 2
2 3 76 21572 3
2 3 72 41127 2
2 3 74 7735 4
2 3 77 75C1 4
2 3 44 18362 2
2 3 75 5C22 4
2 3 73 2CS 1
3 2 40 1167 3
3 2 54 15£t4 2
3 2 71 19127 2
3 2 6<; 19267 2
•a 2 63 111C5 2
3 2 68 19285 2
55. OC 16.00 3. CO CI 1279 180 80 1 11 .OC
68.50 lo.OO 3. CO 24 0780 480 80 1 11 .00
lO-t.OC 5o.C0 i.OO 32 C4iO 360 30 1 21 -.20
51. 5C 10.00 3.00 C7 0979 479 79 1 10 .00
60. 5C 65.00 3.00 06 1279 180 80 1 35 -.20
94. 5C 62. CO 3. CO Ci 0960 460 60 4 33 .25
156. 5C 74,00 3.05 io 1160 loi 31 2 37 .OC
2-^.OC 32.00 2.00 07 0560 380 80 1 40 -.05
72. OC 16.00 3.30 C5 CS79 479 79 1 11 .CC
72. OC 56.00 3.00 00 1 SO 230 80 1 21 -.20
37. CC 56. CO 3. CO iO C3eO Z60 30 <t 21 .25
23. OC 32. CO 3.00 05 0320 230 80 4 20 .25
85.50 5O.00 3.00 08 0980 ^30 80 1 21 -.20
5*,.0C 35.00 3.CC 19 1060 181 81 1 5t -.2C
2't.OC 32.00 3.00 22 GtcO 360 80 1 *tO -.05
24. OC 32.00 2.00 17 0879 479 79 i •O -.05
13. OC 32.00 3. CO 15 0160 280 80 1 20 -.2C
13.00 32.00 3. CO 07 1080 161 31 1 40 -.05
101. OC Ifc.CO 3. CO CO 0681 361 61 1 11 .00
35. OC 16.00 3. CO 01 0681 381 61 i 11 .OC
45. 5C 16.00 3.00 02 0461 231 81 1 11 .OC
62. OC 10.00 2.CC CO C161 2Si £1 2 10 .15
1^.00 16.00 2.Z0 Ql 0961 431 61 1 11 .00
35. OC 16. CO 3, GO C4 1181 152 62 1 11 .00
46. 5C lo.OO 2.00 11 0282 282 82 1 11 .OC
5.5C 10.00 3.00 10 02S1 231 81 2 10 .15
17. CC 10.00 3.20 20 0661 381 61 1 10 .OC
37. OC 16.00 3.00 06 0181 28 1 SI 1 11 .OC
102. OC 62.00 3.10 08 5 61 331 31 1 33 -.20
56. OC 16.00 2.00 13 0362 282 oZ 1 11 .OC
23.50 10.00 3.10 00 0262 282 82 1 10 .00
4',.QC 10.00 l.Z:^ 16 1260 16i Si I 10 .00
22. OC 32.00 3.15 25 0282 282 82 2 20 .OC
81. 5C 35.00 3.00 0)0 0981 43 1 81 1 34 -.2C
44. OC 64.00 3.C5 C5 1061 132 82 2 23 .OC
32. OC 22.00 2.00 14 0482 382 62 1 40 -.05
91. OC 60,00 3.00 11 0381 231 61 1 41 -.05
17. 5C 32.00 3. CO 09 0181 281 61 2 20 .CC
25. OC 32.00 3.00 00 0481 381 81 1 40 -.05
7.5C 10.00 3.00 17 0381 281 81 1 10 .00
44. 5C 62.00 2.90 C5 0780 480 80 4 33 .25
52. OC 32.00 2.93 00 0760 480 30 3 20 .2C
28. OC 32.00 2.75 C6 0860 430 80 2 20 .OC
48.00 32.00 2.95 00 0780 430 80 2 20 .OC
85. OC 56.00 2.95 00 0680 380 80 4 21 .25
38. OC 32.00 2.75 03 0780 480 80 2 20 .OC
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FILE: DATAEFF SPSS NAVAL FCSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
3 2 68 18676 2 73.5 32.00 2 < s3 04 0880 48 80 A 20 .25
3 2 73 21150 2 115. CC 40.00 2. 95 04 lloO 161 51 4 22 .25
3 2 72 3C«90 2 71. OC 40.00 2 • s c QZ 0160 280 80 4 22 .25
3 2 44 1C947 2 3S.0C 32.00 2 I £3 03 0160 280 80 3 20 .2C
3 2 47 1^88 5 49. OC 34.00 2« 65 05 0679 479 79 4 32 .25
3 2 68 1C396 2 55. 5C 32.00 2i 97 CO ICSO 181 81 3 20 .2C
3 2 6C 7643 2 52. OC 32 .00 2. 50 10 oeao 430 80 a 20 .20
3 2 42 1173 3 51. OC 62.00 2. 63 02 1180 181 81 3 53 .2C
3 2 44 116C1 2 47. 5C 32.00 2t.90 05 1279 180 80 a 20 .2C
3 2 57 1149 3 34. 5C 34.00 It 93 02 03 80 230 80 3 32 .20
3 2 6^ io-^e4 2 IOh.OC 32.00 2a £3 06 C960 A30 80 4 20 .25
3 2 61 9316 2 45.50 32.00 2 < 67 06 2 80 280 80 a zo .20
3 2 62 12724 2 54. OC 32.00 2< cS 12 0880 46 60 4 zo .25
3 2 62 12691 2 113.00 32.00 2 <,83 06 1C80 131 81 4 20 .25
3 2 62 12i91 2 48. OC 32.00 2
.
.87 0^ 0380 280 80 3 20 .2C
3 2 6S 2C677 3 42. OC 35.00 2i 85 C5 04 60 280 80 2 34 .OC
3 2 62 11164 2 68.00 52.00 2,.33 11 1279 ISO 80 4 20 .25
a 2 74 32269 2 37. OC 40.00 2< 35 10 0£80 480 80 3 22 .20
3 2 66 9323 2 58. OC 32.00 2. 62 03 1180 181 81 e 20 .IC
3 2 66 9313 2 60.00 32.00 2 •.65 06 8 80 480 80 6 20 -.05
3 2 69 9322 2 53. 5 C 22. CO 2< 95 06 C6 79 479 79 5 20 .20
3 2 66 9313 2 66. OC 32.00 2 1.93 03 0480 380 80 4 20 .25
3 2 76 17276 2 26. OC 32.00 2 .90 06 0660 380 60 4 20 .25
1 3 2 73 41127 2 75. OC 40.00 2< 38 02 12 79 160 80 5 22 .IC
2 3 2 67 24471 2 88. OC 40.00 2 •.50 Co 0182 282 82 4 22 .25
1 3 2 54 15£27 2 94. OC 32.00 2
1
98 02 0131 281 81 6 ZO -.0 5
2 3 2 53 15627 2 62. OC 32.00 2 a 90 C2 Ccol 231 61 3 20 . 2 C
2 3 2 64 11202 2 73.00 32 .CO 2 .90 03 0381 281 61 4 ZO .25
2 3 2 6S 11757 2 25. OC 22. CO 2a 97 03 05 81 261 31 5 20 .20
2 3 2 7"; 20685 2 77. OC 40 .00 ^ 1.33 05 1261 132 52 M 22 .25
2 3 2 44 1C«47 2 56. J C 52 .00 2 <.83 05 0132 232 82 4 ZO .25
2 3 2 7C 15131 2 114. 5C ^Z . CO 2a 92 C2 0262 282 62 c 20 .IC
2 3 2 34 1546 5 23.00 5t.C0 2 <,93 05 C13i 251 61 ^ 32 .25
2
•3
2 45 11289 2 21.00 32.00 2t.35 04 0162 282 62 2 20 .00
2 1 2 47 1-^88 3 16. OC 34.00 2 a 90 CI C761 461 61 1 52 -.2C
2 3 2 68 1C396 2 55. 5C 52.00 2 .98 06 2 32 232 £2 4 20 .25
2 3 2 61 1G<5S 2 59. OC 52. CO 2 4.53 Co C631 561 61 4 iQ .25
2 3 2 63 2613 3 15. OC 3'*.00 2 ,93 G3 0181 261 81 3 52 .2C
2 3 2 63 IICCO 2 71. OC 32.00 2 .38 03 0451 531 61 4 20 .25
2 :« 2 69 11757 2 51. 5C 22.00 2 a 9C GO 0781 ^61 81 2 20 .OC
2 3 2 64 8968 2 94.00 22.00 2 .90 CO 0562 252 62 2 20 .IC
2
•3
2 44 116C1 2 56. OC 32.00 2 a,38 08 9 61 461 31 t 20 .25
2 3 2 24 1235 3 I'f.OC 3^.00 2< 90 CO 1C81 182 82 2 32 .OC
2 3 2 44 llcOl 2 65. OC 32.00 2 .35 25 1181 182 82 6 20 -.05
2 3 2 66 1C71S 2 77. OC 32. GO 2a,cC 02 0182 282 82 4 20 .25
2 3 2 58 1698 3 70. OC 34.00 2 .£7 CO 0381 231 81 3 52 .2C
2 3 2 53 1764 3 35. 5C 3t.00 2 .35 00 0761 431 31 2 52 .OC
2 3 2 57 1149 3 20. OC 34.00 2 a 5-J 02 2 82 282 82 3 52 .2C
2 3 2 65 11202 2 72.50 32.00 2 .30 12 0461 581 61 2 20 .OC
2
•5 2 65 l-iCOl 2 43. OC 52.00 2<,36 13 0281 231 81 5 20 .10
2 3 2 62 12691 2 32. OC 32.00 2< 75 05 1161 162 £2 2 20 .OC
2
I
2 67 9322 2 41.0 32.00 2 ,S4 CO 1281 182 82 5 20 .10
2 2 45 1CC14 2 110. 5C 32. CO 2 <.62 CI C561 561 81 6 20 -.05
2 3 2 70 11757 2 40. OC 32.00 2 .65 C5 881 46 1 81 2 20 .OC
•a 3 2 4C- 1167
.
S.QC 34.00 .00 05 0782 482 82 1 52 -.2C
3 3 2 80 983 2 59. OC 52. CO 2<. £8 13 6 82 282 £2 4 20 .25
3 3 2 7C 19445 2 4o,5C 32.00 2 .30 Co 05 62 332 62 2 20 .CC
3 a 2 6« 19283 2 72. OC 32,00 & .37 05 782 482 az 3 20 .20
3 3 2 53 15664 2 47. OC 32.00 2 <.95 23 0662 282 62 2 20 .OC
3 3 2 75 21687 2 62.00 40.00 2 .80 09 0383 285 83 3 22 .2C
3 3 2 69 11757 2 49. OC 32.00 2 .6C C2 0363 232 33 2 20 .00
3 3 2 71 26989 2 32. OC 40.00 2 .95 C2 12 82 185 85 2 22 .OC
^ •a 2 8C 3Ci65 2 32. 5C 40.00 2 .37 01 1282 165 85 3 ZZ .2C
3 3 2 34 1546 3 10. OC 34.00 3,.CO 03 0163 283 85 2 52 .CC
3 3 2 73 179C4 2 34. OC 32 .00 ii .93 05 0265 285 83 a 20 .2C
•3 5 2 69 1729 3 14. OC 62.00 2<.85 00 662 482 52 2 55 .00
3 3 2 63 2613 3 8.0C 34.00 ,C0 01 0185 233 85 1 32 -.2C
3 3 2 72 26406 2 71.00 40.00 2 .87 03 0882 432 82 3 22 .20
3 3 2 70 264C6 2 79, OC 40,00 2 ,90 14 0682 582 BZ 4 22 .25
2 3 2 72 2t<^06 2 65. 5C 40.00 2 .90 30 0932 482 82 3 22 .2C3 3 2 58 1458 3 11. OC 34.00 .00 05 0285 233 85 2 32 .OC
3 3 2 56 1C55 3 23. 5C 62. CO 2 ,95 21 6 82 432 82 2 33 .OC
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FILE: DATAEFf SPSS A NAVAL FCSTGRACJATE SCHOCL
3 3 2 65 l^COl 2 36. OC 32.00 2.c7 C6 0283 233 63 3 20 .2C
3 3 2 62 1272^ 2 -Vo . 5 C 32.00 2.95 07 0782 4S2 82 2 20 .OC
3 3 2 62 126Si 2 62. OC 32.00 2.e7 05 0982 482 82 3 20 .20
3 3 2 81 1553 3 19.00 34.00 2.90 10 0183 285 83 2 32 .OC
2 3 2 67 9323 2 54, OC 32.00 2.90 06 1262 183 33 2 20 .00
3 3 2 66 9213 2 62. OC 32.00 2.95 02 C7£2 482 62 J ZO .2C
5 3 2 80 24230 2 24. OC 40.00 2.90 06 0682 382 82 2 Z2 .OC
2 3 2 78 17376 2 53. OC 32. CO 2.97 CO 0482 332 62 3 20 .20
3 3 2 72 41127 2 64.00 40.00 2.95 05 0782 482 82 4 22 .25
2 3 2 58 2C53S 3 75. OC 65.00 2.35 01 0283 283 63 4 35 .25
i 3 2 74 28^87 2 72. OC 40.00 2. cO 06 1282 163 83 2 22 .CC
2 3 3 76 287 1 11.00 10,00 2.90 00 0381 281 81 i 10 .OC
2 3 3 77 1181 2 18, OC 32,00 2.CC C4 0561 36i 81 1 20 -.20
2 3 3 77 198 1 13, OC 16.00 2.00 C5 0681 381 81 1 11 .OC
2 3 2 73 298 1 6.0C 10.00 2.90 04 1081 182 52 1 10 .00
2 3 3 74 197 1 63. OC 16. CO 2.90 00 0762 432 82 1 11 .OC
2 3 3 74 292 1 30. OC 16.00 2.90 CI 0882 482 32 1 11 .OC
2 3 3 73 197 1 22. OC 16.00 2,90 03 0383 283 83 3 11 -.20
2 3 3 74 296 1 35. OC 16.00 2.10 CO 0263 233 83 1 11 .OC
3 3 3 71 188 1 3O.0C 16.00 2.90 CO 1082 133 63 1 11 .00
3 3 3 72 188 1 50. OC lo.OO 2,c0 CI 0662 382 82 1 11 .00
3 3 3 45 18661 3 73, OC 62.00 2.60 C2 1182 183 63 1 33 -,2C
2 3 3 71 196 1 '7,aC 16.00 2.30 00 1132 1S3 83 1 11 .OC
3 3 3 74 186 1 11. OC lo.CO 2.60 C6 0662 432 62 1 11 .uC
3 3 3 79 282 1 7.0C 10.00 2.c0 02 03B3 283 83 1 10 .OC
2 3 3 8C 215 2 12. 3C 32.00 2.90 06 0762 432 82 1 20 -.20
2 3 3 78 299 1 11. OC 10.00 2.90 11 CS32 482 62 1 iO .OC
2 3 3 44 13659 5 120.00 62.00 2.90 07 0582 482 32 1 53 -.20
2 3 3 292 1 4t,0C 16 . CO 2,90 CO iC62 183 33 1 11 ,00
3 3 3 80 5^98 4 27. OC 32.00 2,9G 01 0462 332 82 1 40 -,0f
2 3 5 6C 297 1 14. CC 16, CO Z.iO 00 0962 48 2 82 1 11 .00
3 3 3 76 72C8 ^ 34. OC 32-00 2.90 CO 1C82 135 63 1 ^0 -.05
2 3 3 78 7250 4 62.00 60,00 3,00 22 0782 452 82 1 41 -.05
2 3 5 76 299 1 lo.OC lo.CO 2.70 00 0962 432 82 1 11 .00
2 3 3 79 251 1 9.0C 10.00 3.00 CO 1CS2 133 83 1 10 .OC
2 3 3 75 4514 4 24.00 32.00 2.90 00 1182 185 63 1 fO -.05
1 4 1 77 117515 3 40, 5 C 4^,00 3,15 CO 1160 131 81 2 38 ,3C
2 4 1 77 1161 2 29. 5C 56.00 2.95 01 0281 231 81 2 21 .OC
2 4 3 69 4221 4 13. OC 6D.00 2.00 30 0782 482 62 1 41 .05
2 4 3 70 290 1 5.QC 10.00 5. CO 22 0762 48 2 82 1 10 .OC
1 4 1 7C 290 1 57.00 lb. 00 2.95 06 C860 480 80 3 11 .IC
2 4 3 7C 198 1 33. 5C lb , 00 2,90 18 0932 432 32 1 11 ,00
2 4 3 77 13C97 2 34. OC 5b. CO 2.00 CO 0263 233 63 1 21 -.2C
3 4 5 78 3Cc5 4 71.50 60.00 2.90 19 1C32 133 33 1 4l -.05
3 4 1 67 280 1 I'^.OC lo.OO 3, CO CO 0562 332 82 1 11 .00
2 4 1 79 196 1 19. OC lb. 00 2.90 07 0631 381 31 1 11 .OC
3 4 1 76 '.91 1 10. CC 10.30 3.05 00 0-432 382 62 2 10 .15
1 4 1 45 11553 2 59. OC 32.00 2.C5 12 1080 15i 81 2 20 .OC
3 4 3 76 236 1 o3.00 lo.OO 3.00 12 0562 582 82 1 11 .OC
2 4 3 68 6261 4 94, OC 60,00 2,97 15 1082 183 83 3 41 ,15
2 4 3 70 262 1 8.0C 10.00 2. CO CO 0732 482 62 1 10 .OC
3 4 3 74 ^91 1 27, OC lo , 00 2.10 04 1282 183 35 1 11 .00
2 4 3 76 199 i 41. 5C 10,00 2,90 C4 lCo2 183 65 2 10 ,15
2 4 3 78 294 1 51, OC lo,00 2.00 01 1282 135 83 1 11 .OC
2 4 3 8C 289 1 48. OC 16.00 2.00 03 1162 133 35 1 11 .00
2 4 3 30 289 1 17. 5C 16. CO 2.CC 01 1282 183 83 1 11 .OC
2 4 5 80 289 1 33,00 lo.OO 2. CO GO 0163 235 63 2 11 .15
2 4 3 81 215 1 65, OC 16,00 3,00 04 0363 283 83 1 11 ,00
3 4 3 74 298 1 22. OC lb . CO 2. CO C4 0285 283 63 1 11 .OC
2 4 3 45 5508 4 53. 3C 60.00 2.95 02 0163 233 83 4 41 .05
2 4 3 73 199 1 36. CC 16.00 3,20 C4 0265 233 S3 1 11 .00
2 4 3 73 199 1 14. OC 16. CO 2. CO CO 0281 281 81 1 11 .OC
3 4 3 76 197 1 2t.CC 10.00 2.00 11 0283 285 65 2 10 .15
1 4 1 77 44n5 3 68. OC 40. 00 2. CO 20 7 80 480 30 2 36 .OC
1 4 1 77 83102 5 10"*. 00 42.00 2.03 uO 0580 380 80 4 50 .25
2 4 1 77 67948 5 124, OC 82,00 2,00 03 0332 232 82 1 51 -,20
1 4 1 77 67948 5 83 . C 42. CO 2.55 03 0260 28C 80 2 50 .OC
3 4 3 78 83608 5 129. OC 82 . CO 2.90 01 0582 332 82 1 51 -.20
1 4 1 78 83403 5 123. OC 82. CO 2,35 C2 1180 131 31 2 51 .00
2 4 1 78 83608 5 161.00 82.00 3.00 Co 1081 182 52 4 41 ,25
1 4 1 76 63608 5 92, OC 42. CO 2.00 03 0180 280 80 2 50 ,00
3 4 1 79 83607 5 25. OC 42.00 2.12 C6 0462 382 82 3 50 .2C
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FILE: DATAcFF SPSS A NAVAL PCSTGRACUATE SCHOOL
2 4 3 7"? 83729 5 15C.0C 32.00 2.20 07 0383 283 63 1 51 -.20
1 A 1 7S e3"/29 5 i4A.0C 62.00 3.00 04 0880 480 80 i 51 -.20
2 4 2 79 82i29 5 148.0C 82.00 2.iC CO 0781 -^81 Si 2 51 .OC
2 4 1 45 17184 2 28.00 32.00 3.00 78 0182 282 62 2 20 .OC
1 4 1 45 17184 2 46. OC 56.00 2. GO 07 0280 260 60 3 21 .20
2 4 3 77 12159 2 37. OC 56.00 3. CO 00 0285 283 83 3 21 .2C
3 4 1 66 10723 2 31.00 56.00 2.10 CO 0482 382 82 2 21 .00
1 4 1 75 117285 5 39. OC 44. CO 2.^5 Co 1279 ISO 80 2 38 .00
2 4 1 77 13155 2 53. OC 56.00 2.00 C5 1181 182 82 1 21 -.2C
2 4 1 45 11302 2 126. OC 52.00 2.90 01 0132 282 82 1 20 -.20
1 4 1 45 113C2 2 47. OC 56.00 2.10 08 Q2S0 260 80 2 21 .OC
3 4 1 70 297 1 20.00 lo.OO 3.30 00 0582 282 82 1 11 .OC
2 4 3 74 281 1 15. OC 16.00 2.10 11 0163 283 63 2 11 .15
1 4 1 76 117285 3 91. OC 86.00 2.95 04 0660 280 80 2 29 .OC
3 4 3 8C 18503 3 1 40 . C 62.00 3.00 05 0582 332 82 1 33 -.20
3 4 1 45 17184 2 81. OC 32.00 3. CO 11 0582 382 &Z 3 10 .20
2 4 1 74 199 1 7.0C 16.00 2.00 CO 0382 282 £2 2 11 .15
1 4 1 78 ^C3 2 12. OC 32.00 3. CO 01 0980 -^SO 80 1 20 -.2C
2 4 1 79 196 1 18. 5C 16.00 3. CO 09 Otci 381 81 1 11 .OC
2 4 1 65 190 1 29. OC lo.OO 3.30 01 1281 182 82 1 11 .00
1 4 1 74 197 1 24. 5C 16.00 3.05 02 1080 181 81 2 11 .15
1 4 1 74 197 1 25.50 16 . CO 2. CO 12 1 1 cO 161 81 2 11 .15
1 4 1 45 17192 2 17.00 32.00 3.00 31 0o60 380 80 2 20 .03
3 4 3 76 21512 3 59. OC 65.00 3.C5 CO 0682 432 &Z 2 35 .00
3 4 3 74 8300 4 120.00 oG.CO 3.10 Co 1262 185 63 1 ^1 -.05
1 4 1 74 8200 4 21.00 60.00 3.30 21 1180 181 81 1 tl -.05
3 4 3 74 ^91 2 113. OC 56. CO 2.10 00 1282 183 83 1 21 -.2C
1 4 1 74 ^91 2 V^.OC 5o.C0 2.96 02 1080 181 81 1 21 -.2C
2 4 1 62 16516 2 69. 5C 32.00 5.00 00 02S1 281 81 3 20 .20
3 4 3 62 16518 2 51. OC 32.03 Z.95 03 2 83 2S3 83 2 2 .OC
3 4 3 73 21457 2 lit. 00 6t . 00 2.90 O-f 1182 183 83 i 23 -.2C
3 4 3 73 21^67 2 172. OC 5o.C0 2.90 00 C3S3 283 S3 1 21 -.20
2 4 1 73 21467 2 6^.50 56.00 i.cO 0-+ 0281 231 81 2 21 .OC
2 4 3 61 16516 2 86. OC 5o . CO 2.90 00 1182 183 33 1 21 -.20
2 4 1 61 16518 2 97. OC 5o.C0 2.95 C3 02S1 281 61 2 21 .OC
2 4 1 79 297 1 7.0C 16.00 2.20 CO 0631 381 61 1 II .OC
3 4 1 65 291 1 22. OC 16.00 2.00 00 0432 232 82 1 11 .00
2 4 1 73 298 1 21.00 lo.OO 3.C5 00 lC6i 182 &Z 2 11 .15
2 4 3 30 24336 2 87. OC 6^.00 2.90 08 1CS2 133 63 2 23 .OC
1 4 1 78 17376 2 53. OC 32.00 3.C3 02 0560 380 60 3 20 .20
2 4 3 75 7115 4 69.00 32.00 2.90 CI 1162 183 83 2 hQ .QC
3 4 1 7C 297 1 29. OC 16.00 2.00 01 0^82 332 6Z 1 11 .00
3 4 1 68 21250 3 67. OC 65.00 2.10 01 0562 232 92 2 35 .OC
2 4 1 44 15128 3 4o.0C 62.00 3.10 01 1161 282 82 1 33 -.20
1 4 3 68 181 1 10. OC 10.00 2.90 Oo 1 2 o2 183 63 1 10 .00
2 4 1 62 15147 2 98. OC 56.00 2.05 03 C481 261 Si Z 21 .OC
3 4 3 71 199 1 2h.5C lo.OO 3.20 00 0283 283 83 1 11 .OC
2 4 1 79 283 1 -.CC 16.00 2.20 CO Occl 331 31 1 11 .03
2 4 1 74 102812 3 205. OC 86.00 2. CO 11 1181 132 82 1 39 -.2C
2 4 3 76 190 1 25.00 10.00 2.00 19 1082 133 63 1 10 .OC
1 4 1 74 102812 3 79. OC 86.00 2.50 07 0180 280 80 2 39 .00
3 4 3 8C 6499 4 13.00 32.00 3.00 13 0163 253 83 2 40 .10
1 4 2 76 21572 3 55. OC 65.00 3.10 03 0580 380 80 2 35 .00
1 4 1 76 21572 3 57. OC 65.00 2.90 CO 0880 480 80 1 35 -.2C
END INPLT DATA
CRGSSTABS TABL£S= ITYPE BY CTR
CPTICNS 1,9
STATISTICS ALL
*IF (YEAR 5C 61 ) FLAG =1
»IF (YEAR EC 82 » FLAG =1
*IF ( YEAR EC 63i FLAC =1
SELECT IF (FLAG EG 1)
CCNDESCRIPTIVE ACTRK, NU 635, ACT Mh .STCt'H, NUISF.INSCR
CPTIGNS 1,4
STATISTICS ALL
*IF (YEAR EC 81 ) FLiC- =1IF (YEAR EC 62 ) FLAC =1IF (YEAR EC 83 ) FLAG =1IF (VTYPE EC U FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 2» FLAG2 -2IF (VTYPE EC 3» FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 4) FLAG2 =2
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C 1) FLAG3 =3
C 3) fLAQ3 =3
C 2)
C 3J
£3 5, ACTMh,STDMH,NLISf ,INSCR
C 81 ) FLAG =1
S 82 ) FLAC =1
C 83) FLAt =1
11
ACTVh/STCWh 100
PCTSTD 5Y QTR/PCTSTC BY YEAR/













































































































































LN( ACTMH/AVGMh) » ••• .30^( ACTR K-2 . 986)
.05^(LG10 (NU335/5.932 )) » IGC
BY CTR/EFF BY 3TR BY ITYPE/




FILE: D^TAEFF SPSS A NAV/L PCSTGRADUATS SCHOOL
EFF BY VTYPE/EFF EY YEAR EY ITYPE/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
*IF (STDCL EC 10) AVGf'H = 18.166 7
* F (STDCL EC 11 i AVGfh = 31.8261
IF (STDCL EC 20 > AVG^h = 57.0652
*IF (STDCL EC 21 » A VGfH = 71.8332
*IF (STDCL EC 22 ) AVG^h = 65.166 7
*1F (STDCL EC 23) A VG^H = 81.6067
* F (STDCL EC 22) AVGHH = 20.7917
IF (STDCL EC 33 ) AVG^h = 71.1875
F (STDCL EG 34) AVG^H = 57.7500
IF (STDCL EC 35 ) AVGf'h = e7.C000
IF (STDCL EC 37 ) AVG^h = 156.5000
IF (STDCL EG 38) A VGfH - hO. 5C0C
IF (STDCL EC 39 ) AVG^h = 2C5.C0C0
IF (STDCL EC 40) AVG^h * 30.250C
f (STDCL EG 41) AVGMri = 79. 1111
F (STDCL Et 50) AVG^h = 25 .COOOIF (STDCL EG 51) AVG^H =i34.eOOC
IF (YEAR EC 81 ) FLAG =1
IF ( YEAR EG 82 ) FLAG == 1
IF (YEAR £G 63 ) Flag == 1
IF (VTYPE EC 1 J FLAG2 = 2
IF ( /TYPE EQ 2 J FLAG2 = 2
IF (VTYPE EQ 3 ) FLAG2 = 2
IF ( VTYPE EG f ; FL/G2 = 2
IF (ITYPE u W 1) 1FLAG3 == 3
IF (ITYPE EC 3) 1FLAG2 ==3
SELECT IF (FLAG EG 1»
SELECT IF (FLAG3 EC 3)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 E G 2)
COMPUTE EF- = (,. ^0*( LN(AClMH/STDMh)) .30* ( ACTR K-2 .9 36 J
.25»<INSCR) • .C5*(LG10( NU825/5.932 J) ) IOC
BREAKOOtaN TA3LES = cFF EY GTR/EFF BY ^TR BY ITYPE/
EFF SY I 7YFE/iEFF Et YEAR /Err BY GTR BY VTYPE/
EFF BY YEAR EY VTYPE/
EFF BY VIrPE/EFF £Y YEAR BY ITYPE/
CPTIONS 1
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STDCL EG 10) A VGfH = 18.1667
*1F (S7DCL EG 11) AVG^H = 31. £261
IF (STDCL EG 20 ) AVG>n = 57 .ue5 2IF (STDCL EG 21) A VGf-h = 71.833 3
F (STDCL EC 22 ) AVG^-h = 65.1667
IF (STDCL EG 23 ) AvG^h = 31 .6o67
IF (STDCL wG 32 ) A VGt'H = 20. 7917
IF (STDCu EG 33 ) AVG^h = 71.1375IF (STDCL EG 34) A vG^h = 57,7500IF (STDCL EC 35 ) AVGfH = 67. COOO
F (STDCL EG 37) AVG^r = 156 .5000
F (STDCL EG 38) AVGi-KH = tO. 500C
F (STDCL EG 29 ) AVGHh = 205 .0000
IF (STDCL EG 40) AVG^H = 3 0.2500
*1F (STDCL EG 41 ) AVGHri = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EG 50) A V G ^ h = 25 .COOOIF (STDCL EC 51) AVGhH = 134.6C0C
IF (YEAR EC 81 ) FLAG == 1IF (YEAR EG 82 > FLAG == 1
F (YEAR EG 83) FLAG == 1
IF ( '/TYP!: EQ 1 1 FLAC2 = 2
F (VTYPE EQ 2 J FLAG2 = 2
IF (VTYPE EQ 3» FLAG2 = 2
F (VTYPE EC 4 ) FLAG2 = 2
IF (ITYPE EG 1) FLAG3 == 3
If (ITYPE EG 3) FLAG2 ==3
SELECT IF (FUG iEQ IJ
SELECT IF (FLAG3 £G 3)SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
COMPUTE EFF = ([.25*(LN(AC1MH/AVGMH)) •»• .25^ ( ACTRK-2 .936 J
.25^{INSCR> .25*1tLG10(NU825/5.932)) ) * IOC
BREAKDOWN TABLES = 1EFF EY CTH/EFr SY Q7R BY ITYPE/
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FILE: OATAEFF SPSS A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
EFF BY ITYPE/EFF EY YEAR/EFF 3Y CTR BY VTYPE/
EFF BY YEAR BY VTYPE/
EFF BY VTYPE/EFF £Y YEAR BY ITYPE/
CPTIGNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
*IF (STOCL EC 10 1 AVG^h = 18 .1667
*IF (STDCL EC lU AVGfri = 31. £261
* F (STOCL EC 20 1 AVGi'H = 57.C652
• IF (STDCL EC 2i J A VGfh = 71 .8333
• IF (STOCL EC 22 » A rfCfri = 65. 1667
• IF (STDCL EC 25 ) AVG^h = 61 .oo67
IF (STOCL EC 22 i AVGA-h = 20.7517
IF (STOCL EC 33) AVGMH = 71. 1875
IF (STOCL EC 3t ) AVGJ-h = 57 .750
IF (STOCL EC 35) AVG^H = 67,0000
IF (STDCL EC 37 1 AVCf-r = 15o.5G0C
•IF (STOCL EC 33 ) AVGfh = 40. 500
F (STOCL EC 39 ) AVG^H = 205.COCC
•IF (STOCL EC 40 ) AVG^h = 30.2500
• IF (STOCL EC 41) AVG^H = 79.1111
• IF (STOCL EC 50 ) AVGHh = 25.CC0C
• IF (STOCL EC 51) AVGM^ = 154 .600
•IF ( YEAR EC 81) FLAG == 1
• IF (YEAR EC 82 ) FLAG =
• IF (YEAR E C 33 ) FLAG =
• IF ( VTYPt cQ i ) FLAG2 = 2
•IF U'TYPE EG 2 ) fl;sG2 = 2
IF (VTYPE £Q 3i FLAG2 ^2
•IF ( VTYPE EQ 4 J FLAG2 = 2
•IF (ITYPE EC IJ 1FLAG3 == 3
• IF (ITYPE EC 3) 1=LAG3 == 3
•SELECT IF (FLAG Ew 1)
•SELECT IF (FLA&5 EC 3)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
•CC^«PUT£ EFF = 1; .25*(LN( ACTMr/STDMr)) + .2 5*( ACTR K-2 . 9 £6)
+ .25^( INSCRJ * . 25 *<ILGiO {NL835/5.S52 )l ) *10C
aRcAKDCWN TABLES = EFF 1EY CTR/EFf 3Y 3 TR BY ITYPE/
EFF BY ITYPE/ EFF tY YcAR/cFF £Y CTR BY VTYPE/
EFF BY YEAR BY VTYPE/
EFF BY VTYPE/EFF cY YEAR EV ITYPE/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
• IF (STDCL EC 10 ) AVG^h = 18 . Ifco 7
• IF (STOCL EC 11) Avon = 51 .6261
• IF (STDCL EC 20 ) A VG^-h = 57. Ct5i
• IF (STOCL EC 21) AVG^n = 71 .6333
IF (STOCL EC 22) A VG^H = 65.166 7
IF (STOCL EC 23 1 AVG.Vh = Si .coo 7
IF (STOCL EC 32 ) AVG^r = 20 .7917
IF (STDCL E C 33 ) A \iGHH = 71. lS7f
IF (STOCL EC 54 ) AVGf-H = 57.7500
F (STDCL EC 33) M •^GhH = O7.C000
• IF (STOCL EC 57) AVG^M = 156. 5 CO C
•IF (STOCL EC 38) AVG^h = 40 .500
• F (STOCL E C 39) AVGI'H = 2 5. 00 CO
F (STOCL EC 40 ) AVG^r- = 30.250C
IF (STOCL EC 41 ) AVGfH = 79 .1111
IF (STOCL EC 50 ) A V G ^ H = 25.CC0C
IF (STOCL E C 51 » AVGA'H = 154.6000
IF (YEAR EC 81) FLAG == 1
•IF (YEAR EC 82 ) FlAC == 1
• IF (YEAR EC 63 ) FLAC := 1
SELECT IF (FLAG !zQ 1)
•COMPUTE EFF = ( .AO*(LN( ACTMH/AVGMI- ») » . 30^( ACTR K -2. 956 )
•••
. 2 5* ( I N SCR) + .C5*(LG10(NUa35/5.670) ) ) • IOC
BREAKOOMN TABLES = jEFF BY CTR/EFF BY Q TR BY ITYPE/EFF BY ITYPE/




•IF (YEAR EC 81) FLAG '=1
IF (YEAR EC 82) FLAC == 1
163

FILE: D4TAEFF SPSS A ^AVAL PCST5 RAtiUATE SCHOCL
*IF (YEAR EC 85 ) FLAC =1
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ IJ
, „^ ,BREAKDOV»N TABLES = ACTMH BY 5TDCL/NUe3£ BY VTYPE/
NU635 BY VTYPE BY STDCL/
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
*IF ( YEAR EC 81 ) FL^C =1
IF (YEAR EC 62 ) FLAG =1
IF (YEAR EC 83 i FLAG =1IF (VTYPE EC IJ FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 2i FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 3) fLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC AJ FLAG2 =2IF (ITYPE EC 1) FLAG2 =3IF (ITYPE EC 3) FLAGa =3
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ U
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2»
SELECT IF (FLAG3 EC 3»
BREAKDOWN TABLES = ACTMH BY STDCL/NLie3r BY VTYPE/
NUS35 BY VTYPE BY STOO./
CPTICNS 1
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STDCL EC 10) AVGA'H = 18.1o67
IF (STDCL EC 11) AVGfh = 31.e26iIF (STOCL EC 20) AVGWh = 57.Cc52
*IF (STOCL EC 21) AVGNh = 71.3333IF (STOCL EC 22) AVG^ri = 65.1667
IF (STDCL EC 23) AVO-l- = 31.6o67
IF (STDCL EC 22) AvG^h = 20.7917
IF (STOCL EC 33) AVG^H = 71.1875
IF (STOCL EC 3*t ) AVGf-h = 57.7500
IF (STDCL EC 25) AVGf'H = oT.COOO
IF (STOCL EC 37) AVG)'h = 156.5000IF (STOCL EC 38) AVG^h = tO.SOOC
IF (STDCL EC 39) AVGfh = 205.C0CC
IF (STDCL EC tO ) AVG^h = 30.250C
IF (STDCL EC 4i ) AVO-h = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EC 50) AVG^-H = 25.CG0C
IF (STDCL EC 51) AVGM- = 134.6000IF (YEAR EQ 611 FLAG = 1IF (YEAR EC 82) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR EQ 63) FLAG = 1
SELECT IF (Flag EQ 1)
COMPUTE EFF = ( ,4C*(LN(ACTMH/AVGMh)) .30*( ACT^ K-2 . 9 56 J
+ .25*(INSCR) +. C5^( LGIO
(
NU635/5.670) ) )*100




IF (STDCL EC 10) AVG^H » 18.1667
IF (STDCL EC 11) AVG^H = 31. £261
IF (STDCL EC 20) AVGhh = 57.Cc52
IF (STOCL EC 21) AVG>H = 71.633 3
IF (STDCL EC Zli AVO-ri = 65.1c67IF (STDCL EC 23) AVG>"- = 81.6667IF (STDCL EC 32) AVGf'ri = 20.7917IF (STDCL EC 33) AVGt'h = 71.1875IF (STDCL EC 34) AVGf-H = 57,7500IF (STDCL EC 35) AVG^H = 67.C00CIF (STDCL EC 37) AVGfh = 136.50C0IF (STDCL EC 28) AVO-h = '-^0.5000IF (STOCL EC 39) AVGHh = 205.00CC
IF (STOCL EC 40) AVG^^ = 30.2500IF (STDCL EC 41) AVGf'H = 79.1111IF (STDCL EC 50) AVGf'h = 25.COO0IF (STDCL EC 51) AVGf-H = 134.3000IF (YEAR EQ 81) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR EQ 82) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR EG 53) FLAG = 1
SELECT IF (FLAG EQ 1)
CO^-PUTE EFF ' (LN(ACT^'>I/AVG«HJ)^100
SCATTERGRAM EFF WITH ACTMH/
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FILE: DA7AEFF SPSS A NAVAL FCSTGRADUATc SCHOOL
CPTIONS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STDCL EC 10) AVG^-H S 18.166 7
IF (STDCL EC 11 » AVGf'l-i = 31.8261
*IF (STDCL Ei 20) AVG^H X 57 .C652
IF (STDCL Ew 21 ) AVGf'H = 71. £332
IF (STDCL EC 22 ) AVGA-h = 65 ,1667
IF (STDCL EC 23) AVG^H 3 31 .666 7
IF (STDCL £C 22) AVGMH = 20.7917
IF (STOCL EC 23) AVGt"h 3 71 .1575
IF (STDCL EC 34) AVG^H 3 57.750C
IF (STDCi. EC 35 ) AVGMH 3 67 .COQO
IF (STDCL EC 37 ) AVGf-h S 15 b. 50 00
IF (STOCL EC 38) A VGf-H 3 tC.SCOC
IF (STOCL EC 29 ) AVGA-h = 205.C0CC
IF (STDCL EC 40 ) AVG>M 3 30.250C
IF (STOCL EC 41 i AVGMH 3 79. 1111
IF (STOCL E C 50) AVG^^: 3 25 .OOOC
IF (STDCL EC 51) AVG^M 3 134.80CO
IF (YEAR iEC 31> 1FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR i:Q i Z\ 1FLAG = 1IF (YEAR iE3 8i) 1FLAG = 1
SELECT IF (FLAG 1EC 1)
COMPUTE EFF = 1(ACTRK-.2. 9 56) ICO
SCATTERGRAM £FF WITH i4CTRK. (i,ij1/
CP7ICNS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STDCL EC 10 ) A.\JQI*i- s 18.1fc6 7
IF (STDCL EC 11 ) AVGf*H = 31 .6261
IF (STDCL E C 20) AVG^H = 57.C652
IF (STOCL EC 21 ) AVG^h s 71.8332
IF (STDCL EC £2) A VO-H = 03. Ifco 7
IF (S7DCL EC 23) AVGMH = 81.6667
IF (STOCL EC 32 ) AVG^h = 20 .7917IF (STOCL E C 33) AVG^K = 71 .ld75
If (STDCL EC 34 ) AVGMh s 57.7500
IF (STOCL EC 35 ) A VG^r s 6 7 .000
IF (STDCL EC 27 ) A VG^H £ 156.5OC0
IF (STDCL EC 38 ) AVG^h = 40 .5C0C
IF (STOCL EC 29 ) AVG^H s 205.:0CC
IF (STDCL EC 40 ) AVGMH = 3G.250CIF (STDCL E C 41 ) avgmt = 79 .1111
IF (STDCL EC 50) A VG^H s 25. CGOO
IF (STOCL E C 51 ) AVO*!- s 134.3000
IF (YEAR iEQ iBl) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR 1EQ i32) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR iEQ i53) FLAG = 1
SELECT IF (FLAG 1IQ :1)
COMPUTE ErF = (INSCR) IOC
SCATTERGRAM EFF WITH ,INSCR (-1,1) /EFF WiTh
CPTICNS 1,7,3
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STOCL EC 10) AVG^H = 18 .166 7
IF (STDCL EC 11) A VG^H = 31. £261
IF (STDCL EC 20 ) AVG^h := 57 .Cc5 2
IF (STDCL EC 21 ) AVG>h S 71.5333
IF (STDCL EC 22) AVGMH S 65. 166 7
IF (STDCL EC 23 ) AVG^h S 31 .6667IF (STDCL EC 22) AVGMH S 20.7917
F (STDCL EC 33 ) AVGMJ- S 71.1375
IF (STJCL EC 34) AVG^H 3 57.7500
IF (STDCL EC 35 ) AVGfH S 67.0000
*IF (STDCL EC 37 ) AVG^h S 156.5000IF (STDCL EC 38) AVG^H S 40.500
IF (STOCL EC 39 ) AVGMh = 205.00CC
*IF (STOCL EC 40) AVG^^ S 30.2500IF (STDCL EC 41 ) A VG>'H S 79.111 1
IF (STOa EC 50 ) AVGMh 3 25.COO0
IF (STOCL EC 51) AVG^H = 134.8000
*IF (YEAR EO iSI) FLAG = 1
* F (YEAR EO :32) FLAG = 1




FILE: OATAEFF SPSS A MAV^L PCSTGRACUATE SCMOCL
*SELECT IF (FLAG Ei It
COMPUTE EFF = (LG10( NU835/5.670) ) *1C0
SCATTERGRAM EFF kllH NU835/
CPTICNS lf7,3
STATISTICS ALL
IF iSTDCL EC 10) AVGMH = 18.1667
IF (STOCi. EC li ) AVCfh = 51.e2ol
IF (STDCL EC 20) AVCf-h = 57.0652IF (STDCL EC 21) AVGfri = 71.6333
IF (STDCL EC 22) AVC^h = 65.1og7
IF (STDCL EC 23) AvG^h = 81,6667
IF (STDCL EC 32) AVG^'H = 20.7917
IF (STDCL EC 33) AVGM- = 71.1875IF (STDCL EC 2^) AVGKri = 57.7500
IF (STDCL EC 35) AVGi'h = 67.0000
IF (STDCL EC 57) AVG^h = 156.5000
IF (GTOCL EC 38) AVG^H = t0.500C
IF (STDCL EC 39) AVt^h = 205.00CCIF (STDCL EC 40) AVG^h = 30.2500IF (STDCL EC 41) AVGMri = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EC 50) AVOH = 25.C000
IF (STDCL EC Si) AVGf'H = 134.5CCC
IF (YEAR £0 81) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR EQ 82) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR £Q 83) FLAG = 1IF iVTYPE tC 1) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 21 FlAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 3) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC t) FLAG2 =2IF (ITYPE EC 1) FLAG3 =3IF (ITYPE EC 3) FLAG3 =3
^SELECT IF (FLAG EO 1)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
SELECT IF (FLAGS EC 3)
COMPUTE EFF = I .4C^t LiN( aCIMh/AVGMHX * .30* ( ACTRK-2 .9oo )
.25*(I.NSCR) *. C5*(LG10(NU835/5.S32) ) I'lCC




IF (STDCL EC 10) AVGf'H = 18.1667
IF (STDCL EC 11) AVG)«H = 31.a2ol
IF (STDCL EC ZO) AvGfi- = 57,C652
IF (STDCL EC 21) AvGf'H = 71.8333
IF (STDCL EC 22) AVG^h = 65.1667
IF (STDCL EC 23) AVG^-H = 8l.6o67
IF (STDCL EC 32) AVG.'-h = 20.7917
IF (STDCL EC 33) AVG^-r = 71.1875
IF (STDCL EC 3t ) AVG^M = 57.750C
IF (S"^DCL EC 55) AVG^h = 67.0000
IF (STDCL EC 37) AVGft^ = 156.50CO
IF (STDCL EC 38) AVGA-h = 40.500C
IF (STDCL EC 29) AVG>H = 205.0000
IF (STDCL EC 40) AVGfM = 30.2500
IF (STDCl EC 41) AVGJ'h = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EC 50) AVG^H = 25.0000
IF (STDCL EC 51) AVG^-ri - 134.eOCCIF (YEAR EO 81) FLAG = 1IF (YEAR Ea £2) FLAG = 1
*IF (YEAR EQ 85) FLAG =1IF (VTYPE EC 1) FLAG2 =2
*IF (VTYPE EC 2) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 3) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 4) FLAG2 =2
IF ( ITYPE EC 1) FLAG2 =3IF (ITYPE EC 3) FLAG3 *3
SELECT IF (FLAG £0 1)
SELECT IF (FUG2 EC 2)
SELECT IF (FLAG3 EC 3)
COMPUTE EFF = ( L N( AC TMH/ A VGMH )) 1 CO




FILE: DATAEFF SPSS A NAVAL PCSTGRADUA7E SCHOOL
STATISTICS ALL
*IF (STOCL EC 10) AVG^'H = 18.1667
*IF (STDCL ECU) AVG^h = 31.8261
*IF (STDCL EC 20) AVCf-ri = 57.C65 2
*IF (STOCL EC 21 ) AVGf'h = 71.8333
IF (STDCL EC 22 ) AVG^-n = 65 .166 7
* F (STDCL EC 23) AVGH = 81. 6 66 7
F (STDCL EC 32 ) AVG^n = 20.7917
*IF (STDCL EC 35) AVGA-H = 71.187 5
IF (STDCL EC 34) AVG^-H = 57. 750C
IF (STOCl EC 35 ) AVG^-H = o7 .0000
:jp (STDCL EC 37)
AVGNH =
EC 33 ) AVG^'ri =
156.5000(STOa 40.5000
IF (STDCL EC 39 ) AVOri = 205 .00 00
F (STDCL EC 40) AvG^ri = 30.250C
IF (STOCL EC 41 ) AVGMr = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EC 50) AVG.'-H = 25.C000
IF (STOCL EC 51 ) AVGi-'n = 13H.80CC
IF (YEAR EC SI) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR cQ 52) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR 1EO 831 FLAG = 1
F (VTYPE EC 1) FLAG2 -2
IF (VTYPE EC 2) FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 3) FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 4) FLAG2 -Z
IF (ITYPE EC 1) rLAG3 =3
*IP (ITYPE £C 3) FLAG3 =3
SELECT IF (FLAG iEO 1)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
SELECT IF (FLAG3 EC 3)
COf'PUTE EFF = 1IACTRK-2.S66) *:100
SCATTERGRAM EFF WITH ACTRK (2,4)/
CPTICNS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STDCL EC 10 ) AVGMn = 18 .1667
IF (STDCL EC 11) AVGf-n = 31 .c261
IF (SToa EC 20 ) AVGfH = 57 .Cc52
IF (STDCL EC 21 ) AVtfH = 71 .6333
IF (STOCL EC 22) AVG^H = 65. 1667
IF (STOCc EC 23 ) AVG^f- = 61 .cco7
IF (STOCL EC 32) AVG>-« = 20.7917
IF (STOCL EC 33) AVG,»'h = 71.1875
IF (STOCL EC 3t ) AVGM- = 57 .7500
IF (STOCL EC 35) AVGVH = 67. COOO
IF (STOC^ EC 37 ) AVGXt- = 156.5000IF (STOCL EC 38 ) AVGf'h = t0.500
IF (STDCL EC 39) AVG^H = 205.C0CC
IF (STOCL EC tO ) AVG^'r = 30.250CIF (STDCL EC 41) AVOH = 79.1111
IF (STDCL EC 50 ) AVGJ'n = 25.C0GC
F (STDCL EC 51 ) AVG^h = 134.8000
IF (YEAR 1EQ ai) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR EQ 82) FLAG = 1
F (YEAR IEC 83) FLAG ^ 1
F (VTYPE EC 1) FLAGJ =2IF (VTYPE EC 2) FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 31 FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPc EC 4) FLAG2=2
IF (ITYPE EC 1) FLAG3 =3
IF (ITYPE EC 3) FLAG3 =3
SELECT IF (FLAG EC 1)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
SELECT IF (FLAG3 EC 3)
COMPUTE EFF = (INSCR) ICO
SCATTERGRAM EFF WITH INSCR (-i,l)/EFF WITH
OPTIONS 1,7,8
STATISTICS ALL
IF (STOCL EC 10) AVGVH - 18.1667
IF (STOCL EC 11 ) AVG^h = 31,8261IF (STOCL EC 20) AVG^h * 57.0652




FILE: CJiTAEFf SPSS A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
*IF (STOCL EC 25i AVGA-h = 31 •666 7
*IF (STOCL EC 52) AVG^'H = 20.7'517
IF (STOCL EC 53 ) AVGNh = 71.187 5
*IF JSTDCL EC 341 AVG>H = 57.7500
IF (STDCL EC 35) AVGfH = 67. CCOC
IF (STOCL EC 37) AVOH = 156.5000
IF (STOCL EC 38) AVG^-H = 40.5C0C
IF (STDCL EC 5S 1 AVGfh = 205.0OC0IF (STDCL EC 40) AVGfH = 30 .2500
IF (STDCL EC ^1 ) AVGfH = 79,111 1
IF (STDCL EC 50 ) AVG^h = 25.COO0
F (STOCL EC 51) AVG^H = lit. 8000
IF (YEAR !E3 81) FLAG ^ 1IF (YEAR 150 82) FLAG = 1
IF (YEAR 1EC 83) FLAG = 1
IF (VTYPE EC 1) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 2) FLAG2 =2IF (VTYPE EC 3) FLAG2 =2
IF (VTYPE EC 4) FLAG2 =2
IF (ITYPE EC 1) FLAG3 =3
IF (ITYPE EC 5) FLAG3 =3
SELECT IF (FLAG 1EC 1)
SELECT IF (FLAG2 EC 2)
SELECT IF (FLAGS EC 3)
COMPUTE EFF = (LG10( NU85S/5.9:32) )*100






APPENDIX C: COMPUTER TABLES AND LISTINGS
SPSS BATCH SYSTEM APPENDIX C
ll/ = C/e3 FILE - ^'A5TEP1 - CREATED 11/30/83













2. 41 9.8 9.g S.£
3* 154 36.9 36.= 46.
€
4. 113 27.1 27.1 75. <:
5. 31 7.4 7.^ 81.3
6. 8 1.9 l.« S3.
2
11. 1 C.2 0.2 83.5
12. 2 0.5 0.5 33.
S
22. 20 4.8 H. i 8 8.7
23. 24 5.3 5.6 94.5
24. 23 5.5 5.5 100. C





ll/rC/82 FILE - WASTEBl CREATED 11/30/83













t 4 4****4f-******V*^*****4**^** *********** (















fEAN 6.662 STC ERP 0.356
NODE 3.000 STC DEv 7.262
KCRTQSIS i.3l6 SKthNESS 1.784
MINIMUM 2. COO ."AXlMtj^ 24.00C















11/2C/83 FILE - KASTERl - CREATED 11/20/83












1. 2 C.4 0.4 0.4
2. 33 6.5 6.5 6.9
3. 217 42.0 43.
C
49.=
4. 115 22.3 Z2.£ 72.7
5. 11 2.2 2.2 74.
S
6. 31 6.1 6.1 81.
C
12. 3 C.b 0.6 81.6
17. 2 C.-t 0.4 82.
22. ^3 8.5 8.5 90.5
23. 21 4.2 4.2 94.7
2^. 27 5.3 5.2 100.
c




11/20/83 FILE - MASTER! - CREATED U/30/S3






































































ll/iC/82 FILE - MASTERl - CREATED 11/20/85












1. 10 2.5 3.3 3.2
2. 48 15.6 15.6 ia.9
3. ii*; 36.8 38. a 57.7
4. 28 9.1 9.1 66. i
5. 3 1.0 l.C 67.
£
12. 1 C.5 G.5 63.1
13. 1 C.3 0.3 o8.4
17. 7 2.3 Z.2 70.7




24. 12 3.9 3.9 100.
c




11/3C/82 FILE - MASTcRl - CREATED 11/30/83
P^JNK RANK CF INSPECTCR (FY-83)
COCE
T
1. •*** ( 10)


















































11/3C/83 FILE - MASTERl - CREATED li/2C/83












1. 12 1.0 l.C l.C
2. 122 S.9 9.S 10.
S
3. 49 35.9 39.5 50.
g
4. 256 2C.8 20.
£
71.6
5. 45 3.7 3.7 75.2
6. 39 3.2 3. 2 73.4
11. 1 C.l 0.1 78.5
12. 6 C.5 0.5 79,
C
13. 1 C.l 0.1 79.1
!?• 9 0.7 0.7 79.6




23. 63 5.1 5.1 95.
24. 62 5.0 5.C 100.




11/2C/83 FILE - MASTERl - CREATEO il/20/83
R^NK RANK CF INSPECTCR (CUMULATIVE FY S1-83)
CCCE
1. ( 12)
2, »«4»******»*» ( 122*






































I. .*... I -
.







































































































































































































































SUM NEAM S70 CEV VAAIA.>4C£ N
172*3.3952 2S7.3000 3SC.3376 lS23o3.*2*7 1 58)
i{u«.445S *52. 2125 •»7£.»m9 229.*26-3363 1 ..1
177.tOOO 38. au30 4..9*2£ 28^6.8792 ( L)
1415.7995 *7i. i333 ^£•..7500 e..«9 7.57 71 ( 31
700. £300 700.5000 CO 0.0 11
5*6.C500 109.2130 22.667* 683^.89*6 I 5J
£2i.!500 *iO. S250 5*2.8712 295795. 60 83 cl
31^1.. iOOO 622. jUOO 310.819* 96608.6088 1 5)
.'-.j.iuOC j'HJ.iOOO ;.3 0.3 i 1/
7aS.C0O0 7e9.;ooo CO 0.0 < il
i^7S.S300 82. 2111 5t.e579 3210.2229 1 181
••2.C00C *2.3000 0.0 0.0 1. 1
l*<yH.t99t 122.0583 122.8517 1791a-2753 12)
4ioi.i*9e 1*>.. 0833 24i.3*55 8*682-^723 1 3i
21tSi.**87 277.5827 321.6053 103*29.9819 781
i71.70C0 123. iOOO St.o^o*. 43'.0.9210 il
ii5.2000 325.2000 0.0 0*0 11
ijS. iJOO 09.7 500 9.3*S5 91.1250 2J
£ls.;033 816. 5C0O 0.3 0.0 IJ
i»*.iiao 9a. 0633 112.2738 12605.3958 jJ
2i2->.e99a I'.i. oi*-. 49.8382 6070.8998 17)
ItlS.jOOO aC7. 0530 22177.0535 2)
2917. t*99 3<*. l&ji n*"303 t*88J.5252 9)
•.0*1.299; oOo. 25*9 72*.3872 52S302.2032 5i
i»a.;300 2«4.;flOO L.O 0. it
IS86.S'.99 125- 7 730 120.3 855 2218*. 9507 15)
51.7530 :..75ao 0.3 0.0 1)
556-.. i9i8 *A0. 0231 3;i.o*i* '3*20-3133 13)
is0.^t9S •»30. 1250 J0*.5i55 92729.0*55 2)
93.CCO0 31.^000 15.8^.4 250.3223 3)
24386. CS77 382. oO?! 322-1590 110529.5690 e«)
iei.iaofl di.i57^ 59- -.119 2529-7o87 7)
.5-.i.C300 772.5000 -.^..a2t7 1613-2.0000 2)
iceo..c*9i 337.5328 2i7.'.5*2 62629.93*2 32i
-i.tSOO -5. £400 0.3 0.0 1)
997.*50C 2*9.3425 142.7«*1 33*02.71*2 *)
10*1. ;99e 10*1.2998 0.0 0.0 1 1)
7*9. 4999 7*9.8999 0.0 0.0 i.1
tOl.JSOC 200. -. 503 5i-037e 2368.357* 3)
ell. ~>*9e 135. 291o l.*.37€S 20s-< 5.2576 I 0)
8*60.0*93 7tJ.09>* 2i*.99S£ 5522 2.8906 1 11)
75O.*5O0 750. *500 0.0 0.3 1 1)
16t02.**93 210.1376 225.8251 £1702.6767 ( 79)















































































SOM MEAM SIO CEV VAAIANCE N
5al.C000 1U.200C ec.7«i6 7527.5750 ( 5J
1072. :ico 119.1309 let.2313 3-eo2-0933 I 9)
772.1500 154.5500 ii.d i-O 6379.6535 I 51
30.C000 SO. 0000 CO J.O 1 11
e;3-:ooo 33s. 5000 4ii.2C52 2C;95$.JOO0 2J
5*»0.cv'i9 a4«. 9co? 422.6058 172595.6975 I 9(
;2B.;000 175.5C;0 2.3eeO 0.7500 31
t40.75JO 213.5633 17t.3i27 21820.3956 ( it
1780. «000 *..7905 54.9 127 3015.-00- Hi
7?.caoa ^9. 0000 CO 0.0 11
1771.e'5'5a 177.1700 i4.iia93 622 3.5130 iui
I'ul. 7000 1431.7000 0.0 11
14097.2491 243.0500 2f7.9337 £6529.3003 58)
iit.iiOQ 238.3025 2e9.. 761 7t-55.7o ?6 -1
6330.-.493 31V.<.2;J scc.o'.jS 9C02 6.2..i9 201
ISdS.dCOO Itij. 0909 «2.5379 6563.2710 i.i.1
«13.».J00 2Ca. >3J0 11-2-30 i2o—04« 21
37.0003 i3« 50OO CO L.I
2iJi. «•.•*•; 573. -.25 SCe.i854 256i23'o-07 -1
=97.6000 139. 5600 lC3. J6 7 5 1.UJ'>..6..2 51
iC-.0.c-49 173.-17 S1..043 £2:99.9913 ai
7...coao 74.O000 0.0 J.O i.i
I&0.5JUO 166. 5000 CO 0.0 iJ
32.Cii0a io. 3000 1.6385 3.J6 03 21
i«C^6.i995 250.3653 31S.36'!5 95470.5156 72)
ica9. 7500 337. iiuiO 30«.3-15 S507— 500 JJ




l<04.iJOO 13C.7516 17106—..23 ="
72.;ooo 72.0000 CO 0.0
i20. '500 120. 7500 0.0 CO it
3to7.C500 -07.-500 376.4330 142003.0797 I 91
1397. £-99 094.0250 11.7 733 13d.o096 1 2J
'.94,0000 49-. 0000 0.0 ^.iJ 1 iJ
1^75. COCO o27.i000 57. ..756 3260.5000 ( 2)
2'46.-.-.99 lli.ii'^i 1:7.9903 1166 3.6223 1.9J
1104.2-99 273.6io7 5C3.1-36 253153.-1 62 ( 131
140. 7500 70.3750 73.0C£a 533 0.2813 i 2J
24C94.«48l 388.623- 376.7749 143470.3953
2 £517 -.03 13
I 021
741.2500 370. c250 51-. 9 50 3 1 2J






2073.5497 di9..3237 < lOi
JCli.OOOO 2015. OOUO CO 0.0 1 It
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SPSS BATCH S1STEH 11/30/82
CSITERICK VifUBLe »<HAfc
VARIABLE C00( VALUE LABEL iOK MEAN STO CEV VARiANCc N
niST 12. 3:85.e«9fi 378.;?03 iCi.iii'* 53095.6618 ( iO)
CIST 13. i'hlZ.e9')7 bCj.i/tS ^Cct^Si •.ioji.joOl I -.J
CIST I*- J'/oI.fJJt 7Co. 1-.** •.Ji.lcVi lSi8d5.29i7 I 111
CiST 30. 379.3999 Jf9.3S99 i.O 6.0 ( 1)




fILE MSTEfl (CR£AT:CN 041E • ii/30/831
CRlTERICh v«H48i.£ hh**
EROKEN C£kN 3r YR
BY oirr
CESCdlPTION OE
riKhCjRS AViJLAEtE rOA MCRK








































^ALLE LASEl SU" MEAN s:d CEV vAAJANCE N
192S8S.C79'* 291.5228 329.9C3* 108836.2676 062I
bClBb.UBO 2*i.318i 3i;.*4'95 100786. 6321 2*91
;c-i.c*4o 292. 1550 5i2.01;5 11023 5.601- 20 i
lt*a.*999 23j. C385 17.5 936 1672.63*0 Ul
i£*0. •.<995 *23.*6o6 21*. 9673 *61o7.9*93 6i
1772.7500 i77.2750 2i'..2ii6 6*o2 6. oO 18 lOJ
i^ii.tMi') l*5.7i25 102.27*5 10*00.0803 20i
152.C000 76.CCJ0 i.o5e9 32.0000 21
3i5a.i500 *«5.*V8o * 10.3C92 I6f.35i.oo0* 7i
12i97.i'.'S9 ;>..0521 376.7357 4*1929.7997 £',>
i3S7.e..9S o>b. g250 i 1-7 733 138.O0 96 Zt
£2e.:jaa 175. 5000 ...a6e0
c79<. 1 .ee70
3)
llOo.cOOC 366. i333 2tC.oe77 31
3299. COOO *i2.375p 2U.2880 66712.6766 8i
e793.s9S<; 95.7**? 72.2313 536^.s259 71)
lil.COOO CO. 5000 2 c. 1630 69*. 5000 2J
9932. 1*9* 19;. 0029 3C2.8191 91699.3991 52J
£93*.e997 9 69. lie* 735.8979 5*15-5.7728 ej
73510. «*S5 2 79.94»6 3Ci.2C72 92151. *530 2a*l
iiii.iicc 32i.. 0200 -363.7708 2*729*. 6056 10)
221.2000 325.20CO CO 0.0 It
lCS6ii.'.969 t*j. 7**** 2 2 9.^963 527o0.*021 *5I




9i;3. i99* 129.7271 121»*0.03*7 5*1
3e3C.70O0 1210.2333 7C;.2132 *9;325.5882 31
892*. 1997 3*3.238* 265.85*3 70676.51*2 261
2**0. e997 355.2*46 3*2.0179 110976. 22*2 7)
le:-*c.i*90 5c3. TSiO
2&i.o3j5 * ;S.3236 229751.0799 281=50.4999 ci.9i06 ^0* 0.99*0 31
3 93*. ]*Sd 131.1383 1C;.5 159 10715. 5**i 301
225.2500 56.3125 21.82*0 101 — 7o56 *1
92*6. "i*9* 30a.291o 2CC.7310 67980.655* 301
7..cfl00 7*. 6000 L.0 0.0 11
19*2. *999 323. 7500 16*. 2*79 339*7.2802 61





















^D£ VALU E LABEl. SUM MEAM iUi CeV VARIANCE N
2, 2730. lOM 9^3.2333 37C.9C08 1375o7.3999 31
3, m-^o.iitt 3:-o. 3E30 iti.OllZ i3i2 7.-717 5*1
S. i..77.e900 73a.e'.50 9iC.2e92 9eC527.72S8 21
7. ?36. 7000 93o. 7000 C.J O.o i.1
8. 3£ac.-.-.5 7 leu. 3375 l<.i.9'i31 2C7i4.oi27 231
9. 1129. 799B 5o». 8999 673.7312 ••;39l3.<i39 21
11. i';72.C»9S iiCt. 7C03 3i:.i390 9o-3»*.t9o-4 jj
12. iCC.SSOO vOa. 1730 '.;..3;24 176390. -595 5>
13. 2:86.1996 ISO. 7»** 2cl.3oi« 7Slo-.i-33 iH
It. liila.iSi» ;:». 06^0 3<'..!'293 lCc56S.T>)91 25J




FILE I<1STEFI ICXEATJCN CiTE • ll/30/e31
CRITERICN V«(iI*eLE HMLT
BROXEN CCah Br Hit
6Y o;rr
CESCRIPTIO
fJNHCJRS LOJI TC Ta«VEi








































SJH HEAM J1D CEV VARlA/tCE K
3754.J57? 50. S888 £1.8 532 7031.3557 s62i
1147. 199* 28. 6800 i'..3C6S 1177. 098C 101
2J.t50C i'..ii3C 5. = 336 3i.03i2 a6O.C000 i3.b000 il.326S 103 8. Ou 00
i-io.tsao 120.3250 112.5881 21331.3600 2)
61. /300 -J. 3730 li.3el6 311.3313 21
io.COOO io. jcao CO S.C
il••i.caoc -3.0C00 CO 0.0
57.15aC 28. i\iO 1.2981 3.2813 Z)
.Vi.6.5500 la.o885 li,7 9i3 218.8122 i3 J
ivH.^SOS lo.2Se7 1.6 139 37.9716 iSJ
2Elb.J99a 12.6727 i2.7t73 1073.6938 661
l^.iOOC l<r. 3000 CO 0-0 11
3..caao 12. 0000 2C3C61 12C.5300 Zl
lC3a.J999 o^. 1CJ0 15.01C1 117 0.2J ie 16J
olj. <500 i2.e5C0 16.1985 2.31.3000 5)
la. coco Is. 0000 C CO IJ
isO.iiOO -5.7S37 i;.-JC2 616.6951 81jS.iOOO 39.3000 CO CO 11
333.65J0 J3.3S50 Ji.5i*9 311-2115 101
i37,;500 29.2300 13.6267 183.6875 3J
197.:9S« 17.9361 K.ia52 103.6205 IIJ
155.1500 51.7500 1.9 <71 *0^*.-93 7 5 3J
91.1SO0 18.1900 1C1CS9 10e.3i55 5i
5ue.C'<>9!i 63.9756 61.a<65 1103.2108 801
ISi.iSOO lo.SOSe 1C9119 119.7903 91
•O.iOOO '.0.8000 CO 0.0 X)
1^73. *4»9 3^.5722 17.3003 2256.2717 HI)
3-..C0OC 5^. acoo CO U.0 li
86.i03a es.2Coa CO CO 11
tSo.cSOO 12.9150 29.8331 890.0132 161
Tl.iSOO 71.2500 CO 0.0 ^1
SO-..79S8 262.3999 n.53ti 307.3152 il
io-.caoo ia2.ocoo i;£.i.t73 1170..5iOO 21
i7o.i500 53.3100 1*.9lcl 239 5.7151 51
lies. ;»99
^7^7:li^oi
iC7C01 199 8.3192 111

















































































SOU MEAN £T0 CEV VAKlAiiCE K
1972. C«9? 3-.. 0017 24.0873 1302.2965 i 581
ao.iSOO i5.0675 il.'.C'.c 130.0t.39 ( *l
b&.COCO 3-. CCOO l-.9iC7 22-. 7199 21
317. .000 105. 7333 i-..5/t6 In. 2. 1509 1 31
iT-.CiOO 17-.. 0500 W.O 0.0 i j.)
=04.3500 t..a700
iciil^ U'...5108 51sa.esoa 29.3250 1217.7113 I Zl
ISi.COOO 3.. 8000 12.-817 i55.7938 51
9-.CO00 ^.CCOO >.. J CO i.1
82.1300 82. 5000 L.O 0.3 t IJ
374. £500 2.1.1328 21.0713 •.6 9.671e 181
»-..:ooo •M.-5000 CO CO 11
153.430C i2.81o7 £.0 532 •.-.26*7 121
7..e500 23. 5500 13. 9ce3 i9 5.6A68 3i
3386. T'tSa <.3.-.lM 22. -.326 U17.7*19 781
2O.7000 6. 9000 6,7550 -5.6300 31
22.^000 ZZ.6C0Q CO 11
100.7500 50.3/50 32.3 501 10*0*5313 21
5o. '.iOO 5o. =200 CO 0.0 11
lai.tioo 60. 5500 22.t33A 1051.9076 31
lC5?.i5O0 t2. i-*.-*! 22.ic69 ^000.8188 171
21'.. 2000 107. 1500 Si.olSi 2*3o. 20*5 21
4S«.^SO0 51. 0Q5o 2c.3 iZ5 C}3.-Ji0 91
277.6000 55. :>oOO ic.d3<i7 633.750* 51
25.5000 25. 5jJ0 W« J 0. 11
^92.2500 32. 5io7 3".. 5753 1195.•*81 151
<.C.75O0 <iO. 7 500 CO 0.0 11
2<»i,iOOO 18.5077 18.3C87 335.1370 131
iiH.iSOO 57.2750 2.5 1C2 O.3012 ^1
00.5000 22. 8333 11.3477 12 8.7706 31
4^3';.
-396 70. 8596 1-6.6681 18o76.l6l3 691
ii.i.:iOO 30.5071 22.5 (*•* 555.7528 71
153.5000 76.7500 33.5876 1128.1250 2i
1E30. 149S 57.8172 3S.-.23S iJ5-.21*5 3.:1
6.0600 a.OsOO CO 0.0 11
199.1600 A9.787S 2t.lC22 661.3272 1 *(
02.5000 62. 5000 CO 1 11
Jo.lOOO 36. 1000 cc 0.0 > P
IS*.. SOOO tl.o333 ^.8503 23.5259 1 ii
1196.2000 195. 7C00 *t2.7515 215065. -«15 61
C31.-.000 75.5818 35.0217 I22e.5221 : 111
131.i000 Hi.. 8000 CO 0.0 1 n
2169.5*98 *C.i209 43.6126 1902.0550 i 791












































CaO£ VALk£ liiSEL SUH MEAN ilD OcV VARi ANCc N
3. 393.7S00 76.7500 4i.2CaS 20i3.8438 ( 5J
7. i.65.;aoo
297.C0O0
13.3839 22.6179 52 0.0586 4 91
8. S'i.-.OOO 4^.4101 1032.9758 i 51
9. 40.C0O0 «0. 0000 i.O O.C < 1)
ii:
55. 75J0 67.5267 'oob. J.2 50 I 2;
cao. O'.-Ht 3^. J 206 .2'.t.j569 1 il
14. 106.3000 35. '.333 i.4CS7 62.^63- i 31
30. 113.3000 37. 7ac.7 6.4071 -1.0507 I 31
31.
32.
195. :5oo 23. iS33 it. 1172 907.J463 i 211
•..iaoc .. iZiO CO 1)
33. 5oi. 7500 So. .750 (6.^672 olijl 23 70 I 101
36. o^-aooo e^.iooo i:.o 0.0 > 11
38 2. 2195. <997 37.3621 3 2. o 940 1497.2253 ( Sit
1
.
61. iJOO 15.3750 -..5939 21. ..0-2 1 -)
3. 693. 1000 —.6650 24.3971 595.2^61 I
33o.l337 I
20J
.8' A23.;5aO JO. 5227 16.3339 111
H* 313.C99S lio. 5-.99 it., Hal 262-3.3714 1 2J12. 2b.CO00 Ij. OyOO u.U 0.0 1 2J
14. 164.*aO0 3'..i794 1166.2282 1 4J
1^* 125.7000 Li'.l'tiO U.Tlil 3 5 0. jood I 5.
33. 95.7000 15.9500 i3.i027 17l.o7$9 1 at34. ..4500 i. eiOO uo 0.0 1 XI
36. 35.0000 35.0C00 0.0 0.0 ( 11
37. 23.1000 1^. 5500 0.9899 0.9800 1 2i
481. 3646.4999 33.-514 1-4.1639 17999.9400 1 721
A. 289.C500 57.3100 c^.0'.45 -335.-99- ( Si
3. ;97.i50U Si. 5563 S-.022C 6^0..353 1 61
5. 57. 1000 57. iOOO C.O
14693^7168 i
11
S. l-li. 1500 ie-». t-37 36-.3246 81
i. 3S.50O0 36.5CC0 CO U.0 1 i)
it 70.2300 76.2500 CO 0.0 ' ( l;34«.i,:oo 36.-.550 1C57C5 11 ..-73 53 I 9)
M* 153.3500 9e. t750 17.2 180 296.-610 1 i)
i * • 93.3000 95.3000 CO ^.0 i IJ33. 129.3500 64.6 7 50 C.5914 73.6114 i 21
31. 31 0.9500 lo. i>65S li.SS-S lB6.d358 1 19)33. 3o7.SOOO «H. 56o7 3i.9194 1593.1549 i 151
36. 33.7500 10.3 750 11.5:2.1 15 7.5313 i 2i
482. 5210.4995 8^.0435 123. 7 {75 17899.0906 ( a2J
i. io.'.SOO 15.2250 ..732* 3.J012 ( il
3. 531.;*99 -.^.3595 21.1436 — 7.0-69 . 4li
7. 270.C300 133.3250 : i. 6 5oc ^5o2.Oi07 ( 2i
,?• 527.7000 52.7700 li.u662 291.32-5 1 131li. SS.COOO 55.SCSS CO 0.0 1 Xt
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SPSS BATCH S*STEH 11/30/83
Ci>I1£RICN V«fiU6LE HHLT
























FILE HAS TEBl ICR eATICN OATE 11/20/33)
f S L & P » LI L A T I C Ik
CRITERION VARIABLE MMLT
— — "— l-tiLKit
^iA^r<CJRS LOST TC





fiSCAt TEAR CF I
CCAST GU*RO CIST
VARIABLE CODE VALUE LABEL SUX ME&N sia CEv VARlA.'^CE N
FOR ENTIRE FCfULATION 33i54.;s;7 !0. 9838 £2-3532 7031.3537 ( 662J
fR SI. 10137. J^^S 40.7122 ;=.-75* t3io.9708 1 249)
D ST 1. SiH.tSOO io.i32J it.-»6;6 i331.3t»2 1 201
B $ 3. lC<>«.iCOO 60. 7CwO 7C.222S 4951.1988 . i.3)
li- S. 'iwa.iOQO To. 71o7 «..jc32 1813.3294 6)7. 339. £500 33.5550 j;.;2ci 268 5.8h54 ( 10)
D S 8. iJtI.t-.'J'i iC8.C775 2«1.5c53 58354.0177 20)
c s S. 78.5000 33.2500 ..ot:7 1.1250 1 2)
c s IX. 4oe.ijco 5a.3071 Ai.o'iti 1922.0562 7)
2, luc.sooc *». 70*2 i:.773e 771.3833 241
S' 3. 193.i500 90.6 750 i-;.2i80 2io. -wiiO 2)
D S' 4. lOo.iOOO 3J.0333 1.9057 c2.5o34 3)
c 5:'
I:
:3i.30OO 77. -.333 iL. U52j 78 5. 0o31 3)
D ^ 2S2.;ci00 *7.ce2l iC.5595 *..i.<l7.2 8)
C S"
:i:
lijj.CiOO 21.5515 2;.e250 to 7 ,b3^0 71J
C S' -s.cooo I-,. 5J00 ;t.2c<.3 800.0000 2i
H^ II: I3i7.
t995
iOt.SOOO i5.5345Id. 31o7 .L.7 5 71
1785.^556
432-3182 s)
YR 82. 13<03. i«89 Si. 5 525 73. -.725 5398.2047 264)
C ST I. 133. :soc 13. J 150 i.lc25 26.85 84 lOi
CIST 2* £2.8009 21.3000 CO 11
ST 2C04.i99« ".-..6533 22.2581 495:^210 45)
ST 5 , So.iOOO 56.5000 i.O 0.0 ij
E 51 ?• •*5£.3O00 90. -600 ;;.6B91 3099.0466 51i ST a. 2&»l. t99S 50.327B 2'.. »492 69 9.954-. 54)
C ST
2 H ^si.3oaa
a9.7o67 5 ^.2313 262 ••.0*25
i05o.*533
3)
X2« li**, f.9e 76.7250 55.3 C33 26i
C ST 13 • i67.t500 30. 26*3 it. 222 1491.0735 7)
; ST l-^* 3i62. ?<.«7 109.3839 152.0379 3'i232-9491 281
CIST 30. iei.csoa 6u. 5500 4 5.2 430 242, .8772 t 3)
OIST 31. S5i.7»v9 31. 7267 2 i.22l4 :•• 1.0064 30)
£ 51 II:
\ii.iOOO 32.1250 12.5201 i5o-85-»2 4J
C ST lit. /SS? .:. SeOO 14.3289 205.3162 i 30)
CIST 34. i.tiOO 9. 6500 CO CO 1)
CIST 36. 30'.. tOOO SO. 8CO0 25.0256 377.O7S0 6)
CIST 37. inM.aao 18. lOiO 5.ce82 93.8ol4 ( 10)




























HJf HcAM SIC 3£V VAMANkf N
19*. 3000 £'«. l&bl 31.5<ilS 9»<>.8b3s 31
3223. ;5SS io. i322 *i.9511 J*»%. 7930 59*
62. ^aOO 3^.03i;0 i2.->ai3 103S.2ola 2J
86.<000 (3.2000 CO O.u IJ
eeS. 7999 •^.2900 ii.aC37 8i.;3.1733 201
153.5500 76. a750 i.9i50 63.2613 21
600.c9je :oi.2s»9 l*i.7-.C5 2C37*.973C it
3«e.9000 ICi, 7 600 £5.3-«d3 723->.328S it
l'i7*.;s5S 13-..06S2 3 ji.9 00d llsi7o.S<3* III
il0i).4-.99 d>. :3ao 57.2-<62 327 7.123* 2SI













TCTAl «AM-aofiS PER CVErScAS TRlf
(cASTiR thO FISCAL TEAR
CZAST lUARJ} CIS7RiCT



































































SUM HiUi SIS CEV VARIANCE N
226352. J912 3'.2.S266 3iS.3372 126264.5186 662J
S£6i.i<.99 2*6. 5312 2t2.6760 48998.0963 *0i
lC00.c".99 300. 22^0 •< ti.. ill 22:25 c. ^<»96 2)
1«8.£QC0 3 7^,2500 301.2379 9-US5..250 21
«33.iS00 21(3. £250 22C.8C..5 5it-.0...dl3 21
172*.5OJ0 662.2500 Jii.ICi^* 10«cS3..250 2)
t«-.C300 69-.. CuOO 0.0 IJ
11-..33J0 ii-.30OO olc 0.0 11
e72.:ooc j3o. 0000 i7i.2-i2
c!.3:l8
2002^.5000 2i
;c3£.iJJ0 i2o« C077 '^2o-.^31j iii
2c3S. fSOO .89.0633 2ia.794* 51690.3112 15)
16683. e9S2 25;.il36 zii.-sci -i 773 6.00*8 661
li37.iOC/0 1157.5000 ..0 U.J 1)
i?3.;ooo 196. 7500 112.7835 12720.1250 21
3<;95.J530 2-.9.7J** i;£.dC57 2;219.2-.2e 16)
2220. C3J0 »•*. OCOO 319.2268 101905.7500 5)
55.:ooc iS.OCOO 0.0 0.0 1)
2 585.4-9 7 323. 207 2C0.02i5 40012.5951 81
262.2948 2t2.iS98 0.0 0.0 li
1483. tSCO AC8.3650 104.0832 11812.02 90 101
ibi* ^500 i7. 0833 3t.o9'>6 it9 7.2708 3)
ip»l.C99e 256.2313 215.2 ---l '.c330.0i2* li)
lOTi.CCOO 357.0000 ii.»5es . 57o9.75C0 3)
350.7000 7^.j<h)0 2C.7 857 7.7.*718 5)
37233. ioSl «65. <il«* -•« 2.2505 146*70.9832 80)
;t*3.7500 179.3056 1(2.oil* 2i79-..a9*3 9)
1220.5000 12:a. 5000 ^.0 O.u li
iC516.S995 ic9. 5>26 320.0 £28 102*53.0056 27)
148C.C0C0 1»8«. ^000 0.0 0.0 1)
iC2«.t99S .C2-..C999 O.O 0.0 11
2895. 5500 laO. 9»o9 !•< 2.1796 22215.0360 16)
159.7500 .;i. 7500 CO 0.0 11
2!67.COOO 1393.5000 m.-ttie 11 j6l.^ 5000 21
1803.5000 901. 7500 727.2593 526900.1250 2)
1651. £000 330. 2000 **0.x 575 193736.0688 5)
li-9o.C*97 e-.2.5750 '<.i<..ae78 168936.0651 i*i











































































SUM HEAM s:o c£» VARIANCE N
1S215.-4992 331.3017
••c7. 3000
4CC.5770 160*61.8999 ( 581
li64.:030 • tt.i 9;* 2jt365.9e80 ( 41
2-.s.eOoa IZZ.fOOO 'I £.9519 ;io*.'»306 I 21
1733. COOO 577.0667 2CC.5970 7a-.'..3333 ( 3J
67».i»sa 67<.. i'.Sa CO CO 1 j.t
e5*.*ooo I70.i600 46.6210 «736.32 8'. i 5J
SSi.iOOO •.^0. 2500 3'<E. 7 669 33<.97i.i250 I 21
3170. iOOO 6=... ICOO 300.6711 SC--.0-..9250 ( it
t37.;000 637.5000 0.0 0.0 ( i;
iSl.iOOC eii.iCOO k.O 0. t XI
1(59. tSOC 103.31.39 75.3299 567-. 5923 ( 181
9b. ICOu ca. 5000 0.0 ( 11
ids. 0996 iJ*. 8750 liiIo*4.9 193-,-.6lSl ( *21
«*l3«.C99S I'.ia. 0333 3Ci.33ie 5322 ..3892 I 31
25C3«.19a7 321.C025 32i-lSS2 1C575...5363 ( 781
398.-000 ^i2. bOOC lCi.»034 106»^»^707 1 H
i'.S.COSO 3-8. OCuO CO IJ
i-u.iSJO ;2J.i25i, ii.80*; 52Cw313 1 Zl
67i.COO0 = 73.0000 CO 0.0 I 11
*75-*S9» 15a.ci35 9t.l22e 923S.5920 1 31
3*S».£500 20^.9 735 i 1.9 030 77^6.9330 ( 17)
l£29.?99e ?1». S99t 93.6210 e/o<..j99- I 21
3376. 7000 3 7 5. 1889 247.99-0 3 182 C 7703 < 91
.ii4.C99S 363. oiOO 719.2325 517295.3208 i SI
27*.COO0 27-. 0000 CO 0.0 ( XI
2376. i99e lis, ito7 13-.01t5 17960. ••280 1 151
9i.;j00 ?2.;coo CO 0.0 1 11
StiO.C-'io *^6. Sj 07 2'.:. 5 637 £7369.7087 1 131C7,.7998 *6;.3999 i;7.02S9 9i26<..9j'.8 1 Zl
162.1000 5... 0333 2i-2'<69 63 7. •.05a ii
31275.3990 -.53.2667 372.3 1C6 138615.1524 1 691
/95.C5&0 113. 6 6-^3 t7.07S3 •.-94.O309 I 71
1698. 50J0 8*9.2500 'iii.2i'*; Ic5-20.i250 1 21
12e51.<J0C 395.3500 301.622'. 91046.7541 32)
53.7500 53. 7 500 CO 0.0 < il
1194.5993 299.1'.99 190.5184 36297.25 53 41
1*23. "i99e 1123.7998 CO 0. 11
7S6.C0O0 7B6. COOO CO C 11
7E>e.i'<9e 262.0633 62.7676 3939.7743 31
2CCi.SS00 3>.. 9517 57„0«.8 32723 5.2004 6i
92S1.«".98 a--.. (.773 224- -.^99 5264 2.6001 111
a82.2500 862.2500 CO 0.0 ii
19771. 9989 250.2795 301.635* 9C983.9309 791










































CaOE VALUE LABEL SUM MEAN STO OEV VdAlANC£ N
3. 9*^.7500 ias.9Soo 82.3 835 6787.0438 ( 51
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li:
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37. 55.70J4 27.8500 ol848S CW200 ( 21
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482. 2S;05.3490 472.6669 4C3.0213 162426. 160S ( 621
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SUM MEAN STD CEV VARlAi^CE N
;2i7S2.fS12 342. 52^6 333.3332 126264.3166 662J
7C723.£470 2e-..C303 3 3 t. 7 656 114775.6832 249J
t3o;-7497 31i.3373 3»0.28i6 ^13791. 3711 201
213«.caOC 210.7385 1.5. 0625 li36 « .0163 13
1
iC01.C49S 50C.lc33 24C32»Q 57756.0405 o>
2112.2998 211.2300 304.3919 9i03.».4535 lOJ
5C77. 1996 253. £600 3r..aC34 107324.0153 20J
230.5000
m:iU^ <..7i75 45.-250 2;3COO.500C 424.782a 180439.9046 7)
l'>Aii.l*'ii 6C0. 7362 3ii.0643 l43eSS,7£72 241
1591. COOO 795.3000 26.9914 6-. 0.5000 2l
t32.£J00 210.'ij33 £.7757 77.0:35 3)
1335. C99a 4.«<>. 3C66 2t<..6714 £3331.1899 il
3631. 0997 460. 2375 2 ii.o336 ;coai.;"'03 at
6330. ?99« 117.3380
'r»??5« 7j39.20o1 711170.C000 es.cooo ..121^ 4.5300 ii
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SPSS 8/lTCM S»ST£M ii/3C/aj
FILE KASTEPl (»EATICN 04TE • 11/30/83)
.... CESCRIPTION CF SLbPOPULATICNS
CRIIEAICN VICIABLE AMTB /fCUKT elLLEC
EROKEN CCkN Br YR FISCAl. YEM CF INSPECTICN
VARIABLE CQCE VALINE LABEL &UM HEA.N Slu uEV VARIANCE tl
fOR ENTIRE PCPU4.A7ICN 9C8830.i3ii 735. -.875 STl.TjaB i't^ZT a.i-^7 b UZ<)I
YR 81. 337396. £056 809.10*3 iliC2tS« 12i iOO*. j56£ -.I?)
YR 32. 350ioO.C*63 69^.1733 =7C.9013 7 S*-,o9.b9o5 iOSI
YR 33. IZaiJi.tSlZ 7ii.*57S 9C"i.i667 6iJe59.i63i ijn




fILE mSTEfl (CREATUN a^TE • 11/30/83)
OESCRlPTIOh
CRITERICN VARIAELE BOEO ERLIMG GATE SISINNlNC OATE
BROKEN CCkft ST TR fI3CAL VEAR CF INSPECTION
ii/30/8 3
; F S L 6 P 1P U L * T 1 C N S
SUH KtaN ^TJ DEV VAfUANCE N







































































































































133 9. St a2 1*)
199

SPSS BATCH SYSTEM il/30/tJ
fICE MiSTEFl ICREATICN 0»7E " 11/30/E2I
.-_ . CE script; ON CF StBPOPjLATIONS
CRITERICN ViRIAELE 80CD EILLlNIi QAT E CCHPLETION DATE
EAOKEN CCkN ar YR fliCU. YEAR CF INSPECTiOH
VARIAStE CDCE VALkE LABEL SUM XEAA SIC CSV VAAiANCE N
FOR ENTIitE PCPULATION iA'ilii.iOOO 174. 2iS^ 1C>.;^1'<> li'tii.lH'ti l.i.Z9t
TR 91. 7JE26.C000 :Sl.£3o9 ?i.73t7 5io5.5£l- -.171
VR iZ. iSiiS.COOO i7o. tiJS li^.OcOi 1300?. 7i6« =051
YR a3. ^fl^a.MCO loo. 3321 t'i.6«16 7a31.07d6 3071





























































































APPENDIX D: DATA VALIDATION COMPUTER PROGRAM
FILE: VALPRCG WATFIV APPENDIX D
$J06
C * LT ASHLEY LT THOMPSON »
C * THE5IS PROJECT »
C * D^TA VALIDATION PROGRAM »
C * 23 SEPT. 1933 *
C *:tt*^*Jt ********** 4****9**m**
C
c
C **** FLRPOSE ****
C The purpose of THIS PSCGRA^ IS TC AID IN VALIDATION OF THE DATA
C CONTAINED IN THE CVERSEAS MARINE INSPECTION BILLING DATA FILE.
C THIS PROGRAM USES THE VARIABLE DEFIMTICNS USED IN THAT FILE.
C EACH LINE OF DATA IS READ IN, CHEQ^cD SEPARATELY AND PAINTED IF
C AN ERRCR IS FCJNO xIThIN Th£ LINE.
C
C
C *»** VARIABLE DECLARATIONS ****









;er dist, yr, wTr , mcnth, fank, ou>'a, edbc, bccd, dumb
aftb, ."^haw, mhlt , mhtct, mntest, t£ sta, testb ,te sic , te std
teste,testf,7£stg testh,te ti,tcstj,testk,t stl testm,tes'
WRITE (6,500)
PRINT, 'THE FOLLOfc^ING DATA LINES ARE IN ERROR:'
PRINT, • '
C READ IN THE INPUT DATA PEP LINE




IF (CIST. EC. 99) GC TO 200
C THE FClLCk«ING IFS VERIFY TFAT VHAW AN C MhLT SUM TC MHTOT.
C THE TEST VARIABLES ARE USEC TC CORRECT FCR RuuNDING ERRCR wiTHIN
C THE CCf-FUTER.
MHTEST-= ^HAW + MHLT
TESTA = MJ-TEST .CQl
T.EST8 = HHTEST * .002
TESTC = MHTEST + .0001
TESTD = MFTEST > .0002
TESTE = ^'^-TEST .0002
TESTF = MHTEST * .COOCl
TESTG * MHTEST + .00002
TESTH « MhTEST * .00005
TESTl = MHTEST - .COi
TESTJ » f*HTEST - ,0001
TESTK = MHTEST - .00001
TESTL - MHTEST - .OOOOCl
TESTf * f«HT£ST - .0002
TESTN = MHTEST - .C00C2
C
c
IF ( HHTEST. EQ, MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTA .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTB .EQ. MHTCT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTC .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTD .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTE .EQ, MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTF .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC IC
IF (TESTG .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTH .EQ. MHTOT) 60 TC 10
IF (TESTJ .EQ. HHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTK .EQ. MHTCT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTL .EQ. MHTCT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTM .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
IF (TESTN .EQ. MHTOT) GO TC 10
GC TC 100
C
C THE FCLL0WIN3 IFS VERIFY T)-AT THE DUMMY VARIABLES ARE ASSIGNED
C PPCPEP VALUES.
C




IF ( (CLMB.NE. 0).ANO.( OLMB.Nc.2)) GC TC IOC
IF ( ( AM6.EQ.0. i./NC. (CUMA.NE.On GO TC 100
IF ( (DCMA.EQ. GJ.ANO.l AMB.Nt.O.M GC TC iOO
IF ( (MhTOT.EQ.O. ) .AND. lOUME.NE.on GO TO 100
IF ( (CLf^B.EQ.OJ ,ANC.( fl-7CT.N£.0.) » GO ID 100
THE FCLLCWING IFS VERIFY
PROPER RANGE OF VALUES.
ThAT THE VARIABLE 'RANK' IS WITHIN THE
IF ( RANK.GT.Z-V) GC TO 100
IF (RANK.LT.O) GO TC 100
IF ( (RANK. Ea.7J. OR. (RANK. EC.Sn GO TO 100
IF ( (RANK.EQ.9) .OR. (RANK. EC.IOJ) GC TO 100
IF ( (RANK. Ew.l't). CR. (RANK. EC. 151) GO TC 100
IF (RANK.EC.16> GC TO 100
IF ( (R*NK.Ei.20) .CR.lRANK.££.21) ) GO TC iOO
THE FCLLCWING IFS VERIFY ThAT THE VARIABLE 'DIST' IS l«ITHI.N THE
PROPER RANGE CF VALUES.
IF ( CIST.LT.O i GO TO 100
IF (CIS7.GT.37) GC TO 100
IF ( (CIST. EJ.4J. OR. (DIST. cC.fc] ) GO TO 100
IF ( (CIST. EQ.iO) .CR. (DIST. Ei.lSn GO TO ICO
IF ( DIST.EQ.16J GC TO 100
IF i (CIST.GE.i8) .AND. (CIST.LE.29) ) GO TO 100
THE FOLLOWING IF VERIFIES THAT ' 30CD'
IF (8CCC.GT.6DB0) GC TC IOC
IS LESS THAN QR EQUALS BCBD,
THE FCLLCWING IFS VERIFY THE CONSISTENCY OF THE VARIABLES 'MONTH*
AND 'CTR« WITH EACH OTHER ANC THtll^ PROPER RANGE OF VALOcS.
IF ( (PCNTh.EO.lOSO.ANC. ( CTR. EC.l 8 1 ) J
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.118CJ.ANC. ( CTR. Ei. 1 81 J
I
IF ( («CNTh.Ea.l2SC).ANL. ( CTR. EC. 1 8 1 J
IF ( (f CNTH.EQ.i81 ).ANC.( CTF.EC.28 1))
IF ( (MCNTH.£g.2 81 ).ANC.(QTR.EQ.231))
IF ( (yrNTh.ECi.381 ).ANC.(CTR.EG.28 1 »)
IF ( (f CNTh.cQ.^81 ).ANC.( GTR.cG.38 D)
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.581 >.AND.( CTR.Ew.38 1i
J
IF ( (f'CNTh. = a.6 31 ).ANC.( GTR.EG.38 1) J
IF ( (MCNTH.EQ.781).ANC.( GTF.EC.48i) J
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.S31 ).ANO.( aTfi.EQ.48 U)
I F ( (MCNTh.£a.9 81 ) .ANC. ( CTR , EC .48 1 J
)
IF ( JMCNTH.EQ.108 1J.ANC. ( CTR.EC. 1 82) J
IF ( (MCNTh.Ea.llSD.ANC. ( CTR.EC.182))
IF ( (HC NTH. EQ. 1281).ANC. (CTR.EC.182))




IF ((WCNTh.EQ.2 82). ANC. (CTR. EC.2 82))
IF ( (MCNTH.£Q.382I.ANC.( CTR.EC.282) J
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.482 ) .AND. ( QTR. EQ.38 2 )
IF { (MCNTh.EQ. 5 82 ) .ANC. ( GTF .EG .38 2 )
IF ( (MCNTH.EQ.6 82).AN0.( QTR.EG.382))
IF ( (f CNTh.EQ.7 8 2 ) .AN C. ( QTR . £0 .tS 2 ) )
IF ( (MCNTh.£Q.8 82 ) .AND. GTR.EG.48 2 )
IF I (MONTH. £0.9 82 ).AND.( QTR.Ea.48 2)
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.108 2).ANC. ( CTR.EC.183))
IF ( (MCNTH.EQ.118 2).ANC. ( CTR. EC. 1 63 )
)
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.128 2) .ANC. (CTA.EC.183))
IF ( (MCNTH.EQ.183 ).ANC.( CTP.£G.283 ) )
IF ( (MCNTH.£a.2 83 ).AND.( QTR.E3.283))
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.3 83 ).ANC.(QTR.EQ.283 ))
IF ( (MCNTh.EQ.^83 ).AND.( CTR.EG.383))
IF ( (MCNTh.Ea.583 ) .AND. ( CTR .EG.38 3 )









































ThE CONSISTENCY OF THE VARIABLES 'QTR*
AhL THEIR PRCPER RANGE OF VALUES.
203

FILE: VALPRCG nATFIV A ^AV.iL PCSTGRACUATE SChOCL
50 IF { CTF.EC.181.ANC.YR.EQ.£li GC TO 5
IF ( CTP.c£.28i.ANC. YR.EQ.ei) GC TQ 5
IF (aTP.EC.381.ANC.VR.cO.£J» GC TO 5
IF { CTP.EC.48i.ANC.yR.£Q.ei) GC TO 5
IF ( QTfi.EC.182.ANC. YR.EQ. £iJ GC TO 5
IF ( GTP.£C.282.A1MC.YR.£Q.£2) GC TO 5
IF ( CTP.EC.382.ANC.YR.£Q.a2i GC TO 5
IF ( 0TR.EG.482.ANC.YR.EQ. £2) GC TO 5
IF ( CTR.EC.183.ANC.YR.£Q.e3) GC TO 5
IF ( QTP.EC.283.ANC. YR.£Q,83) GC TO 5
IF (CTR.EC.385.ANC.YK.EQ. fiii GC TO 5
100 WRITE (6,2000i D I ST .Y
R
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